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Some may wonder that I should step into a path so

little trodden as the subject of this essay.
—I answer, it

is for that very reason. Others may query
—why

insert certain discussions, as applicable to asthma,

dyspepsia or consumption ? such as the anatomical de-

scription and physiology of the mucous membrane—of

the diaphragm, and certain nerves,—the doctrine of the

pulse
—of teething

—of the vocal organ
—of soil, air, and

situation. I reply,
— it is to enliven a dry subject :

for I know, from long experience as a lecturer, that

unless you engage the mind by pleasure, you cannot

fill it with profitable ideas.

1 have only the apprehension, which is, that in tran-

scribing from lectures composed, and compiled twenty

and thirty years ago, I may, sometimes, have used the

words of another without being conscious of it.

Cambridge, July 1822.



PROLEGOMENA.

I COMMIT my thoughts of whooping cough to paper
from nearly the same motive which, a few years since, led

me to publish a tract on Dysentery ;*
—from observing

the difference in opinion among physicians, of the nature,

cause, and treatment of this painful distemper.

The dysentery had never been a very common disorder

to these northern regions of America. It is nearly half a

century since it was a raging and fatal epidemic in this

country ;f and then it was in the camps ratlier thani n towns

and cities.
:[:

I found few practitioners under seventy

years of age who appeared well acquainted with the dis-

order, excepting, hci-e and there, an old army surgeon.

Most others appeared to have but few fixed ideas of the

malady, and, of course, not a very steady and confident

mode of practice. Some believed with Sydenham, in an

acrimonious matter corroding the delicate coat of the in-

testines ; some, with Cullen, in the spasmodic constric-

tion of the colon
; and they {)ractiscd accordingly ;

while

others, with no theory at all, aimed solely to mitigate the

pain, and stop the discharge. However, the young prac-

titioner could here have recourse to good books for its

history, diagnosis, and general mode of treatment.

*
September 1817. t In 1776 in 1777.

t There appears, almost every season, in some parts of our country, si

a sort of pseudo-dysentery, without srybnln : and to which a person is lia-

ble more than once in life.
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But this is not the case with whooping cough. The

anxious student might search the writings of the antients

in vain for information :—Through the dark ages, he

could see no traces of it : he could learn nothing of it

from the hooks of the Arahians ; and even after the res-

urrection of letters in Italy down to the art of printing, he

could not discover that the distemper had ever existed.

It is strange, terrible and destructive as this djsorder

is, that we have no description of it in any book prior to

Dr. Thomas Willis, who taught at the university of

Oxford, and practised in London, between the years 1650

and 1680; of course, coteniporary, several years, with

Sydenliam. It is strange, because we have no ground for

supposing, that whooping cough is one of those vagrant

distempers w hich canie into civilized Europe, like small

pox, measles and syphilis, from the hordes of Africa, and

the savages of America ; and which have, now and tiien,

appeared, disturbing our medical systems, as comets do

the solar. I

t We cannot agree with Dr. Willan in opinion, that small pox was

known in Europe duing the glories of majestic Rome. When a learned

man searches the writings of Greece and of Rome, for almost any particu-

lar thing in t!ie arts and sciences, he most commonly finds it. The several

tremendous visitations of the Goths and Vandals in Italy have not left the

least trace, in any history, of any individual of their vast host having been

infected with small pox ,
or any thing like it. When the Roman

legions went into Spain, Ganl, Germany and Britain, there was not a word

said by Caesar, Tacitus, or any other historian, of the soldiers being affect-

ed with such distemper. For what is said of the i^nis sacer and the

anlhraJtes and loimi of the Greeks is not applicable to such a contagious

disease. Nor is there any mention of it in their expeditions into Africa.

It does not appear but Carthage was as free from any malady of that sort

as Rome ;
and yet her barques visited every port of the Mediterranean,

and beyond it. One man, or the garment of one man, might have

desolated the city of the masters of the world, or of the mistress of the seas,

had that disease then existed, with the infectious properties it now pos-

sesses.

During our revolutionary war, we lost by excursions into Canada,

.'en thousand soldiers by small pox alone
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Whooping cough may have existed in all ages of the

world, yet escaped the notice of writers, being almost en-

tirely confined to infants ; and this inattention may be

explained from the different state of society and manners,

now and then. In the early ages, children were not col-

lected together in large schools, and charitaljje institu-

tions, extensive manufacturing establishments, as in these

latter days, when ** the hearts of the fathers are turned to

the children.^'' Beside, there are traits, here and there,

in antient history, wliich lead us to conclude, that the

lives of infants were less regarded then than now. Do
not the customs of the Chinese, the least altered of antient

nations, strengthen this idea ?

We admit with reluctance, the notion of a new disease

springing up among the human race, as it militates

against that laAV of sameness, oltscrvablc in their econ-

omy. When the infant nepliew of the renowned Napo-

leon died with cynanche trachealis, he was astonished to

hear from his physicians, that it was a new disorder.

He thereupon proclaimed a princely reward to whoever

would write the best history of it. This brought togeth-

er the scattered rays of the knowledge of that serious af-

fection, and the "
croup^^ is no longer a non-dcscript in

France. Had the fatal case been whooping cough, the

result would, probably, have been the same.

The descriptions of diseases by the Greeks, are minute-

ly accurate ; but wliooping cougli is not to be found among
them. Neither is it found in the writings of any Roman ;

the distemper may, nevertheless, have existed in some
other parts of the globe ; for that renowned people knew

very little of the world, over which they domineered. The
Grecians were yet more ignorant of it

,• they called all

the northern nations Scythians ,•
a)id all the western

Celtse, indiscriminately. They had no knowledge of Af-

rica beyond the nearest part of yliithiopia, nor of Asia be-
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yoiid the Gaiis;cs.:|: As to this new world where we dwell ;

this region of cloud-capt mountains, and mighty rivers,

they never heard of it, neither had they any tradition con-

cerning it. Not only the wise Grecians, but the learned

Romans pronounced many climates and zones absolutely,

in the nature of things, uninhabitable, where countless

numbers are now enjoying life and comfort. As to their

travels, wiiethcr of philosophers, or military commanders,

it was travelling within their own walls compared with

modern explorations.

If such were the limited excursions of their most cele-

brated travellers, how circumscribed must have been the

knowledge of their physicians ? These men had no just

ideas of the terraqueous globe ;
and of the circulatiou of

waters between the ocean, the atmosphere, and the earth.

Their theories were generally founded on some of the an-

cient systems of philosophy, and passed uncorrected and

unimproved for want of books. Men, and the concomi-

tants of humanity,disease and death, with what immediately

surrounded them, were the only pages they studied. They
were ignorant of man, and his diseases beyond the narrow

bounds of their own country. Nevertheless, to whatever

they bent their attention, they studied it intensely.

There are certain well known diseases, which appear to

have an identity in all ages, countries, and complexions of

men. Fever, for example, is marked with a sameness of

its general state and character, in every individual. This

observation may be extended to the inflammatiim of a sim-

ple muscular part. There are other distempers, that

seem less stable. But these appear to originate from a

specific contagion, and, for the most part, infest the mucmis

membrane ; which is an extensive organ, placed by nature

as an outgard, or sentinel over most of the organs of life.

To this family of distempers belongs that which we have

J Bacon.
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selerted for discussion. Diseases of this rlass, often in-

vade a whole people at the same timejwho inhabit the same

country, live on the same diet, and drink of the same wa-

ter ; and have therefore been called Epidemics. They are

supposed to be owing to an active poison, mtasm, effluvia,

or contagion, floating always somewhere or other in the

atmosphere of this globe ; or rising, now and then, from

beneath the surface of it. Of the qualities or nature of

those febrile poisons none can tell. We only know, by
their effects on the mucous membrane, that they are stimu-

lant, therefore acrimonious. We are certain that they

must produce an alteration of structure j but in what this

alteration consists, we are ignorant.

We have said, that whooping cough, tho' a very frequent

disorder, is little understood ; and that it would be difficult

to direct the young practitioner to any writer for such in-

formation as might be sufficient to satisfy himself, and ben-

efit his patients. The following extract strengthens our

assertions. In the London Medical Society, which met

on the 2rth of February 1809, was discussed the subject of

Tussis convulsiva, or v\ jiooping cough.
" Mr.L**** introduced the discussion into the society,by

communicating the progress of the disease in iiis own fam-

ily, where he had administered tiie tinctura digitalis in

doses to excite nausea and even vomiting, without, how-

ever, rendering the pulse slower, or relieving the disease ;

and he suggested, from observation, that this medicine dad

not the same effect on childien as on adults, in reducing the

quickness of the pulse. The acute symptoms had at their

commencement, been moderated by the application of

leeches, and blisters, and tiie internal use of antimonials.

He noticed, at the same time, that some more recent cases,

which had come under his care, were attended with so

much debility, as to discountenance bleeding, or any very
active evacuations. This remark was confirmed by the

observations of another mein!)er.
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Mr. A**** remarked, that two of his children, severe-

ly lahourin.e; under the disease, were attended by three em-

inent physicians, whose treatment was anti-plihigistic,

witlj antimonials, repeated emetics, sudorifirs, and opiates.

They also, in a particular manner, enjoined to confine-

ment and warmth of a bed-chamber, in six weeks the

patients were convalesf'ent.

Dr. A****. (1) from his own experience, reprobated
the practice of frequent vomiting ; and concluded, tliat,

after removing the first influence of the morbid infection,

the habit would be improved, and health sooner restored

by enjoying the air.

Dr. !',=!=****** mentioned a composition, which,had been

lately intioduced as a remedy in this disease, under the ti-

tle of moschus art\ficialis, made by pouring the nitric acid

on amber, and evaporating it to dryness by a moderate

heat. It was observed by a member, that some trials had

been instituted by him of the efiicacy of this medicine, but

without any beneficial effect.

It was mentioned, that acetite of lead had been recom-

mended in this disease, which a member observed he had

tried without any advantage ; while, on the other hand, it

had produced the colica pictonum in a dangerous degree.

Dr. '1***** expressed his favourable opinion of the

combination of bark aj»d the tincture of cantharides, ex-

hibited as soon as the inflamnjatory symptoms were re-

moved. This he had found singularly beneficial in his

extensive practice.

Dr. >V ******* entered into apreKy full discussion of the

disease. He commented upon the dissections of those who

had died, which uniformly evinced its inflammatory ten-

dency, by suppurations on the chest, or water effused in it,

(1) It may be necessary to inform some of our American readers, that

in London, Surgeons are called only Mr. and none Doctor, but such as

have taken that degree, at some University.
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as well as on the brain, from previous inflamniatiorj.

Hence he inferred the necessity of early reducing the

phh»(^istir tendency, by bleeding;, blisterine;, and febrifuge

medicines; and lastly, by tonics and air, when this tenden-

cy had been subdued.''

We would remark,that the foregoing are simply notices

of extemporaneous discussions, in conformity to the cus-

tom of asking the members if they have any useful intelli-

gence to communicate previously to reading prepared com-

munications ; and this accounts for the concealment of

names.

It is needless to remark on the contrariety of opinions,

and instability of practice, manifested in the foregoing

notes ; which forms the XV. Art. in the 3d vol. of Petti-

grew's Memoirs of Dr. Lettsom.

After these opinions were uttered, the President, Dr.

Lettsom, a gentleman of great industry, very full piactice,

and long experience, gives the result of that experience,

and a summary of his reading. He said he had previous-

ly adopted similar sentiments of the early antiphlogistic

treatment; the cautious use of vomits and antimonials, and

particularly intervening mercuiial laxatives. He conclu-

ded by confirming the propriety, safety, and efficacy of

Dr. T's method of prescribing bark, with canthaiides and

paregoric elixir. This practice had been introduced by Dr.

Barton of York, and Dr. SutclifF of Settle about the year

1750.

After this cursory stjitemen,t. Dr. Lettsom adds authori-

ties from books, which he had afterwards consulted, and

says that Sauvages recommends, at the commence-

ment of the disease, the antiphlogistic treatment, with ve-

nesection, as well as vomiting with caution. He after-

wards exhibits the lichen pyxidatus, injudiciously adding,
** nee non saccharum saturni ad granaduo, tria, et demum

kinkina parva dosi." Then is added the opinion of Baron

Quarin, of Vienna, Physician to the Emperor Joseph;,

who, speaking of the internal use of cantharides says
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Propinatnr a quibusdair, in tiissis convulsive tinctura

cantharii'um' "f'J hujus reinedii, usum qiiandoque perlculo-

suni esspexpcrimpi)Ha."oj>st:it.'' With the cortex^ he adds,

*<
ntvjun I'f^^en isiandicnn rie.^lig* debet ;*' and adds anoth-

er trivial vcgptablp. the mnschmn arborenu particularly that

growing on the oak. He also recommends ih^Jlores ziv-

ci; and in st"o.iaj terms coijdemns the saccharum saturni.

Piof'essor Wliytt recommends the bark very early in

the disease.

Wcrlhof's favourite medicine was sweet spirit of nitre,

with S7/rup of corals.

Dr.Storck,of Vienna, so famous for his inj^enious tables

respecting cicuta, colchicum autumnale, and belladonna,

in his Prcecepta medico-practica, gives a succinct history

of this disease. He commences with antimonials, expecto-

rants, opiates, and bleeding ; and, although he admits of

the latter, it is with great caution, lest it should induce de-

bility, which exasperates the cough, [yet is bleeding Syd-

enham's sheet anchor in this disorder!] He was the first

who gave hemlock in whooping cough ; in which practice

he was followed by Dr. Butter.

Dr. Miller recommends, in the most decisive manner,

the solution of assafu'tida.

The celebrated Dr. Zimmerman, of Hanover, recom-

mended, like Fothergill, repeated vomits.

Gissner, at Nordlingen, followed the practice of Foth-

ergill and Zimmerman.

Dr. Rosenstein, who wrote particularly on the diseases

of children, follows the emetic process of Fothergill, the

musk and castor of Morris, with colts-foot boiled in

mare's-milk.

Sydenham advised active evacuations by the bowels,

vomiting and blistering. He subjoins generally, that

in his practice, bleeding, and the antiphlogistic treatment

was carried to an extent scarcely equalled by the late

Dr. Elliott, Dr. Richard Jebb, or Dr. William Fordyce.
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Huxham, who, says Lettsom, like Sydenham, enter-

tained a vague theory with a sound practice, favoured

hleedijig, and recommends a vomit of ipecacuanha every

third day. He administered, likewise, purgatives of rhu-

harb and mercury. He gave also millipedes and ammo-

niacum ; but laid particular stress on blistering the neck.

Lastly, exercise in the air, and even the use of the cold

bath.

Frederic Hoffman depended much on frictions, pediluvi-

um, and blistering. His favourite internal remedies

were, an electuary, or linctus of oil of almonds and sper-

maceti ; the syrup of white poppies, and an expectorating

mixture with emetic tartar.

Cullen considered this disease contagious ; but he does

not appear, says Lettsom,' to possess much practical

knowledge on the subject. He runs into his theory of

spasm ; to remove which, he approves of the antimonial

vomits of Fothergill.* He admits bleeding, and blister-

ing on the chest instead of the neck. He discourages

early exposure to cold air
;

and the sulphur auratum of

Clossius and Stoll. He does not favour the cup moss mis-

letoCf or lichens of the Germans, nor the castor of Mor-

ris j but is favourable to musk, as an antispasmodic.

In the Adversaria Medica Practica, Vol. L part I.

Lipsise, 1769, there are some judicious remarks on whoop-

ing cough, where bleeding is recommended, but with

great caution."f

The preceding account is Nyorth attention. It is tlie re-

sult of a discussion in the Lojidon Medical Society, about

twelve years ago, by men of distinction in the first city

in the world, where physic, iiicluding surgery, is more

* Cullen is spoken too lightly of here, by Lettsom. Every thing in his

" Practice of Physic," bears the marks of a great master. He was a giant

in our art, and ex pede Herculem.

t It is rather surprising that the indefatigable Lettsom should overlook

Dr. Thomas Willis.
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cultivated, and more honoured, and better rewarded than

in any other city that is, or eier was. Yet bchuld the

disa,!;?reement !

The first speaker believed that the digitalis was supe-

rior to any other remedy. The second speaks of his own

children suffering under the disease, and attended by three

eminent physiraiis, who, beside antimonials, emetics, su-

dorifirs and opiates, strictly enjoined confinement to a

warm bed-chamber. The third reprobated repeated vom-

itiui^s, (that is, the practice of Hdxhain and Fothers^ill,)

and extolled the benefit of the open air. The next physician

speaks of the efficacy of the moschus artijicialis ; but another

member doubts it. Then was the acetite of lead mention-

ed. Another was in favour of the internal use of canthar-

ides mixed with the bark ; and the discussion was closed

by a learned physician's commentary on the dissections of

those who had died of the distemper, and his ursjinj^ the

necessity of early bleeding, blistering, and febrifuge med-

icines.

After this mass of discordant opinion, it was natural

to listen with solicitude to the aged President of the

society, whose extensive practice, and almost matchless

industry, rendered him a fit judge to sum up the ev-

idence. But what do we gather from bis summary ?

Do we learn any thing like a steady principle ? or a fixed

and consistent practice ? Certainly not.

On this view of the subject, it may be asked, do you

pretend to clear up the difficulties, and to fix the princi-

ples of an hitherto vague practi<e ?—We arc not so pre-

sunnptuous. We mean only to agitate the matter afresh,

althougli labouring under some difficulties, unknown to

our brethren in Europe J among which, the paucity of

books is not the least.

The chief end in this essay is to excite enquiry, rather

than to impose on the reader our own notions ;
—or, in

fewer words—ro aid the growth of knowledge.
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CHAPTER I.

ITS NAME, AND DESCRIPTION.

One pretty certain mark that a disorder is not well un-

derstood is the multiplicity of its names, as may be exem-

plified in the cijnanche trachealis,
* and hcssis cotivulsiva.

'J'he distemper wiiich we in North America denominate

w/ioojn?i°- con^^, was called by ^ilVis tussis convulsivaf

and by Sydenham pertussis, which means a very violent

cough of any kind.

Dr.Robert Watt, of the city of Glasgow, who has written

industriously on this distemper, tells us that in North Brit-

ain, it is promiscuously called hooping cough, and kink-

cough, and hence the derivative c/iin-cough. This Scotch

provincialism kiiik, is, it seems, synonymous \\ithJit,orpa-

* The cynanche trachealis is also called sufibcatio stridula, angina inter-

na—angina latens et diSicilis—angina inflammatoria infantum,angina mem-

branacea—angina perniciosa—angina polyposa—catarrhus suflbcativus—
asthma infantium spasmodicum—cynanche stridula—morbus strangulatorius

—truculentus infantum. The Scotch call it the croup. In some parts of

America it is called the choak and the quincy ;
in other, the hives ;

a corrup-

tion of the word heaves, from the violent heaving of the thorax and shoulders

in breatbiny.
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roxysm ; fi>rtliey say in'Scotland, in common pailanrc, '•'a

liink of laughing"—» a kink ofcrving," and " a kink of

couj^hin!;?." The phrase is a novelty in our country. Dr.

Jojjnson suspects that the term c/n'?i-cough may have

cojne from tlie Dutch word kinckin, to pant, or breathe

short. Yet we doubt tlie whole of it.

We find no account of this distemper in books, prior to

Dr. Thomas Willis.* who, in his Diatriba de medica-

mentorum operationibus in humano corpore, Sect. I. Cap.

VI, Dc Phthisi proprie dicta, sive dc Tabe pulmonum vi-

tio excitata, speaks of it thus : Ad banc classem ubi de

Tussifjuse nondum phthisis est, agitur, incrito referri de-

bet l^ussi puerornm conrnlsivaf sou snffocaiiva, ct nostro

idioinate Ckixcough vnlgo dicta.

Now, cliincough is a corruption of the Dutch, or rather

Teutonic word kiudhoest ; and means simply child's-cough

from kind, a child, and hoest^ cough ; and is precisely sy-

nonymous with the Latin term Tussis pnerilis. It was

necessary to say thus much ; because many peojdc have

an idea, that cAiji-cough, is a milder species of ivhoop-

ing-coHe;h.

The Latin names for it are more numerous than the

Englis!» : besides tussis convvlsiva, and pertussis, there is

tussis perenuis—fenna—clangosa—amphimerina—siiffoca-

tiva—puerilis
—tussiculosa—quinta—paroxysmes quintes ;

and several others; enough to excite a suspicion that the na-

ture and seat of the distemper were n(»t clearly understood.

* Dr. Thomas Willis was born in Wiltshire, in England, 1621 : took

the degree of A. M. in 1642 at Oxford, where he was made professor of

Natural Philosophy in 1660 : the same year he took the degree of M D.

He was one of the first members of the Royal Society of London, whither

he removed in 1666, and where he practised with great success and reputa-

tion
;
and where he died in Not. 1675. His works were printed, as writ-

ten, in Latin, at Geneva in 1676 in quarto; and another edition at Amster-

dam in 1682. This may account for his being more known on the conti

nent of Europe, than in his native Island.
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or all the English names, we prefer that of Whooping

congli ; and of Latin ones, that of Tdssis Convulsiva ^

both bein]^, in our opinion, expressive of the pathognomo-

nic, or inseparable symptom, the whoop ; the ofFspring of

the convulsion j an essential pai't of the distemper. We
are tenacious of this distinction ; because a false epithet

affixed to a disease, has often led to pernicious practice.

It is suspected that the American public are not sufficient-

ly apprized of the violence^ and of the/aiaiifi/ of this " ter-

rible distemper ^''^ for so it was termed by the wise and

skilful FoTHERGiLL.* The learned Hoffman quotes an in-

stance from the Misc. Natur. Curios, where one of the

bodies of the vertebrse of the back was broken through
the middle, by the vehemence of a cough of this kind.

The blood has been known to gush, not only from the

nose, but ears, and eyes ;
and the celebrated Robert Boyle

records instances of a sudden loss of memory, and a pal-

sy of the limbs from such a violent fit of coughing. To
which we may add, from our own knowledge, a case of

whooping cough in in fancy,subjecting the patient, through
a pretty long life, to a convulsive, or spasmodic cough, on

every great exposure to cold and dampness.
As to Msfatality, a collection of the scattered instances

of its destruction, is enough to alarm any parent.

We learn from the treatise by Uw Robert Watt, that in

the fifteen years prior to 1717, only sixty-three were reg-

istered in London as having died of chin cough ; and fif-

ty-six of cough. In the next fifteen years, those two dis-

eases were thrown together, and the whole deaths by chin

cough, and cough, without an epithet, amounted to six

hundred and thirty-two. In the next fifteen years, end-

ing with 1746, they amounted to sixteen hundred and

ninety two j and in the following fifteen years to two

3
See London Med. Observations, Vol, 2cl.
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thousand seven hundred and fifty five; and in the fifteen

years cndin.t? with 1776, they amounted to no less than

four thoHsand two hundred andfifty-two.

We learn from the same valuahle hook, that in the city

of Glast^ow, Nvlieie Dr. AVatt practised in high estimation,

the nuntber of deaths by whooping cough was generally

from five, to five and an half per cent, of the whole

deaths in that city ; and that in 1809, they amounted to

somewhat more than eleven and an half j)er cent, of tlic

whole ntmiber of deaths in tliat place.

We are indebted to the same respectable physician for

the following table of deaths by whooping cough, in the

city of Glasgow, during thirty tjears ; or rather of cer-

tain parishes, constituting about half the deaths in that

city.

Under six months - - - - 135

Above six months, and under one year 357

Above one year, and under tvi'o years
- 596

Above two, and under three years
- 333

Above three, and under four years - 186

Above four, and under five years - 109

Above five, and under six years - 37

Above six, and under seven years - 34

Above seven, and under eight years - 12

Above eight, and under nine years - 10

Above nine, and under ten years - 5

Above ten years . > . - s

Total 1817

Dr. Watt remarks, that no deaths were found above the

age of fourteen. The deaths in the preceding record,

occurred in the different months, thus

In January died 1 79

February 173

March - 2 8

April 179



188
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Epidemicus esse solet, ^grotantes iussiendi paroxysmos
crebros ac atroces admodnm habentdn quibus niimrum respi-

rationis organa non tantum graviter laborant,sed eliam spas-

modice affecta actus suos xarie interrumpunt, suspeninnt,

aut pervertunt.

Plemnque vero Diaphragma per se^ ant partium aliarum

impulsu conrulsum, modo Sijstoleiu tnodo Diastolen perqiiam

diu obstinate ita contimiat, xit inspiratione^ vel exspiratione

pro tempore inhibiid, spiritus vitalis vix ac ne vix duci

queat ; proinde ut tussientes quasi prafocati ejiilent, ^* ob

sangiiincm stagnantem in vultu atredinem contrahant ; si

forsaii organis istis no7i in tantum conxmlsis liberins tnssire

possint, usque tanien vehementius ^* diutiiis, donee vires /a-

tiscunt, tussire coguntur,

Morbi hujus ratio formalis, sive causa covjunctat in his

duobus consistit : nempe quod adsit crebra ^ vehemens put-

mouum ii'ritatio, qua ad molestum aliquid tiissi ejiciendum

fere continue incitantur : ac insimul quod partes Thoracis

motives, viz. nervi acjibrce nervew, ad spasmos proedisposi-

tcE, quoties irritantur tussim non regularem sed convulsi'

vam, S^' ordinario, respirationis mimeri oppositam aut injn-

nam accieant.'^ i. e. This disorder is principally inci-

dent to infants and children ; especially in the spring and

autumn ; at which seasons it is generally epidemical.

The patients labouring under this disorder, have frequent

and violent paroxysms of coughing, in which the organs

of respiration,being not only oppressed, but also spasmod-

ically affected, variously interrupt, suspend, and pervert

their respective functions. But for the most part, the

diaphragm convulsed, either of itself,
or by the impulse of

other parts, so long protracts, sometimes the systole, and

at other times the diastole of the heart, that inspiration or

expiration, being for a time obstructed, the breath, so sub-

servient to life, can hardly be drawn ; in cojisequence of

which, the patients are, as it were, suffocated ; and, by
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reason of a stagnation of the blood, contract a kind of

blackness of countenance ; and if by chance the organs,

subservient to these purposes, should not be so strongly

convulsed, as to hinder the free coughing of the patients,

they are nevertheless forced to cough in a violent manner,

and till their strength is worn out.

The concurrent cause of a chincough seems to consist

in these two circumstances, that there is a frequent and

violent irritation of the Lungs, by which they are almost

continually stimulated to throw up the mattei", which

is uneasy to them, by coughing ; and that the moveable

parts of the thorax, that is, the nerves and nervous fibres,

being previously disposed to spasms^ as often as they are

thus irritated, excite not a regular, but generally a con-

vulsive cough, and induce some indisposition opposite to

the function of respiration. Thus far from Dr.

Willis.

We have transcribed his description, as it corresponds,
in a great measure, with the opinion we have long enter-

tained, and publickly taught. We could never admit that

the convulsion, so distressing in this distemper,was a true

cough, but rather a nervous affection, operating on parts

previously disposed to spasms. Writers have used tlie

word coM^ft,not being able, probably, to find a more correct

term. We consider it n spasmodic disorder, generated

by a specific contagion, operating but once in life, piodu-

cing most likely an efflorescence about the cesopliagus, and

upper orifice of the stomach, and creeping thence by slow

degrees to the diaphragm and lungs.

Notwithstanding the description given by Willis and by

Culleuy I shall venture, with deference to those masters in

the art, to give another, founded, in a great measure, on

personal experience, having myself undergone the disor-

der, within eighteen months, with a few othei*s, past three

score years of age; with several of whom I have con>par-

ed symptoms.
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To a bystander the disorder appears to come on with

the ordinary symptoms of catarrh ; hut to the attentive

adult patient, its approach is intimated by an universal

soreness of the flesh, especially of the abdomen, not un-

like the symptoms of an incipient pcritonites. This ten-

derness extends fiom the insertion of the diaphragm, in

the xiphoid cartilage of the sternum, to the pubes and

groins ; and is accom])anied with a sense of weariness,

especially in the loins, together with an uneasiness, stric-

ture, or sense of twisting in, we presume, the upper orifice

of the stomach. In some, if not in all, there is a sense

of heat in the direction of the ureters, and somewhere

about the bladder.

Dnring the soreness of the flesh, which lasts three or

four days, there is a short, hacking, husky cff*ort, hardly

amounting to a cough. It seems a peculiar affection

of the oesophagus, or pharynx ; and this cough to be an

instinctive effort, to rid, or diminish this slight but

disagreeable feeling. As yet, there is no soreness, or

painful affection of the chest, nor sense of stuffing as in

catarrh, nor remarkable difficulty of breathing, neith-

er any sensation of membranous tightness, during the

action of coughing, nor tender spot, in any part above

the diaphragm. The tendcrest place is the rim of the bel-

ly, and in the groins. In an advanced state of the disor-

der, the pain and distention is so great in the groin, as to

excite in some, apprehensions of rupture, during the vio-

lent convulsive paroxysms.

On tiie appearance of symptoms resembling catarrh,

the soreness of the abdomen gradually lessens, and the

characteristic symptom of this distemper begins mod-

erately to manifest itself. I mean the convulsive hiccup-

ish cough. During the symptoms^ of this early period,

there is more or less fever, with occasional head-ache, es-

pecially on sudden exertion, or after eating freely. The
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patient has a greater disposition to sleep in tlie day time

than usual, while the habitual sleep of the night is distur-

bed with unpleasant dreams. He feels, at times, more

than usual coldness in his hack, and extremities. Al-

though his appetite is, now and then keen, it fluctuates ;

and his general condition denotes a febrile state ; his

urine is high coloured, and small in quantity j his bowels,

for the most part, bound, but sometimes otherwise, while

the skin has that hot and dry feel, observable, very often,

on the first approach of dysent(^ry.

Somewhere between the fourteenth and twentieth days,

the distemper assumes its peculiar symptoms, which is a

singular retch, catch, hiccup, or cough, accompanied with

a sort of half crowing sound, denominated " a whoopt^* of

which no author yet consulted has given me a satisfacto-

ry explanation. We now consider the disorder to be form-

ed ; and the convulsions to have taken their stand, in order

to recur three, four, or five times in the course of twenty-

four hours. Of these fits, or paroxysms, the one that oc-

curs about 2 o'clock at night, which is usually after the

first nap, is the most violent.* The fits may recur at any

time, on sudden surprise^ suddenly excited passions of the

mind ; eating any dry morsel, as biscuit ; attempting to

drink a glass of madeira, or any other very strong wine ;

or running, or walking too fast.

It is seldom before the twentieth day of the distemper

that it is accompanied with that peculiar clang to wlucli

it owes its name. The convulsion is now violent. The

patient appears to gasp, and st»*ain, and hiccup, and stran-

gle rather than rough. In this painful action, the \eins

of the face, as well as the eyes appear swelled ; the coun-

tenance becomes very (!ar\ ! the eyes are turned upwards,
and there seems danger of a fatal strangulation. The

*
It is remarkable that epileptic fits are apt to recur at the same period
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paroxysm sometimes ends with faintini^, or a tendency to

it. In strong, vigorous, and plethoric subjects, with a

fiery eye, there is a bursting violence accompanying the

clangor or whoop, as if the eyes would stait from their

orbits. After a very copious discharge of clear lymph
or phlegm, for it cannot be called, with strict propriety,an

expectorati(m, nor yet absolutely a vomiting, tlie patient

becomes again composed ; and breathes with sucli perfect

freedom, that we cannot suppose the lungs to have been

primarily distempered, or to have suffered much in the

spasmodic conflict. Sometimes the sufferer appears as if

gasping for life, without being able to make the least

noise. Adults will fall down instantly as if apoplectic.

This is what is called in Scotland the <* dumb kinkf^* in

which it seems as if the epiglottis was shut firmly down

by a spasm, without the sufferer having the power, at

once, of opening it. There have been instances where

this power has been so totally overcome that a fatal

strangulation has been the consequence.* In this critical

situation, might not a smart stroke with a whip on some

sensible part, prevent the fatal event ?

The redness, and turgesccnce of the face, and even

its blackness, the fulness of tl>e upper lip, and the blood

shot eyes, are not symptoms of the disease ; but the effects

of the violent convulsions ; and so of the hoarseness.

May not the same be said of the remarkable flatulency at-

tending this malady ? The inflamed eye is essentially

different from the opthalmia catarrhalis of Hoffman, Sau-

vage, and Willan.

It is worthy of notice, that the patient can, when in

bed, and even when lying on his back, make the deepest

* In this perilous state, never clap a handkerchief to the mouth of a

child, to draw forth the phlegm, as some do
;

but allow the air free ac-

cess to the open mouth and nostrils.
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inspiration, and can keep his lungs thus distended, as long

as in perfect health, without feeling pain, irritatioti, a

propensity to cough, or any uneasiness, or inconvenience

in any part of the breathing organs. Yet on suddenly

turning on one side or the other in bed, or assuming,

suddenly, an erect posture, a convulsive paroxysm will in-

stantaneously f(dIo\v, with a sense of stricture, oj- rather

twisting in the stomach, with a glow, and tickling in the

oesophagus, pharynx, or larynx. This sudden seizure

generally compels the patient to rise on his knees, as the

easiest posture for undergoing the convulsion, and mitiga-

ting the hot pain in the rim of the belly, and in the groins.

On these occasions the whoop is a first explosion, and not

the result of repeated inspirations. On waking in the

night, the whoop bursts out with the suddenness, and ra-

pidity of sneezing. Were this distemper primarily,

and principally an affection of the lungs, would children,

from an erect posture, instinctively, fall on their knees ?

The first is best for breatliing ; the second for vomiting.

The pulse varies greatly in different stages of the dis-

order. It is generally quick, 'i ovvards the last stage

of fatal cases, and where, often, tns state of the pulse

alone gives reason for alarm, then the pulse is more like a

symptom of irritation, than fever ; the skin assumes

a livid hue, there is sudden prostration of strength,

wasting of tlie flesh ; the muscles of the arms and legs

hanging flabby, with a degree of incontinence of stool

and urine, and loathing of all food. Ciiiidrcn thus

affected, die under a sort of tabes, or melting away
of the flesh, and sinking of the powers of life, before the

young practitioner is aware of it.

In such cases, dissections show little else than marks of

general-debility, and emaciation, with now and theji, some

appearances of scrophulous taint in the mesenteric glands.

4
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These tilings happen to weakly cliildrcn ; often to the off-

sprini^ <if (he very loorj and to those of any condi-

tion, where nutrition is wasted, hy too often repeated vom-

itin.a;s and purgin.i^s ; to unseasonahle evacuations np-

waids, or downwards, or both. But more of this in

another place.

In some habits, particularly in scrophulous, tlierc are

(Edematous swellings of the limbs; first in the ancles,

then the wrists. In this state of things, the whoop
ceases, or is greatly diminished, giving flattering hopes
of recovery ; hut a difficulty of breathing follows, with an
hectic pulse ; the appetite is gone, and there is a giving

way, or peculiar relaxation round the mouth and nose,
with drops of sweat on the upper lip ; the child sinks,

faints, and dies, amidst a flattering security.

There is a middle state, where we find that hard and

sharp pulse, like the snap of a musical chord, and which

accompanies the first stage of gastritis, with, now and

then, as the distemper progresses, a varying, weak and

quivering one ; which is rapidly accelerated on the least

exertion, and from, apparently, inadequate causes. Tiiis

is one of the insidious symptoms of irritation, commonly
attendant on inflammation of the mucous membrane,
so alarming to the experienced practitioner in cynanche
maligna ; and in the last stage of croup, where veniesec-

ti'.ii is most commonly a fatal practice.

I am awai-e that the important doctrine of the Pulse can-

not be leaidt from books, neveitheiess I must insert here

the directions, and cautions of the venerable Dr. Ileber-

den, extracted from a paper read at the royal college of

Physicians in London, 1768.

*« The pulse of children under two years old should be

felt when they are asleep j for their pulses are greatly

quickened by every new sensation, and the occasions of

these are i,erpctually happening to them while they are
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awake. The pulse then of a healthy infant asleep on the

day of its birth, is between 130 and 140 in one minute ;

and the mean rate for the first month is 120, for, during

this time, the artery often beats as frequently as it does the

first day, and I have never found it beat slower than 108.

During the first year the limits may be fixed at 108 and

120. For the second year at 90, and 103. For the third

year at 80 and 100. The same will very nearly serve

for the fourth, fifth, and sixth years. In the seventh

year the pulsations will be sometimes so few as 72. though

generally more ; and therefore, except only that they are

more easily quickened by illness, or any other cause, they

will differ but little from the healthy pulse of an adult,

the range of which is from a little below 60 to a little

above 80. It must be remembered, that tlie |)idse becomes

more frequent, by ten or twelve in a minute after a full

meal.

" If the pulse either of a child, or an adult, be quicken-

ed so as to exceed the utmost healthy limit by ten in a

minute, it is an indication of some little disorder. But

a child is so irritable, that during the first year, a very

slight fever will make the artery beat 140 times, and it

may beat even 160 without danger ; and as there begins

to be some diflicully in counting the pulse when the motion

is so rapid, the thirst, quickness of breathing, averseness

from food, and above all, the want of sleep, enable us, bet-

ter than the pulse, to judge of the degree of fever in in-

fants.

" If the pulse of a child be 15, or 20 below the lowest

limit of the natural standard, and there be, at the same

time, signs of considerable illness, it is a certain indica-

tion, that the biain is affected, and consequently such a

quiet pulse, instead of giving us hope, should alarm us

with the probability of imminent danger.'*

On giving an emetic, and exciting eflBcacious vomiting,

in almost any stage of the whooping cough, a great quan-
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tity of rlear, tenacious matter is thrown up, resembling
the white of an egg, but somewhat thinner. TWs always
gives relief, and composes the patient during, perhajjs
twelve or twcnty-four hours ; the frequency as well as

the violence of the fits, being thereby restrained. On ob-

serving this, some, who have been in the habit of confin-

ing their ideas of this disease to the lungs merely, have

supposed, that this large quantity of matter in the stom-

ach, had been coughed up from the lungs, and then swal-

lowed. They should recollect, that this discharge of

ph|egm takes place before expectoration commences.

They should also bear in mind, that the stools of those

sulfcring under this disorder, are loaded with this sort of

mucus.

May not this fluid be a preternatural exudation follow^

ing a specific inflammation, or an exanthcmatical affection

in the upper region of the alimentary canal ?

After a great quantity of phlegm, and perhaps, some
articles of food have been thrown up by vomiting, the

clangorous whoop, and convulsion seem to be all over and

gone ; the lungs inspires and expires as before
,•

the

countenance resumes its healthy and cheerful aspect, and
the person can, and often does eat a hearty meal, feeling
neither sickness, nor loss of appetite. This is surprising
to some, but not to those who have contemplated that most

shocking disorder, the epilepsy.

It is customary of late, with most medical writers, to

divide every acute disease into three distinct stages. We
are not certain that we can draw the line w ith due precis-

ion in the tussis convulsiva. It appears to us, however,
that the characteristic symptom, the zvhoop, is formed be-

tween the fifteenth and twentieth day ; and that a change
or crisis appears about the fortieth

;
but w hen it continues

longer then the fiftieth, it becomes chronic
,•
and then it

may run on to six months, and more, with occasional re-
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missions. Durin.^ this indisposition, the weakest organ,

or function suflers ;
or that disorder to which the

constitution is most liable, aggravates the original

malady. Should this run on to a conquassated condition

of body, a change of air, regular habits, witli judicious

preparations of iron, or the bark, may save the patient

from a fatal phthisis. Of this in its proper place : it is

mentioned here solely for illustration.

I should have remained ignorant of some particular

symptoms already mentioned, and a few others to be men-

tioned hereafter, had I not recently suffered under the

whooping cough ;
and had I not compared my symptoms

with other adult patients, qualified for relating their sen-

sations correctly. From them, also have i learnt, that

during the early paroxysms, the urinary organs from

the kidnies downwards, felt unusually sensative, while

the stomach had, now and then, a glow, accompanied

with a transient nausea, occasional horripilatio, and some

other signs of a disordered system, tending to fever.



CHAPTER II.

OF THE SEAT or the %vhooping-cough.—and of the MUCOU&
MEMBRAiNE.

It is not very surprising that Physicians should differ

in opinion as to the nature, and the cause of whooping-

cough ; but it must appear strange to the ordinary reader,

that medical men are not yet agreed as to the seat of it.

"We grow up with the idea, that anxiety, and all our dis-

tressful feelings, as well as courageous and deliglitfid ones,

are sensations of the heart, when that hard fd ered organ

has little to do in it : so also we grow up with the notion

that a cough is the infallible indication of some dis«)rdp?" in

the breathing organ, forgetiing that the air vessels, bron-

chise, trachea and larynx, constitute the natural speaking-

trumpet, throuejh which the <* homo internus'^ expresses its

feelings, whether dolorous or pleasurable. Reflecting on

these things,it has not bcQti witluuit some hesitation that we

predicate cough to be, very often, an expression of uneasi-

ness in any other organ of the body, whether it be simple

pain, or mental distress, or both conjoiucMl.

Dr. Willis intimates, that regular practitioners rarely

cured whooping-cous^h ; for which reason its management,

says he, fell chiefly into the hand of nurses and quacks,

who used the c?(;)-moss, and its various preparations; if

that did not answer, they, in the last resort, put the child

in a sudden great fright, by placing him in the hopper of

a mill, which made a terrible noise
,•

the aspect of whose

wheels in action, is dreadful. He adds.that by this meth-

od the whooping-cough has been sometimes suddenly cur-

ed. His words are '< Circa worbi hujiis clirationem, me-

dendi ratio in aliis Tnssium generibus iisitaia hie raropro-
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dest ; quart vmliercidve, ^ •^gyrtcB swpius quam medici con-

suluntur, ^ por4habita ac negleda ratiomdi Therapeias me-

thodo, pharmacafere tantum empirica in usum adhibentur.

" Inter mnlta hujiis generis remedia duo hiec sequentia

qnihusque aliis prceferri, «§• imprimis ulurpari solent, viz.

ut muscus pyxidatus, ejusque varia prceparata^ ^ composi-

tiones intus sumantur^ atqne si ulterior medela opus fuerit,

ut terriculamento quodam adhibito, puer laborans in subi-

tum timorem conjiciatur.

<* Hinc cum medicamenta mimis efficiunty apud vulgus

in praxifamiliari est, ut pro ten'iculameiitOf dum molendi-

num ingens cum stridore, Sf rotarum aspectu horribili circum

agitur, Jffectus grani sive frtimenti receptaculo imponatur,

indeque morbi hujus subita curatio nonnunquam contingit.''^

By this extract from an author, who. 150 years a.£^o,

stood pre-eminent in Oxford and London for scholarship,

profound science, and great skill, we learn, that neither

he, nor his rotemporary Physicians, knew any cure for

the c^in-cough, as it was then called in England ; and

for that reason, it had, like cancers, and some other repu-

ted incurables, been managed by quacks; whose last re-

sort was to throw the little sufferer into the greatest pos-

sible fright, by pretending to grind him to death in the

hopper of a grist-mill. Dr. Willis adds, that this ex-

treme terror, sometimes cured then at nnce : and I fully

believe it, from accounts of the effects of greatly fright-

ening children, that have come to my knowledge in this

country.* But what prudent man would risk clianging a

temporary distemper into a lasting epilepsy ?

Admitting the fact, as it regards the effects of terror,

under what head in nosology are we to place this disease ?

Dr. Watt informs us in his preface, that the more he

read and studied on the subject of chin-cough, the more
he found himself bewildered and perplexed ; he found

* Sudden frights will drive away hiccup
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notliinj^ but conjecture as to the nature of the disease ;

some sui)p()sin!? it to bo one thing, some another ; and

that in this state of nnccitainty, he had recourse to dis-

sections
; and from these he derived the most solid satis-

faction, as they pointed out the nature of the disease at

once^ and settled every doubt in his mind respecting the

mode of treatment, which ouglit to be pursued. Yet in the

194 page of Dr. Watt's book, he says—" In the treatment

of chin-cough, I have little or nothing new to propose.

Experience has already supplied a sufficient number of

remedies, all that is wanted is a little more light into the

nature of the disease^ to render their a[)plication more ra-

tional and decided."

Had I been as satisfied vvitli the view he has given of

the disease in the living subject ;
and with his deductions

from appearances in the dead one, I should not have risk-

ed exposing myself, at this period of life, by advancing

opinions a little
difFeycnt.

I value necrotomy, but have

less confidence in post mortem appearances, than in years

past. All we can see in the dead body is redness, swel-

ling, ulceration and fracture. Beside, seeing, as well as

hearing, and pulse-feeling, have their grades of perfection,

depending on cultivation. The painter, the microscopic

observei', and the musician, will acknowledge this. The

ordinary practitioner does not view the dead body with

the cultivated eye of an experienced anatomist. Fre-

queiitly we see we know not what.

" The following life through creatures you dissect,

You lose it in the moment you detect.

Yet more ; the difTrence is as great between

The optics seeing, as the object seen."*

The cold, stiff, dead, collapsed and half putrified cada-

ver is so different, so widely different from the warm, tur-

gid, pantfng, pulsating, breathing, and all moving, living

•
Pope's Moral Essays, Epis. 1st.
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body, -liat it requires no small experience, !iay,it requires

often consummate judgment, to determine, accurately,

the causes of symptoms, and of death. Yet, how often

is this scrutiny left to pupils ? The causes of the most

formidable disorders which flesh is heir to, escape

the knife, and elude the eye of tlie most experienced

dissector, thougli aided by the blow-pipe, and armed with

the microscope. What trace docs the canine poison, pro-

ducing hydropliobia, leave bebind it ? or those slight punc-

tures occasioning lock-jaw ? Who, by dissection, can find

out the cause of epilepsy ? The same may, in a measure,

be said of the whole class of spasmodic disorders ; of

which whooping cough seems to be one. Hence it ap-

pears, that in some of the most violent, and terrible mala-

dies, we see notiiing even of the proximate cause ; as in

some astljmas ; while, on the other hand, we very often

discover adhesions in tljc thorax, and tliroiighout tlje abdo-

minal viscera, which indicate nothing at all morbid.

The stages, or progressive state of the disease, is a sub-

ject for consideration ;
for the patches of inflammation,

and their consequences, exudation, discoverable often on

the serous, and on the mucous membranes, aresoditfereiit,

according to the different stages of certain disorders, tiiat

we learn little or nothing from them, unless it be the fail-

ures of the efforts of nature in her sanative process. To

this we may add, that the last struggles of departing life

give rise to appearances which existed not the day before.

If we cannot fix precisely on the muscular part,wliic!i is

primarily affected in this distemper, there can be no doubt

as to the membranaceous part of us. We are certain, that

its seat is in that delicate, and very irritable internal skin,

denominated the mucous mkmuuane, which lines all the

passages from the eyes, r.osc, ears, mouth, and throat,

downwards, including all the omunctorics, outlets, and in-

lets of the body.
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Every one knows what we menn by the external skin ;

lilt few know tliis internal skin, its peculiar structure,

and important ])ropcrtics, qualifying it to be the guard
and protector of those internal organs, over which, the

will has rio command. We sjiall attempt its general de-

scription, leaving to otlicrs, better situated, the correction

of our errors.

or THE EXTERNAL SKIN,—and op the INTERNAL SKIN, or

MUCOUS MEMBRANE.

The cuticle is a thin transparent membrane, resembling
the e|)i(lermis of the vegetable, covering the human body

e\evy wjiere, the teeth and nails excepted. It is not only

insensible, but incapable of undergoing the coi'i'oding

process of ulceration ; neither is it operated on by chem-

ical solvents ; nor is it susceptible of the action of origin-

al poisons ;* hence it must be punctured, as in inocula-

tion, before they can be received into our vessels. "When

abi'aded, it is regenerated with surprising quickness ;

w hich fact demonstrates its organization.

We are taught by Professor Mascagni of Sienna,

that the absorbents of the cuticle or scarf-skin, consist of

capillary tubes, of a texture more subtle and tender than

those of any other membrane ; and that by these they

are enabled to absorb aeriform fluidities. It would seem,

that the variolous poison can be imbibed by them ;
but not

the vaccine. In Scotland they formerly communicated

the small pox, by binding infected thread tight on the

arm.f

Under this epidermis is the cutis or true skin.

To render the anatomy of the skin plainer, let us say,

that in the operation of vencesedioni we first cut through

the cuticle or epidermis ; then through the rete mucosum ;

* Such as are generated by venomous reptiles for their own defence.

+ See the author's treatise entitled " A Prospect of exterminating the

Small Pox." Part 2d page 83. Printed at Cambridge, 1802.
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next through that vascular membrane on whicli small pox.

pustles are principally seated ; then through a similar, but

more delicate one. After this, we penetrate the skin,

so called
; and lastly, we cut through the cellulai-, or

rather adipose membrane before we touch the vein.

The rete mitcosum is interposed between the cuticle and

the true skin, and is that which gives the peculiar tinge

to the differently coloured nations of the earth. It is a

double membrane containinc: a mucous substance. The true

skin is immediately under it, crowded with veins, arteries,

nerves, glands and absorbents. It is exquisitely sensible ^

and when once destroyed, is never,like the cuticle, regen-

erated. Under the skin, spreads far and wide,the cellular

membrane, investing every muscle, tendon, nerve, liga-

ment, fibre and fibriilse of the body, and pervading evcji

the fat.

This compound covering of the human body, taken col-

lectively, is called by the general name of skiu, and ap-

pears to he reflected back from the whitish surface of the-

body down through the fauces into the lungs, lining all the

air passages, one way : and by another, through tiie

oasophagus down into the stomach, and so throug'nout the

whole track of the intestines to tlieir termination at the

rectum. When it approaches the lips, or any of the

emunctorics, it eitlier leaves off the epidermis of the su!*-

face of the body, and assumes another, of a more refined

and delicate texture and coloui', and endowed with a more

exquisite sensibility, or else it is changed in its texture

and qualities. Be that as it may, as soon as it throws off

that epidei-mis which is constantly exposed to the light,

and to the weather,it assmnes a delicate flesh ccdour; and

is no longer called skin, but mucous membrane. With its

change of colour, it assumes a vital property ; and a func

tion, demanding strict attention.

It is nearly forty years, since I publickly taught in the

University of Cambridge, the pathology of the mucous
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memh'une, without bciiii:^ accurately acquainted with i(s

anatoinico-physiological stj'uctui'c and properties.* I first

learnt the j^reat inii)ortance of the mucous menihranc (Voni

the preelections o( Brs. George Fordyce, and John Hunter,

men who reflected honoui' upon Great Britain. From

Fordyce's *'
symptoms of irritation,'''' and from Hunter's

inflamed mucous membrane, "
teazing the constitution into

an hectiCf" I discovered the first glimmering of that light,

which is now penetrating the dark recesses of the animal

economy. To me it is surprising, that the French should

have got the start of the English, in a doctrine tha't orig-

inated in London. Pinel and Bichat have elucidated this

subject in France ; and it is through their books, princi-

pally, that we, in America learn, that the mucous mem-
brane is composed of three layers, webs, or tissues, viz.

the chorion, papilla;, and epidermis ; the first is that which

gives form and substance to the membrane ; and is of a

soft and spongy texture, being, we presume, the altered

rete niucosum, which some believe to be modified

by its own secretion, as well as, by those foreign substan-

ces, which generally, come in contact with it. The papil-

Ise, or villi of the niucous membrane are so numerous, and

minute, that they commonly appear as a polished sui-fuce.

They are describi'd to be (»f a pyramidal shape, and vari-

ous in size in different parts of the mucous membrane.

It is said, that this membrane is covered with a very fine,

but insbnsible epidermis ;
which may serve to defend the

chorion and papilla; from the rude action of passing sub-

stances. As far as the mucotis membrane has yck been

traced, there are scattered, and embedded in the chorion

innumerable glands, which secrete and pour out, by im-

* " It is now Ihirty years,'' says the London Medico Chirur. Review,

for 1820,
" since Theo. Bordev, uf Monlpelitr., published a volume on the

Tissu Muqutux, oil Vorfran Cellulaire, ^c." It is more than /or/^ years,

f incc we spoke, with a degree of applause, of this work, in our disserta-

tion, de Sympalkl.t., printed 17S0.
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perceptible orifices, a mncilaj^inous fluid which lubricates

their surface. The glands are vascular, and of course,

replete with nerves. Whenever the mucous membrane is

irritated, the function of scci-etion is increased, whence

emerge innumerablelsymijatiiii's. The s;roatest degree of

sensibility resides at tlieemunctorics, or extremities, or if

you please, the beginnings of the mucous membrane; and

any stimulus applied to them, there, excites the action of

the mucous glands throughout its whole extent.

The mucous membi-ane, entering at the urethra, extends

throughout the inner surface of the bladder ; tlsence it

passes through the ureters to the kidnies. It lines the

uterus and Fallopian tubes ; and then absolutely joins, it

is said, with the peritonaeum. This junction of the mn-

cous with a serous membrane is marked as a singularity

in the human structure.* But the physiology of tlic 7uem-

branes is yet in its infancy.

The mucous surfaces, when they haiipen to protrude

without the body, take on them the nature of the external

skin ;
as in the case of a prolapsus uteri. f In this

instance, does the chorion become the rete mucosum ?

As innumerable blood vessels, exhalents, nerves, and

absorbents crowd the structure of the mucous web, so no

membrane is endowed with a higher degree of ii-ritability.

Tlie mucous membrane of each organ is, how ever, specific-

ally excited by a particular substance, the bladder by

urine ; the lungs by air, and the hcai't by blood.

We learn from a celebrated French anatomist,* that

where the mucous membranes take their origin from the

skin, where their sensibility is most exquisite, th.'y are

there supplied with nerves from the cerebrum ;
as in

the pituitary mer/ibrane, and the conjunctiva, while the

deep seated portion of the mucous membranes are supplied

chipflv by the ganglia, as in tlie intestines, and excretory

* Bichat. t Sabatier.
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ducts. We suspc(:t, however, that this rule is not witliout

its exceptions. Substances, which, in Iiealth, created no

uneasy sensation, as the air, and aliments, produce consid-

erable irritation when the membrane is inflamed ; and in

this state, a great quantity, first of watery, and then vis-

cid mucous, or even pus, is poured out, as in pulmonary
and vesical catarrh, and in dysentery. It is supposed
that this increased secretion is the means which nature

employs for the removal of the irritation, or inflamma-

tion.*

We hare, in our public prelections, always marked a

strong line of distinction between the inflammation of

the mucous membranes, and of a simple, thick mus-

cular part. We have incessantly held up the idea, that

the office of this sensitive membrane was, to guard and

defend organic life
;
and whenever we have urged these

things, and their importance in practice, we never failed

to add weight to our opinion, b}' mentioning the great
names of John Hnntert and George Fordxfce. But the

doctrines, connected with this exquisite organ, this senti-

nel, or life-guard of the animal economy, did not make a

lasting impression on the mind of every pupil. It is cu-

rious, that this doctrine of the mucous membrane, should

die away in Britain, and now be revived with ajiplause in

France, and be published in America,as a new discovery.

There is this marked difFei'cnce between tlic mucous

and the serous membranes ; the fluid which lubricates

the first is furnished by secretion ; that which moistens

the last is by exhalation ; the mucous membranes being

crowded vvith innumerable minute glands, the serous ones

with exhalants, and with corresponding lymphatics. The

oflice of the mucus is to defend its membrane from the

* See the Eclectic Repertory, or Analytic Review of Phil. No. 2.

Vol. 1 1th, chiefly extracted from publications of Drs. Hastings, Broussais,

Alcock, and Harrison .—Also Lond. Med. Chir. Rev. Dec. 1820.
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harsh impressions of external nature, whether in a solid

or fluid form.=^ It also defends life from destructive inter-

nal assents ; as is best exemplified in the poison engen-

dered by venomous reptiles for their own defence ; where

the duct,through which the poison has to pass, is defended

from the effects of it, by the mucus of its membrane ; for

the viper may kill itself, by being made to bite, in a rage,

its own back. This mucous membrane is also liable to

spontaneous, and even fatal haemorrhages, from its entire

vascularity ; which peculiarity has run through a whole

family of children, in a neighbouring county. The se-

rous membranes, such as the pleura, peritonseum, and

those investing muscles and joints, when inflamed, unite

by adhesions ; while the mucous membranes do not ; but

when inflamed, they secrete very copiously, and run in-

to ulcerations. When weakened greatly, they ulcerate ;

and are cured by tonics, as in ulcerations of the mouth,

from mercury, and other causes. Neither of these mem-

branes should be confounded with theJibrous ; whose Head

quarters are the hones, or periostreum ; nor with the mid-

dle eoat of the arteries. f

When that double membrane containing a substance,

called rete mucqsumf is extended into the eyes, nose, sinus-

es, ears, mouth, fauces, larynx, trachea, bronchije, and

air vessels, on one hand ;
and down the oesophagus, and

its immediate vicinity quite to the diaphragm and into the

stomach, and through the whole tract of the intestines, on

the other, it assumes, with its slight change of structure,

an higher degree of irritability ; and when inflamed, it

betrays a greater degree of threatening, or warning sensi-

bility. Wherever this is seen, even 'n those parts farthest

* See Bichat.

t Mons. Portal tells us, that aortal inflammation is always accempaBiort

with a convulsive cough, and difficulty of breathing.
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removed from the (lelirate scat of the scitscs, it must be re-

garded as the sentinel or out-i;uard of life ; and never neg-

lected. Whenever irritated to inHaniuiation, its symj)t.oms

are more violent, than tiiosc of an intlamed muscle
;

inso-

much that to assuage its comniotiDUs, a directly oj)[)ositc

treatment must be ])ursued from lliat adopted for the mitiga-

tion of an inflamed nuisde j for the disorder, known by
the general tei-m, vrflammation^ appears in tlie human bo-

dy under two different forms ; one that of a clear, unmix-

ed, painful aflfection of a thick and muscular part ; or of

a serous membrane ; the essential condition of ^^}llch is

over distention, or congestion of its vessels
;
—for, re-

move the distention, or congestion, by emptying the ves-

sels, and you cure the disorder. The other form, under

which inflammation appears, is very different. It is not

confined to muscular parts, nor to serous membranes ; hut

has a disposition to creep on,without setting bounds to itself.

Here the disorder is not over distention, but want of ten-

sion and energy ; or exhaustion of the mucous membrane.

This calls for tonics ; the other for depletiotj. It differs

also from the other species of inflammation in not passing,

as in muscular j)arts, into suppuration, and its conse-

quence, granulation ; but runs directly into ulceration j

and while the mucous membrane is ruiming rapidly

through its process of inflammation to ulceration, the

pulse is from 120, to 140, accompanied with sudden, and

always alarming prostration of strength, with dizziness,

and confusion of the intellect.

It is presumed, that on this mucous membrane, thus con-

»tituted, endowed, and governed by the general laws of

life, impressed on the whole system, the specific contagion

of whooping-cough first seizes and operates. It does not

appear that it affects the whole mucous membrane of the

Lead, and breathing organs, at once, as in catarrh ;
but it

seems at first, to occupy a small part only, and thence to
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creep on, by degrees. The parts first attacked, appear to

be extra thoracic ; and we have reason for believing they

are that portion of the mucous membrane, which covers

the upper parts of the alimentary canal, including the

pharynx, oesophagus, and that entrance of the stomach

called the cardia
;
wliere the mucous membrane is observed

to be disposed into longitudinal folds, conformable to its

power of dilatation.

It thence extends to the diaphragm one way ;
and to the

larynx, trachea, and air vessels of the lungs, in extreme

cases, another; but in most instances,the lungs are affect-

ed by consent, or sympathy ; and not organically, until the

distemper has clianged into a chronic disease. Even then,

we can hardly allow it to be bronchitis, wliose origin is ca-

tarrh ; but a state, or condition of the respiratory appara-

tus, that wants a name ; and is more like the chronic

state of measles, than any other.

Among some experiments, to determine the source

whence comes the large quantity of colourless phlegm in

whooping-cough, take the following ;
—first reminding

the reader, that the matter secreted,and ejected, has never

any tinge, unless wiien tinctured witli blood ; or by some

article of food, after a full vomiting. Several large

pills, or balls of extract of liquorice were swallowed by
a careful experimenter ; w hen, after waiting a sufficient

time for their dissolution, he provoked a fit of cough-

ing, by an effort to drink some warm, strong, wine
; which

brought on tlie violent convulsive paroxysm, with the us-

ual retching, but not an absolute vomiting ; when the

phlegm ejected was found tinged with the dissolved liquor-

ice
,• clearly proving, that it came almost entirely through

the ccsophag'is ;
and not through the wind-pipe, wliich we

know rejects every thing ah extras but air.

6
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In scarcliing for the scat of vvl»oopii)s;-coiigh, it may be

v.cll to compare it with some other diso»'ders ; especially

\\ith catarrh,—cynanche trachealis,—and bronchitis.

The acute catarrh, or catarrh from cold, is an inflamma-

tion of that portion of the internal skin or mucous mem-

brane, which lines the orbits, nose, sinuses, cells of the os

sphenoidcs, throat, trfichea, and bronchia, with slight fe-

' brile symptoms, accompanied, often, with that of intense

pain, .apparently in the membranes under tl)c skull; which

led us once to believe, that the arachnoide web belonged

to a membrane sui generis.

In the catarrh, there is, at the beginning, a redness of

the eyes, heat in the nostrils, and soreness of tlie throat j

pain in the forehead, with a sense of internal expansion,

or crowding outwards of the bones of the frontis, and tem-

ples. These symptoms are very soon followed by an in-

creased, and morbid secretion from the mucous glands of

the inflamed membrane. In this case, the secreted fluid,

instead of being bland and mucilaginous, is thin and acrid.

There is frequent sneezing ; and a sensation of tightness

across the nose ; and occasional deafness ; and a constant

hoarseness, together with a lassitude, chilliness, and indif-

ference to food. The distemper proceeds rapidly ;
and as

•t progresses, the mucus discharged is changed, from whit-

ish to a yellow colour. Pains seize the neck and chest,

resembling rheumatism.

The catarrhal fever ternunates naturally within four-

teen days ;
but in some habits, or by some accident, the

distemper docs not stop there ; but runing on a tedious

length, or to a dangerous state, acquires the name of pe-

ripneumonia,or bronchitis ; or in scrophulous constitutions,

drags on to a chronic catarrh
;

and sometimes to a con-

sumption. In every stage of this complaint, the patient can-

not fetch a deep breath, and keep his lungs distended, with-

out increasing his distress, and exciting a painful cough.
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In that widely extended epidemical catarrh, called by
the Italians, Injluenza, the symptoms are somewhat dif-

ferent. There is often a languor, transient faintness, low-

ness of spirits, oppression at the prgecordia, and nausea ;

frequent sighing, anxiety, and other typhoide symptoms ;

as profuse sweating, and efflorescent spots ; probably affec-

tions of the rete mucosum, corresponding with similar af-

fectiou in the internal mucous membrane ; but in many
cases, it differs little from common catarrh. The influen-

za resembles w hooping cough,in deriving its origin from a

specific contagion, and in little else. In whooping cough,

the subject can fill his lungs with air, by a deep inspira-

tion
;
and long retain it there. He can use the blow-pipe,

play on wind instruments of music, without creating any
remarkable difficulty of breathing, exciting any pain, or

occasioning a fit of coughing. Moreover, patients in the

height of whooping cough, have rode in a thick atmos-

phere of driving dust, without bringing on the convulsive

cough ; while the same persons, on the same day, swallow-

ing certain warm liquors, tea, coffee, or wine, were, in-

stantaneously, thrown into a convulsive paroxysm. Any
drink, even warm milk, is apt to produce the fit, unless

swallowed with premeditated caution.

We have said, that in the first stage of whooping-cough,

there were flying pains in the head ; but not tliat sort of

deep, throbbing pain, as if the bones were distending,

which accompanies catarrh. Neither is there that sore-

ness of the throat, scalding discharge from the eyes,

sneezing, and tightness across the nose. Tiie exputation

in whooping cougii is never of a yellow colour, like that

which comes from the nose and lungs of catarrhal patients.

Even the first discharges in the morning, are like pure

lymph, compared with those in catarrh. The whoop is

not accompanied with a soreness under the sternum, nor

stinging pain under the shoulder blade ; nor with that

breathless, stifling sensation, frequently experienced in

the influenza.
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We have often observed, that yawning, and stretching
are much more apt to bring on the convulsive whoop, tlian

sneezing ; even when intentionally provoked by strong
sternutoi-ies. There is not that struggle, or rattling in

the throat and chest, as in asthma
; and no symptoms like

those imiirating a collection of water in the pericardium.

Besides, if an ordinary cough be an instinctive expulsion
of the air from within the lungs, occasioned by something

irritating the trachea, or its appendages the bronchiae, and

air vessels, then is it no n)ore a disease of those organs,
than sneezing is a proof of a diseased condition of the

mucous membrane of the nose. At most, it is but a symp-
toiva symptomatis.

We therefore conclude, that catarrh, and whooping-

cough are distempers essentially different. Otherwise,

why docs not an irritati:>n of the vocal »)rgans in catarrh,

produce the whoop ? And why does not the irritation of

the mucous membrane, in the disorder under discussion,

occasion sneezing ?

Some have imagined a striking analogy between tns-

sis convulsiva, or whooping cough, and cynanche trachealis

or croup. But croup diffei's essentially from it, not only

in the suddenness and violence of its attack ; which is

almost always in the night ; but in the intenseness of the

fever ; and in being confined to children under puberty ;

and in the circumstance of the person being liable to re-

peated attacks, from the well known cause of it—great ex-

posuie to cold, combined w ith moisture ; especially when

applied to the feet. The expectoration is generally puru-

lent in croup ;
and there is almost always a delirium.

Beside, the violent inflammation, the rapidity of its pro-

gress, and quick termination, mark the difference between

the two distempers. The intense inflammation, wiiich

penetrates deeper than the mucous membrane, lining the

larynx, and trachea, produces, in the second stage of the

disease, an extraordinary exudation of the coaguable
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lymph, being an effort of nature to set bounds to a dan-

gerous inflammation ; and this lays the foundation for that

preternatural membranaceous coating, whicli has been of-

ten found lining the whole internal surface «)f the upper

part of the wind pipe. What analogy is there between

this intense and rapid disorder, and tlie creeping distem-

per under consideration ? No jjractitioner of any expeii-

ence, or reading, could mistake one for the other, in any

stage of them ; not even that variety of it, called by Dr.

Rush, cynanche trachealis humida.

There is a closer analogy between whooj)ing-cough

and bronchitis ; but by no means a strict one. Not so

much as between the latter disease, and a severe catarrh.

Indeed, bronchitis, if I rightly understand it, is but a neg-

lected, ill-treated, or highly aggravated catarrh, in a per-

son, either constitutionally, or habitually, disposed to in-

flammatory disorders. I conceive, that bronchitis is mark-

ed by a tension, and oppressive weight throughout the

chest, with a degree of pain, constant uneasiness, and un-

ceasing anxiety, never observable in whooping-cough ; or

not until it has changed its nature, and its name. When a

patient, in bronchitis,attcmpts a deep inspiration, sufficient

to extend the chest to its fullest capacity, the effort is in-

terrupted by a common cough, unaccompanied by ajiy

thing like a whoop. Beside, in lying down, the difficulty

of breathing in the bronchitic patient, is much greater.

Moreover, there is a thick, whitish, frothy mucus in Wui

one, that is not in the other ; with violent pain across the

eye brows, from temple to temple ; loathing of food,

great thirst
; hard, full, and crowded pulse ;

and a high

fever, which belong not to whooping-cough. The deep

anxiety, distressful countenance, inability of breathing,

but in an erect posture ,•
and the little relief by expecto-

ration, all, lay so strong a line of demarcation between

bronchitis, and whooping cough, that we are surprised at

the analogy, or rather indcntity, contended for, by some

late writers in England, and in Germany.



CHAPTER 111.

THE SAME SUBJECT CONTINtTEB :
—WITH A DISftt'lSlTION OK THB

DIAPHRAGM.

From what has been said, it appears higlily probable,

that \vhoopiiig-cou,qh has not the same cause, nor does it,

in the first instance, occupy the same parts of the mucous

membrane with catarrh, croup, or hroncliilis. It appears,

also, that the systema spiritale pnemnonicum, is not prima-

rily, but secondarily, or sympatlieticalltj
affected in whoop-

ing-cough.

Where then is the primary seat of this " terrible dia-

tcmper ?"

The more I contemplate the human frame, wliile in

health ;
and the more I scrutinize the same body disor-

dered, tlie more I am confirmed in the opinion, that if to

the stomach, and diiodemim, is added the diaphragm, we

shall find, that they are the original, or primary seat, of

nearly all the intertial distempers that flesh is heir to.

All the great masters in the art, from Uippocrates to

Galen— Willis—Sydenham—Boerhaave—Hoffman— Foth-

ergill, and Hunter, favoured the idea,that the stomach and

duodenum, being that region, denominated prcecordia,

was the fountain of the most important influences, and op-

erations of the body ; and the great source of its disor-

ders. Improved anatomy ;
and the closer inspection of

diseased bodies, postvitam ;
with the observation of symp-

toms, during life, are more and more confirming this

opinioi'. Anatomy alone, could never have discovered

the wonderful powers of the stomach. Long experience,
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particular experiments, and our own feelings, have proved,

that there is no part of our system so liable to impres-

sions, or so sensible of them, as this prsecordial re-

gion. The lungs themselves, have so little sensibility,

that they are sometimes inflamed, and deeply ulcerated,

and two thirds consumed, without feeling much distress.

The heart has been affected^ with an ideopathic

disease, which had so far consumed it, and rendered it

flaccid, that it could be wrapt ar<»und the finger like

a wet bladder
; yet the patient lived long in that condi-

tion, without any very remarkable distress. But that is

not the case with the stomachy duodenum, and diaphragm.

If they are diseased, the whole man languishes ;
and com-

Inonly suffers distress of mind, as well as body. When
the function of the stomach, and duodenum is impaired,

and the whole chylopoetic viscera, of course, deranged, the

patient becomes sad, emaciates, faints, and at length dies.

But if their functions be well performed, and digestion

completed within three or four hours, the chyle will be

proper, be the food ever so various ; blood formed from

such chyle, is natural ; the secretions and excretions are

regular, health, strength, activity, and cheerfulness ensue.

But if the powers of the stomach languish, that is, not

merely its digestive power ; but the power of transmitting

fresh life
and vigour to the remotest parts of the system^

the contrary of all this will happen, be the food what-

ever it may.
But this is not all. 'Tis b^it a partial view of that

central influence, emanating from the stomachic and

phrenic region ;
for while the stomach is digesting solid

food, the lungs is digesting air. When we inhale the at-

mospheric air, the respirating organs, in the action of

breathing, separate that portion of the inspired mass,

which, under the name of spiritus, vital air, or oxygen, en-

ters the blood, vivifying and animating the whole system,

corporal, and corporeal.
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Between this oxygenation of the blood through the lungs,

and the digestion of the food by the stoniai h, there exists

an inseparable sympathy, and admirable balance ; on

it d».'pends, in a gi'eat measure, the variations of the pulse.

Wlien the stomacli is loaded with a superabundance of

food, we pant for breath ; when we breathe the oxygena-

ted air of the mountains ; or of the deep, and open ocean,

we feel, not merely a keener appetite, but a greater quan-

tity of food, than ordinary, will be digested, without op-

pression of the stomach, or labour of the lungs.*

There is yet something beyond all this, which renders

the prsecordia, diaphragm, or hypochondria, for the an-

tients called the same region, by all these names, the Head

Quarters of the animal economy ; the focus of our best, as

well as of our worst feelings. We have spoken concern-

ing this subject, in an early publication ^f and after forty

years experience, can see no reason for changing our

opinion, that this stomachic, or phrenic region is the

grand source of our organic powers; and the original

scat of almost all our maladies.

We have long been impressed with a belief, that the

diaphragm had more efficacy in constituting this central

scnsoriunif than is generally allowed. Its complicated

structure has led to this opinion.

That, which distinguishes the works of the Supreme

CuEATOK, from the efforts of man, is, a simple machinism,

or contrivance, producing manifold conveniences. When-

ever, therefore, we discover a manifold structure, as in

the brain, lungs, heart, and diaphragm, we look for a cor-

* See this process farther illustrated in the author's " Caution to

You7ig people, concerning Health," p. 10, 5th editiou. 1822.

t Vide Dissertationem Medicam,
" de Synipathia partiiim corporis hu-

mani cjnsqne, in explicandis ei cura7idi$ morbis necessaria conslderatione."

Lugduni Batavorum. 1780.
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responding train of important operations. With this

principle in view, let us contemplate tliat very curious,

and ever-moving organ, the diaphrapn. If we cannot

demonstrate, we may render it higlily probable, tliat it is

an organ destined to more important offices, than that of

a mere partition ; or floor for the heart to lie on ; or,

the leather of the bellows, to follow mechanically, the

impetus of the air, or the living actions of the lungs

and ribs. Perhaps, we may render it probable, that it is

a potent co-operator, rather than a servile dependent on

any other organ. W.e may even discover that its state or

condition, is somehow connected with that of tlic human

countenance.*

Any good book of anatomy may aid our recollection ;

but \\G prefer that written by the ingenious John Bell ^ on

account of its perspicuity, and simplicity of language ;

for good sense has not fair play when enveloped in a cloud

of technical terms. Too many books of anatomy have

more husks than kernel ; more shell than meat. The

anatomical names of parts between the shoulder, and the

base of the skull, seem as if written to burlesque science,

rather than to fill the mind with clear and instructive ideas.

We would remark, in the first place, that the diaphragm
forms, with the transverse, the recti, and pyramidal mus-

cles, a sort of hide, or tight waistcoat
;

which induced

some of the old anatomists to consider it as one great tri-

gastic muscle, surrounding all the abdomen. We are

pleased with this idea, knowing that the lines and divis-

ions of the anatomist, are not, always, the lines and divis-

ions of nature. Anatomists, ge»ierally, arc too fond of

making numerous, and subtle divisions, and sub-divisions,

and hence, apt to lose sigiit of that harmonious w/to/r, ob-

servable in the operations of our wonderful frame ; whence

emerges tliat conjliixio iinUf cnnspirutio una, et constntien-

tia omniaf celebrated by Hippocrates.

* See Bell's experiments on the lacuile nerves.

7
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Wc are tauglit that the diaphragm, has its forepart, as

high up as the sternum ;
and its hackpart as low down as

the last vertchraj of the loins. It is fleshy towards its bor-

ders, and beautifully, and intricately wrought in its cen-

tre ; which, Ilaller, seems to have viewed with wonder,

without being able to describe it by words.

We learn it arises, by one broad fleshy attachment, from

all the borders of the chest, forming, what is called the up-

pcr,or greater muscle of the diaphragm ; and below it arises

by many small tendinous feet, from the forepart of the

loins, which, meeting, form tlie lesser muscle of the dia-

phr.igm. The greater, or upper muscle arises, first, from

under the xiphoid cartilage, and from the lower surface of

the sternum ; and, secondly, from all the false ribs ; from

the cartilage of the 7th, 8th, and 9th ribs ; and from the

bony parts of the 10th, and 11th ribs ; and from the tip

of the 12th rib. All these origins are fleshy digitations,

which intermix with those of the transverse muscles of the

abdomen, as if they were not several, but one muscle, or

one grand organ. There is, thirdly, extended from the

tip of tlie 12th rib, to the lumber vertebrse, a ligament,

which, passing, like an arch, over the psoas, and quadra-

tus luraborum muscles ; and from this, arises still anoth-

er part of tlie great muscle of the diaphragm. The les-

ser muscle, wliich arises from the spine, begins by four

small, slender, tendinous feet on each side. Tlie first of

these, the longest one, arises from the second vertebrse,

above the pelvis ; it goes from the flat part of its body,

and adheres to tlie forepart of all the lumber vertebras, as

it mounts uj)wards. The second, rises from the 3d verte-

bra;, but farther out towards the side of the vertebrae.

Tlie third, arises from the side of the 4th vertebra; : and

the fourth tendon of the diaphragm arises from the trans-

verse process of the same 4th vertebrse of the loins. 'I o

speak more succinctly—It arises from the four uppermost
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lumber verfebrse, by four tendinous feet, flat, and .qlisten-

ing ; and, adhering closely to the shining ligament, with

which the bodies of the vertebi-se are strengthened ; these

tendons soon join to form a strong, round, fleshy leg,

which is called the cms diaphragmatis ; of which crura,

the left, is the smallest ; and these joining, mixing, and

crossing their fibres, form a fleshy belly, denominated the

lesser muscle of the diaphragm.

The Tendon^ so called, for it seems to merit a nobler

name, in the centre of the diaphragm, is determined in its

shape by the extent of these fleshy bellies ; for the great

muscle above almost surrounds the central tendon ; the

smaller muscle below, meeting it, the two divisions give it

a pointed form behind. The middle line of this tendinous

centre, is fixed by the membrane which divides the thorax

into two ; the two sides go upwards, into the two sides of

the chest, each with a form resembling the bottom of an

inverted basin
;

their convexity reaching within the tho-

rax, quite up to level of the 4th true rib.

The proper centre of the diaphragm is fixed by this con-

nection with the mediastinum ; that its motion might not

disorder the action of the heart, which rests upon this

point ; and whose pericardium is fixed to the tendon : but

the convexity of either side descends, and ascends alter-

nately, as the diaphragm contracts, or is relaxed ; so that

it is chiefly these convexities,on either side,which are mo-

ved on bi'eathing. And thus is the diaphragm composed

of one great and circular mu^le before j of one smaller

circular muscle behind ; and of the triangular tendon be-

twixt them ;
while both, in its fleshy and uniiin )us parts,

is perforated by several vessels, passing up, and down re-

ciprocally between the thorax and the abdomen. Is there

amj thing under the name of muscle, in the human body, like

unto this 9
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The Tendon is composed of fibres, which come from the

various Casciculi of this muscle, or organ. They meet and

crof-s each other with, apparently confused interlacements,

in a Miantier scarcely possible to be described.

The lower surface of the diaphragm is lined with the

peritonoaum, a serous membrane, covering the abdomen j
while the upper surface is covered with alike serous mem-

brane, the pleura.

This curious organ is penetrated by, at least, three im-

portant vessels, or canals. The 1st is the aortut or main

artery of the trunk of the body,—which passes down be-

twixt the crura of the diaphragm, and striding over it like

an arch, defends it from too much pressure. The 2d is

the great vena cava, which runs up from the abdomen to

the iieart, through the right side of the diaphragm, and,

the opening or passage-way, being of a triangular form,

and larger size than tlie vein requires, all danger of

strangulation is effectually obviated. It is here tl»e pcri-

tonseum and the pleura meet.

Through another opening in the diaphragm, passes the

(esophagus ; wliether ascending or descending we know

not. Its passage is through the most fleshy part of the

dia})hragm. The muscular fibres of the crura diapliragma-

tis first cross under the aperture for the cesopliagus ; then

they surround it ; then cross again over the passage j so

that they form the figure 8. The oesophagus is, to ap-

pearance, so conipresscd, by this kind of hare-lip suture,

that some physiah)gists have believed it to be a sort of

sphincter to tlie upper orifice of the stomacjj.

In every ins[>iration, the lungn are unfolded, and follow

closely the diaphragm, so that, between it, and the lungs,

tijcre is no vacuum.

Such is the diaphragm, as far as the eye can see.* Its

anatomy, if duly considered, must enlarge our ideas of its

• See John Bells Anatomy, article Diaphragm, between p. 325, and 327.

In this, we have taken no greater liberty with Mr. Bell, than he, with his

predecessors.
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importance in tfie body j yet there are several things in

our constitution hidden from the eye, that are evident to

reason
,•
and in no part more than this. That the antients

had an exalted idea of this organ, is clear from their giv-

it a name synonymous with mind. It appears too compli-
cated in structure, curious and singular in its attachments

and manifold connections, to be regarded merely a mus-

cle. The lungs belong to it ; the heart rests upon it, as

upon a floor. It embraces that remarkably sensible spot,

the cardia, or upper orifice of the stomach, forming there

a species of sphincter. It is connected to the liver by a

hem, made by the juncture of the pleura and peritonoeum :

to which we may add its firm attachment to that enig-

matical organ, the spleen, with its placenta-like structure.

When to these particulars, we subjoin the course of the

sympathetic and phrenic nerves, with the ganglia thereon

depending ; and the well-known fact, that phrensy is the

consequence of inflammation of this organ, we must be-

lieve, that the diaphragm has a more powerful and exten-

sive agency in the economy of man, than is generally al-

lowed, or perhaps suspected.

We cannot, every where, see the connection between

structure and function. We can see how it is that the

jaws bite, the teeth masticate, and the oesophagus swal-

low ; but how the stomach, a mere bag, caji convert a

vegetable into our own animal nature and substance, we
know not

,•
and so of the diaphragm, with its matchless

structure, and manifold connections.

Whether the thoracic, and abdominal viscera, receive

their nervous influence from a set of subordinate brains,

denominated ^a?i^Zio?is, we cannot ahsolutely prove. We
only know, that these ganglia abound, like the brain, in

blood-vessels, and arc inveloped and protected, by a triple

membrane
,•
and that the central scnsorium, noticed by the

antients, and recognized by Van Helmont, governs the

abdominal regions.
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Have we not therefore reason for believing, that the

centre of the diapliragm, ])robably where the aoi'ta and

vena cava pass from above downwards, and from beneath

upwards, is the seat, source, or receptacle of that nervous

energy, which is suitable to the oi'ganic life and action

of all the abdominal apparatus ? The idea of the throat,

stomach and intestines being one great gland, recei^ es ra-

ther support, than injury from this opinion. John Hunter

used to tell us, that a very severe blow on the pit of the

stomach, killed the whole man, so instantaneously and out-

right, that the muscles had not time to become rigid.

Have we not then reason for concluding that this dia-

phragmatic region is the citadel, or focus of that nervous

power to which the whole alimentary canal, and assistant

viscera, together with the urinary,and uterine organs, de-

pend for support ?

This region, or colony of the brain, maintains a re-

markable connection with the mind. It is, alternately,

the seat of hilai'ity and woe. Here it is, that moping

melancholy entrenches itself deep against every thing

joyous. When dejection sits too heavy on the dia-

phragm, it endeavours, instinctively, to relieve itself from

the incumbent load, by a heaving sigh. Should anxiety in-

crease to affliction, the sigh shakes the vocal organs with

a groan. If affliction progress to agony, then, short, and

convulsive sobs follow ;
and when distress is augmented

to anguish, a violent scream is the last effort for mitiga-

ting the feeling of wretchedness ; after which, follow

fainting, and death. It was, doubtless, from observations

of this sort, that led physicians and anatomists to call that

great nerve, which, entering tlie diaphragm, strikes out

like radii from its centre, the ruREMC nerve.

In contemplating this subject, the student may amuse

himself to advantage, by tracing the connection between
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this diaphragmatic nerve, and the symi)athetic ;
and with

the coeliac plexus, and ganglia ; or that central net-work

of nerves, which goes to the liver, stomach, and duode-

num ; and above all, the connection with the par vagum ;

by no means, overlooking those branches of the posterior

cesophagal plexus, which encircles the cardiac ring of the

stomach, and which runs down, meeting the splenic plex-

us, and solar ganglion ; as they may, possibly, hereafter,

explain to him the symptoms in singultus ;
and some af-

fections of the larynx, and pharynx, in whooping-cough.

He may reap still greater advantage, by attending to the

fine discoveries of Charles Bell : who has confirmed the

distinction of the nerves, made by Galen, into mollis, and

dura ; the one commanding the senses ; the other the mo-

tions of the body ; those of the first class, being exquisite-

ly sensible ; while these of the second are void of feeling.

Hitherto, we had considered the phrenic nerve, as exclu-

sively the respiratory nerve ; whereas, Mr.Bell has added

a respiratory nerve of the face, viz. the portio dura of

the seventh pair. From the intimations he has given, we

must consider his experiments and discoveries very use-

ful in practice. They widen our view of the nervous

system, and excite impatience for his farther communi-

cations. In travelling a dark, and unfrequented road, we

must use every help within our reach. Some may go be-

fore us with a light ; and some must lead us by the hand.

There is no fact in physiology, or pathology, of whicli

I am more certain, than that tlie clangorous whoop, pecul-

iar to the tussis convulsiva, is not owing to the sudden

rush of air into the exhausted lungs. On sudden waking
from profound sleep, the lungs have neither time, nor op-

portunity of producing the vacuum, spoken of by some

writers. Their structure could not sustain such violence.

Besides, if this opinion were just, would not the sonorous
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whoop occur in violent fits of laughter ; and in vehement

weeping, and crying; and also in those violent, long con-

tinued, and quick repeated fits of sneezing, which some-

times greatly distress persons suffering under catarrh,

connected with certain cutaneous disorders ? As we believe

whooping cough has its primary seat in tlie oesophagus,

stomadi, and diaphragm, according to the stages of it ;

and as the hiccup takes its rise from tlie same parts, it

may be profitable to extend our enquiries to the nature

and scat of this disorder, or rather symptom.
Hoffman has defined kiccuj), to be a spasmodico-convul-

sive, interrupted, and uneasy concussion of the diaphragm,
and some of the parts affixed to it, made in inspiration ;

accomjfanied with a sonorous explosion of the air

through the mouth.

In hiccup, the whole chest is shaken with a sudden im-

petus, or jerk, accompanied with a loud sound. Under

this exagitation, the thorax, and abdomen are raised ; the

cavity of the breast becomes larger, and the speech inter-

rupted ;
and sometimes the uneasiness is so great, that

the whole body is thrown into a violent commotion.

John Bell, tells us, that the singultus, is a partial exertion

of the sympathy between the upper orifice of the stomach,

and the diaphragm. It may seem strange to readers not

of the profession, that anatomists, and physicians are not

all agreed in the explanation of the hiccup. They are

even not agreed as to the action of vomiting. Some of

the greatest men in the art, as the celebrated Dr. John

Hunter, contends, that vomiting is not owing so much to

the stomach, as to the diaphragm, and abdominal muscles.

Hence, readers at large need not be surprised, if they find

physicians disagreeing in the explanation of the peculiar

whoo]), wliicii characterizes the distemper under discus-

sion. We believe there is more air taken into the stomach

tlirough the oesophagus, than is commonly supposed ;
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whirli air, is sometimes forced up with a violent impetus

through the gullet, into the vaulted palate, producing that

noise, called singultus, or hiccup ; and which contributes

in a degree, to that clangorous sound peculiar to whooping

cough.

This is simple hiccup ,• which, though a slight disorder,

cannot be (ailed a disease ; and must not, therefore, be

confounded with that spasmodic rigidity of the diaphragm,

that occurs in hysteric paroxysms, and convulsive colics.

Beside, there is an acute,and a chronic hiccup. The first

accompanies dangerous inflanjmations of the viscera, and

violent fevers, and repelled exanthemata, and gout ; and

diarrhoeas, and dysenteries ; when early, and suddenly,

suppressed by opium. Chronic hiccup, has been known

to distress persons for years ; so that it is *» a symptom
of a symptom." Hippocrates considered the stomach to

be alone the seat of hiccup ; and that it was an effort in

that organ, to expel something offensive in its upper por-

tion. Galen is more particular. He says the stomach,

while it labours to expel its contents, is excited by two

kinds of motion ; vomiting, and hiccup j whereof, hiccup

is the most violent. In the first action, the stomach en-

deavours to expel what is contained in the wide and open

capacity of it ; but in hiccup, only what molests the upper

orifice, or mouth of the stomach.

While most of the ancient writers confine their idea of

the seat of hiccup, to the upper region of the stomach,

several eminent moderns, restrict it to the diaphragm it-

self. According to this idea, idcopathic hiccup is seated

in that ever-moving organ, the diaphragm ; while the

sympathetic singultus is lodged in the stomach ; and some

have reversed this order of cause and effect. Others have

steered a middle c. urse ; and have placed the immediate

cause of hiccup, either in an irritation of the dia])hragm,

8
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or of the stomach. Wc have said enough to show how

\a]2;iie, and unsettled is this question. One important
fa( t, h«)\Aevcr, we gather from them all, viz. that there is

a particular sensation, and sympathy, or consent, between

the diaphragm, and the cardiac, or upper orifice of the

stomach
,•
what the best practitioners, and closest observ-

ers of the aiiinjal economy, have recorded, is confirmed by
our latest and best anatomists, and surgeons. Thus C.

Bell, remarks, that the cardiac orifice, is tlie seat of all

sensations, both natural, and unusual ; as it is the most

sensible part of the stomach ; and he adds, that we might

presume this, by turning to the description, and plates of

the nerves ; where we shall find that particular spot, the

cardiac orifice, provided in a peculiar manntr, with nerves

frf:m the par vagum. To this spot, is closely connected the

diaphiagm, v\hich the illustrious Haller, calls nnbilisimus,

post covy mnsculiis. To this region that celebrated natur-

alist, Count Buffon, biassed by none of our medical theo-

ries, refers the concentration of all our feelings ; whether

in sickness and oppression ; lowness, sighing, and weep-

ing ; joy, fear, oi* laughter.

"SVhat that peculiar state of the diaphragm is, producing

hiccup, whether slight, acute, or chronic, we know not ;

but we see no reason for disbelieving, that it may be op-

erated on by specific contagion ; and be the seat of exanthe-

mata. Bocrhaave, and we can quote no higher authority,

tells us, that if a disease, similar to the pleurisy, seize

that part of the pleura, which invests the diaphragm itself,

a teriil»le species of disorder is produced, called para-

phrenitis, accompanied with an hiccup; and with a phren-

sy, or madness.

The ordinary remedies for a slight hiccup, are only

mentioned here, to elucidate its cause, and to shew tiie

sympathy of the diaphiagmal centre with the mind. They
are, sudden surprise—terror—exciting pain ;

and rivet-
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ingthe attention to one subject tliat is interesting^, as the

counting of money. We have seen already, that one well

known cure for whooping cough, in children, is, by exci-

ting terror. On the other hand, hiccup is removed, for a

time, in diseases, by swallowing aether.

"We have discussed the subject of singultMs, or hiccup,

from an opinion, founded on observation, that the peculiar

clang, or sonorous whoop, in the tussis convulsiva, par-
takes full as much, of the nature of a diaphragmatic hic-

cup, as of a pulmonic cough. So far are the lungs from

being thrown into a violent action, by this singular exag-

itation, that they really appear to be in a dangerous quies-

cent state, evinced by the alarming blackness of the counte-

nance, in what some call the " dumb kink,"" bordering on

suffocation, when the oxydation of the blood is, for a short

time, suspended. During one of these most violent par-

oxysms, in which, a vertebra has been said to have been

split, the diaphragm, and cardiac orifice, and oesophagus are

convulsed, in a way, less like a cough, and more like a hic-

cup, yet differing from both. Our own observation, and

personal feelings, will not allow us to liken this disorder

to any ideopathic affection of tijc lungs. It appears to me
to be a spasmodico-convulsive action ; arising from cau-

ses, extra pulmonic. It seems to occupy, principally, the

oesophagus, and diaphragm ; and in very violent and long
continued fits, spells, or paroxysms of coughing, it occu-

pies that upper portion of the stomach, of which we have

so often spoken -,
and at last, the lower, and more capa-

cious part of it ; when a vomiting ensues. In this action,

the stomach throws up a great quantity of plik-gm, re-

sembling pure lymph, and now and then, some remains of

food, and then the commotion subsides ; the lungs inspire,
and expire as before ; and the countenance resumes its

healthy aspect.
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Two things are worthy notice in these extreme convul-

sive exagitations. The one is, the vomiting is void of that

nauseating affection, which accompanies ordinary vomit-

ing; and which is discoverahle in the countenance, and

throiigliout the Avhole frame ; but it is more like a mere

mechanical action of the stomach ; accordingly, the pa-

tient can, and often does eat an hearty meal directly af-

ter the operation. The other is, that, although the blood

is often forced out of the nose ; and sometimes from the

eyes, and ears, yet we never heard of its being forced up
from the lungs. We learn from natural history, and com-

parative anatomy, that while birds are flying, their lungs

remain pretty much in a quiescent state ; and we suspect

that to be the case, during the convulsive concussions of

whooping cough.

Di". Willis, whose works are too little read in this

countrv, as well as in his own, seems to have conceived

of this malady, more than he could express. He says,

that during the paroxysm, the organs of respiration arc

not only oppressed, but spasmodically affected ; which vari-

ously interrupts, suspends, and perverts their respective

functions ; but that, for the most part, the diaphragm is

convulsed, either of itself,
or by the impulse of other parts ;

so Kmg protracts, sometimes the systole, and at other

times, the diastole of the heart, that inspiration, or ex-

piration, being for a time obstructed, the breath, so sub-

servient to life, can hardly be drawn.

Tfillis, supposes all this to arise from two concurrent

causes ; 1st, a frequent and violent irritation of the lungs ;

and 2d, the moveable parts of the thorax being previmsly

disposed to spasms, as often as they are irritated, excite

not a regular cough, but generally, a convulsive one ;

and induce some indisposition opposite to the function of

respiration.*

* See his own words, in p, 20 and 21.



CHAPTER IV.

or EPIDEMICS.

By the proximate cause of a distemper, is meant that

which is produced from the concurrence of the remote

causes. The exciting cause may be in the atmosphere,—
in the food,—in the situation,—manner of living, or in

the mind. But what can we say of the cause hereditary ?

Modern meteorological observations, notwithstanding

their apparent accuracy, leave us ignorant of the cause of

the most widely spreading epidemics. We are but lit-

tle acquainted with those engendering endemical disor-

ders. It is a humiliating truth, that the causes of most

diseases, are absolutely unknown. Not being able to dis-

cover the causes of distempers, baffled reason has, by a

very natural superstition, turned its troubled thoughts to

the invisible air for them. The atmosphere, surrounding

every where this globe, and filling the deepest and darkest

subterranean caverns, has been imagined, in all ages, to

contain the seeds of death, as well as, the spii-it of life.

The good, and bad influence of the heavenly bodies, so

called, is a very old, and widely extended opinion, not

entirely worn out in Europe ;
nor yet wholly eradicated

from among their free thinking descendants in America.

We are not disposed to dispute the idea of original mor-

bid 2^oisons, operating always^ in some part, or other of the

earth's vapour-sphere, jjroducing directly, or indirectly,

certain distempers, as Small-pox,—Measles,—Scarlet fe-

ver,—Influenza, and Whooping cough; to which, maybe

added, Itch, Scald-head, and not improbably, Typhus, in

all its varieties.
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The casual opeiation of existing causes, is a curious

subject. Why certain distempers spread, at one time,

more than another ; why they are sometimes mild, and

at other times severe, has puzzled physicians in all ages.

We have been trying, during two centuries, with our

tubes of glass, containing the heaviest, and most sluggish

of fluids, to discover the alterations in our own more sub-

tle tubes, and more exquisite fluids ; on the due tempera-

ture of which, our health and comfort depends ; but with

little success. Wc only know with more certainty than

the ancients, that epidemics do not depend absolutely on

heat, or cold ; moisture, or dryness. Hence, the defects

in the science of preduposition.

A learned gentleman of our own country, though not of

the medical profession,* has laboured with great industry

and benevolent zeal, to prove the coincidence of comets,

and volcanic eruptions, with pestilence ',
meteors in the

atmosphere, with sickly seasons ; the sickness, and death

of quadrupeds, flsh, and insects, with wide wasting ep-

idemics. But, we meddle not with causes so remote. We

only know, that cleanliness, and similar improvements in

civil, moral, and physical life, have banished the plague,

and the leprosy, from the largest city in the world ; and

shaken the sandy foundation of the doctrine of epidemical

« constitutions,^^ sanctioned by the name of Sydenham.

Much commendation is due to the learned writer just re-

ferred to, for his good intentions. He saw the thick cloud

overspreadi!ig, every where, the cause of certain epidem-

ics ;
and believed he could aid in its dispersion, could he

but bring together in a volume, the scattered particles of

that sort of knowledge. Had he been as learned, and

experienced in physic, as in other things, he would have

known, tiiat our art is too long ;
our lives too short ; oc-

•• Noah Webster, Esq.
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casion too precarious ;
and our knowledge of nature too

limited, for speculative positivity. Even the causes of

symptoms, can scarcely be learned, till life is nearly

spent. Beside, to collect a natural liistory, is one thing ;

the art of interpreting nature, another. Although our

art has its bounds, it is vain to push our enquiries to the

farthest extreme of metaphysical causes. The great mis-

fortune is, we attempt to read the great Book of Xature,

before we have learnt to spell ',
and often, before we have

learnt even its alphabet.

Hippocrates observed closely the seasons ; the winds,

and the changing face of the heavens ; and collected to-

gether the observations of others j yet the great Father

of medicine seems to have sunk into an undisccrning

amazement at the operations of nature ; and to have re-

solved it all, at last, into an inscrutable divine agency !

It does not appear that the Romans knew more of the

causes of diseases, than the Greeks. They speak of the

rubigo, or mildew, (i.
e. waZ-dew) or e/vil influence, which

they imagined was impregnated with certain corrosive, and

noxious powers, causing epidemics. It was remarked in

ancient, and believed in modern times, that epizootic dis-

orders always preceded epidemics. Hoffman was inclined

to a belief in the pernicious eifects of the mildew. He

calls it " ros valde corrosivus,^* and says, that it infested

vegetables, in the year 1693 ; and that soon after, many
cattle died

;
and then followed an unhealthy state among

men.

We read in ancient books, that the sickness, and de-

struction of those insects, which fall most under tlie no-

tice of men, as the grasshopper, bee, fly, and silkworm,

have been followed by pestilence among the human race.

It may have been so ; but the death of insects indicate

little or nothing to the mind of tiiose, who know that the

vital air, or pabulum vit^e of these outskirts of animated
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nature, is very difTercnt from the air salutary to man.

Bir(l«;, and the noblost class of brute animals, require a

yevy pure air, accordin,^ to our ideas of purity ; while

those inserts and re])tiles, that live, amidst filth, according

to our ideas of filth, delight in an aii* that would poison us.

Most insects and veimcs appear to be nourislied, like veg-

etables, by atmospherical mephitis. Hence, caution

should be exercised in adopting plausible inferences, from

facts in brutes, as applicable to man.

There are, however, some facts and circumstances,

creating, and aggravating disease, which fall under the

cognizance of our senses, and examination of reason,

Sucli as an excessive hot season, after a very wet spring.

"We know in this country, that great heat renders the

pestilential principle, occasioning the yelloxv fever, so cal-

led, more active ; and that cold weather checks it. We
know that certain effluvia, csi)ecially those from stagnant

marshes, produce cei'tain diseases
;

and that the healthy

human body itself, will, under certain circumstances, en-

gender disease
;

and that the effluvium of almost

every organized body, in a stagnant state, will create in-

fection ; nay, that the air itself, putrefies like water, or

dctcrir»rates, by absolute stagnation ; and is a powerful

link in the rotine of destruction, and generation.

In conimon disordeis, and ordinary practice, physicians

consider only the proximate cause ; but in such diseases as

yellow fever, so called j and indeed, all from specific con •

tagi(m, the restless, and inquisitive mind of man, is ev-

er looking back into the dark region of remote causes. It

is probable, that there are contagions, ever on the

wing, to light here atid there, and every where, as they

are invited by predisposition. But these noxious powers,

m ist lull upon a body Jilted to receive the impression ;

otherwise, the seminal diathesis, will not break out into

a disease. Ihis may need illustration.—By smart
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collisions of flint, and steel, we may strike sparks

into a piece of clean, new cotton, ])erhaps, a thousand

times, without its taking fire ; as the clotii is not disposed

for ignition, by such Hyi/ig sparks. Tins is the clean per-

son, camp, or city. But if you burn the cottun to tinder,

you so alter its threads, that by tl»e first stroke of the

flint, you shall be able to set the now predisposed body on

fire.—This is the filthy person, or foul camp, or city. I

can tliink of no example more simple, or more striking, to

illustrate the state, or condition of a person, perfectly

healthy, and another morbidly inclined.

We know but little of the atmosphere in which we live.

Its natural history is a desideratum. The air we breathe

is not that pure, elastic fluid, treated of by the experimen-

tal philosopher. It is the sphere of vapour, replete with

all terrestrial things, floating in the air ; an epitome of ev-

ery terraqueous substance, that the piiysician has to do

with.

If, then, rotting vegetables ; putrefying animals
;
fumes

of volcanoes ; mineral exhalations
;

effluvia after great

earthquakes ; and extensive inundations of fresh water ;

the exhalations of the great ocean itself; the corruption

of uninterred bodies, especially in warm, and moist re-

gions ; particularly, when afflicted with war, terror, and

famine ; with the attenuated particles of more than we
can enumerate, making the atmosphere, at times, and pla-

ces, a compound, offensive to our natures. If these tilings,

and more tlian we yet know of, exist in this aerial ocean,

in wliich wc breathe—why Wonder, if there should be re-

turned upon us, a matter,—virus—mal-dew, or poison,

replete with the seeds of disease, and death ?

If such matters be inhaled by subjects, predisposed for

their reception, by deficient, and depi-aved food ; ajid when

exhausted by fatigue, and want of sleep ; and under cir-

9  
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ciinistamcH where operate the depressing passious of fear;

whether in crowded prisons, or a crowded popiilation, as

in hesiei^ed towns ; is it at all surprising, that in such

events, and circumstances, disease and death, should he

the consequence? History inl'onns us, that after extraor-

dinary over Rowings of large rivers, and extensive inunda-

tions of the sea, the atmosphere of particular places has

become so altered, as to render them uninhabitable. JBut

there are situations in America, healthy and unhealtliy,

depending on causes, which neither strike the eye, nor

meet the understanding.

In expectation of discovering in the atmosphere, the

cause of epidemics, meteorological observations have been

made with great care and patience, in both hcmispiieres.

But, among the fallacies of our theoretical reasonings,

may be enumerated those which arc deduced from such

registers of the weather, and states of the atmosphere.

Thus, we find in a very cold season, that catarrhs and

coughs prevail ;
and in a warm one, the influenza, or epi-

demic catai-rh reigns ',
and the warmer the weather, the

worse the symptoms.

As to planetary influence, mentioned by Roerhaave,

and Mead—the various aspects of the sun, and moon;

their accessions, recessions, perpcndicular,or oblique irra-

diations, conjunctions and oppositions ; and their effects

on us, through the medium of our atmosphere—we are not

])irpaied to express a decided opinion. We must howev-

er remark, that some philosophical physicians, with minds

highly cultivated, and well acquainted with the general

laws of the cosmos, and also <.f the microcosmos, have im-

bibed the opinion, that not only the atmosphere, but men

who are inimeised in it, as the fishes are in the sea, arc

continually influenced by the largest bodies in our solar

system. The philosophy of common sense teaches us, that

nothing is isolated ; that there is a relationship, con nee-
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tion, and mutual dependence throughout the great frame

of Nature. Nor are we disposed to deride tlie opin-

ion, that man is influenced by those vast bodies beyond

his controul ; that the storms in the air, and the vicissi-

tudes in his health, and spirits, are emanations of one and

the same influence ; a doctrine which considers man as one

of the minute wheels of an immense machine j which is

always operating all possible forms of matter, and modes

of life.

But, quitting the flowery field of speculation, let us

humbly pursue the more arduous road of observation, and

practice.

We have not been able to trace the whooping-cougi! to

any local cause ; nor to any known peculiarity in t!ic sea-

sons. It appears in all places ; in every season ; and all

sorts of "constitutions " of the year : in the open country,

as well as in the confined city. It does not appear to

seize more readily any particular constitution, or habit of

body. The robust, as well as the slender and weak ;

the delicately secluded female, who goes not abroad, but

in a glazed carriage, and steps only on woolen carpets ;

and the sturdy country boy, trudging a mile to school,

through rain and mud ; or amidst ice and snow—all ap-

pear equally liable to this distemper. Nay, farther, chil-

dren belonging to the same houseliold, suffering at tiie

same time, under the disorder, tliough differently cir-

cumstanced, come out in the end, pretty much alike.

Those cosseted in the nursery, following closely the most

approved modern practice, comprising emetics, purgatives,

preparations of tamed poisons, as digitalis, arsenic, and

Prussic acid ;
—cantharides, internally and externally ;

antimonial rubifacients ;
—

nauseating drugs ; as oil of

amber, valerifin, assafoBtida, and the smoke of t.ir ; while

those in the more exposed situations of servants, who, re-

jecting all aid, and refusing all medicine,, go on, alternate-
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ly coiij^liins;, and eating- and suflTciing, shall rery frorjurntly

pass through the disoi'dcr, as soon as the former ;
and of-

ten in a firmer state of health.

Are we to infer from these farts, that the malady i% in

itself, absolutely incurable ? or, that it is, always, a slight

distemper ? Neither one, nor the other. We ought, by
no means, to conclude, that every disorder which we can-

not arrest, and hinder from iMinningon to a tedious length,

is, in its nature, unconquci-ablc.

If we know nothing of the remote cause of whooping

coMgh, we know but little more of its nature. Experience
teaclics us, that it attacks a person but once in life.

From every view, we are inclined to believe it an inflam-

mation siii generis ; and strongly suspect that it is of the

cxanthcmatous class ; occupying, at first, a small portion

of the mucous membrane. Dr.Rosenstein imputes the dis-

tcm])er to some heterogeneous matter, or seed,possessing a

multiplicative power ; but whelhcritbe miasma, or animal-

cule,he is uncertain. He supposes this matter,or seed, mix-

es with the saliva of children, and so swallowed by them.

Professor Cullen, after saying that whooping cough
seems to proceed from a cojitagion of a specific nature, and

singular cpiality, adds, that it does not, like most other

contagions, necessarily produce a fever ; nor does it, like

most others, occasion any eruptions, or produce otherwise

any evident change in the state of the human fluids. From
our own observation and feelings we are led to think, that

there is always more or less of fever ; and we suspect

eruption also ; but not on the external skin. The mouth,

tongue, and eyes, are all that wc can see of the internal

man. In small pox and measles we can discover eruptions

in the roof of the mouth and fauces ;
and these eruptions

probably extend ar^cher than we can see. They may, like

aptiiie, sometime (3xtend throughout the whole tract of the

alimentary can*. From liie first symptom of whooping
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cough ;
the soreness of the flesh generally, and of t!ic ah-

(lomen, particularly^, there is a slight fever every day, or

every other day, with a slight head ache, thirst, woarinei^is

and heaviness in the day, disturbed sleep in the niglit ; al-

tered state of the tongue ; diminution of appetite, with

high coloured urine. In children, such symptoms most

commonly pass unnoticed ;
after drooping under tliem an

hour or two, they pass off in sleeping. They wake reliev-

ed, run about, eat, play, and cougii. After the first stage

of the distemper is past, when all the symptoms, already

enumerated, are vanished, the convulsive cough excepted,

they may all be renewed by an hearty meal of stimulant

food, or a glass of strong wine; and with their revival

is felt, the peculiar uneasiness, or sense of twisting in the

stomach, with slight lancinating pains in the bowels, to-

gether with disi'clish of food.

It is remarkable, that with the increased sensibility of

the mucous membrane of the larynx and pharynx, there

is no soi-e thi'oat, excepting that from the mechanical ef-

fect of a rending cough ; neither is there soreness, or pain

in the chest ; but there is a heat somewhere between the

fauces and duodenum, resembling more an itching, than in-

flammation of a membrane ; a sensation that is not a sim-

ple pain, but more like that disagreeable affection, wiiich

accompanies cardialgia j and which is felt by some on

eating rancid nuts, and certain shell fish, or honey ;

which is attended with an efflorescence, resembling the

nettle rasii. An eruption of this sort has been known to

intervene in whooping cough. On the abatement of the con-

vulsive paroxysms, this species of eruption, with an intol-

erable itching, infested, alternately, ewvy part of the

body, the face and hairy scalp, not excepted.

AVe would here remark, that nearly all oui* epidemical

diseases arc exantliematous fevers ; which run a ccjtain

course, and, if not interrupted by untoward accidents, or
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a typhoid diathesis, naturally, and commonly, end in

health.

As to the distemper under consideration, it will he pro-

fitable to enquire what lhr)se accidents are, wljich impede
tlie natural and regular return to health. These may be

the inordinate action of the vires ritte, or defensive pow-
ers of the system ; occasionini^ an higher degree of ex-

citement, than is consistent with nature's final intention,

the restoration of the disordered system to its pristine

state: or it may be from a directly opposite cause, a de-

fect, depression, or diminished energy of those preserving,

and medicating powers, giving a typhoid impression to

the whole system. If it be from depression of the vital

energy below the standard of health and safety, then

sliould we inquire if the signs of it predominate in the or-

gan of the digestion of solid food ; or in tbat which di-

gests air. But if the cecononiy be not thus disturbed, and

the stomach and chylopoetic viscera be not overloaded,

and oppressed, then will this convulsive cough go on,

lessening from week to week,till it, imperceptibly, vanish.

In this state of the subject, whooping cough is not a dan-

gerous malady. It is only so, through imprudence ; great

exposure, after violent exertions ; or some radical defect

in "the constitution; or accidental derangement of the an-

imal economy. I'hen it may indeed become, what it was

called by the sagacious Fothergill,
<« a terrible distemper "j

t London Medical Observations.



CHAPTER V.

OF THE BREATHING and VOCAL ORGAN.

We are deceived, and led astray, by names in medicine,

as much as in any branch of science, whatever. We as-

sociate the idea of cough, with that of a diseased state of

the breathing organs. We take oleaginous articles to

quiet a cough : although we know that the remedy produ-

ces the desired effect, by passing slowly down the oesopha-

gus into the stomach ; and not down the wind-pipe into

the lungs ; still, we adhere to our notion, that cough is

owing to irritation of that membrane, or those fibres,

which the oil comes not near. The correction of this, and

some other erroneous opinions, relative to the lungs, and

the stomach, compels us to treat, diffusedly, of the breath-

ing, and vocal organs.

Every body knovvs,that we breathe through the trachea,

aspera-arteria, or wind-pipe, denominate it which you

will, for by these names, we designate that natural speak-

ing-trumpet, which, beginning in the lobes of the lungs,

ends in the larynx, and resonant mouth ; but every one

does not know its peculiar structure, remarkable elastic-

ity, and delicate lining.

The vocal organ takes its origin in the vesiculse bron-

chiales, or air vessels ;
whirl) arise in every part of tlie

lungs. Though called vesicles, they are not all globular,

or even oblong, for some of the cells are angular, which

give a peculiar feel f, the fingers, when a portion of the

lungs is clasped. These cells, of whatever shape, are sur-

rounded by a very fine network of arteries and veins, which

communicate every way with each other. Each air cell

oicns into a fine capillary tube, which is membranaceous :
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but, these bcgiiinin.^'s are so uiimitc, as to require a mi-

i roscopc to see tlicin to advantacje ; indeed, they are only

objects of nice discrimination, when tlioy have assumed a

cartilaginous structure. On each side of every one of

these tubes, whether in 1 he membranaceous, or cartilagi-

nous state, runs a pulmonary arter-y and vein, while a cel-

lular substance, or fine, moist, spongy covering, envelopes

tiiem all. A portion of the bi'onchial and pulmonary ar-

tery, terminates about each of these cells ; but in a man-

ner which is unknown ;
for it reciuires a glass of great

magnifying powers to trace them accurately. It appeared

to Professor INlagendie to terminate in an infinite number

of minute ramifications in the pulmonary vein. The

small divisions of the bronchise, which e>id about the cells,

do not penetrate into their interior ;
but finish suddenly

when they arrive at the parenchyma. This last circum-

stance, says that acute French anatoujist, appears remark-

able ; for, inasmuch as the bronchiai do not j)enetrate into

the spongy tissue of tlie lungs, it is probable that the sur-

face of the cells, with which the air is in contact, is cover-

ed by the mucous membrane. Minute anatoiny, at least,

cannot, says he, demonstrate its existence in this place.

TJjesc minute bronchial ramifications as they advance,

widen, and become more distinctly cartilaginous. They
are so far from being entire rings, that they are not at first

even segments of circles, but pieces, or fragments. It is

t!ie main body of the vocal tube, which is made up of

gristly hoops, with intei vening ligamentary membranes,

open at the back part ;
as their cartilaginous ends do not

meet
; yet is the circle completed by means of a firm, but

delicate, clastic membrane, softened and lubricated by in-

numerable glands. As the bronchial branches run on to

form the wind-pipe, strictly so called, tfiey diminish in

number as they increase in size J just like the branches

and limbs of a tree with reference to its trunk ; until
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eiiiet'ging from each lobe, tliey at last unite in that large,

elastic, sonorous tube, which, ascending along tl»e smooth

bodies of the vertebrae, opens into the resonant mouth and

nostrils, communicating directly with the atmosphere.

Thus is the breathing tube built up from a fine capillary

origin, till it acquires innumerable gristly fragments ;

and as it advances, these seem to coalesce into segments

of circles, woven, and bound together, by a strong,

smooth, elastic, membranaceous ligament. In the dead

subject they lie so near as to interfere with each other ;

being void of the elasticity of life ; so that in drawing

out the bronchise by its two ends, the segments are part-

ed ; but contract again, when the force is removed.

Hence, the remarkable contractile, and dilatable power of

the vocal organ ; which is not unlike that of the arteries ;

but stronger. Indeed, the whole of the jmeumonic sys-

tem, is endowed with a singular contractile, and expand-

ing faculty ; necessary, no doubt, to this grand sympa-
thetic organ ; which is placed between the internal man,
and external nature.

The bronchial artery, and vein, are simply sanguifer-

ous vessels, merely subservient to the lungs, as a viscus j

to nourish and sustain the respiratory apparatus, devoted

entirely to its nutrition, incessant mutation, and as per-

petual renovation, and restricted to the ordinary actions

of simple life ; where nothing else is called for, than sus-

tentation, mutation, and alternate growth.
It therefore appears, that, by a confluence of tubes ;

made up of innumerable cartilaginous pieces, and imper-
fect hoops, bound together by a strong, smooth, elastic,

and delicate ligamento-membranaceous substance, the

main vocal tube is constituted. Its structure is such, that,

while it gives firmness, and due flexibility ; which pre-
vents it from sinking in, or subsiding by compression, it

10
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is endowed with a farulty of yielding to certain pressures

and impulses without rupture.

This vocal tube expands not like the simple and uni-

form extremity of the artificial trumpet, nor like any other

musical instrument, invented by man ; but it terminates

in the very peculiar one of larynx, resounding mouth, and

nostrils, where, beside the action of tlie epiglottis, resem-

bling that of a reeded-instrument, the voice is still farther

modulated, by the curiously moveable tongue ; which is

capable of every ki)id of inflection. The whole mechan-

ism is striking, but inimitable. Its variegated simplicity

is wonderful ! Compare it with the best, and most per-

fect result of human contrivance, in forming a musical in-

strument, and confess that the hand that made thee is

divine !

The whole of this vocal organ is lined by a membrane,

which is smooth, soft, and very irritable, guarding by its

extreme sensitiveness, the avenues of life. It is owing to

this x'is seitsitivaf that every duct, fibre, fibrilla, and ves-

icle, in the breathing apparatus, sympathises exquisitely

with different parts of the body ; not merely with its

"
potens Tici/ms"* the stomach ;

but with each, and every

part of the body ; and even with external nature.

This is but a mere sketch, an unfinished outline of the

pneumatic apparatus, which, from an almost impercepti-

ble beginning, gradually expands into that vocal organ,

destined by nature, to express every strong sensitive im-

pression, and intellectual impulse ; and which, from the

wonderful combination of the heavenly inspired alphabet,

is capable of communicating to others, all ideas, and pas-

sions, whether joyous, or sorrowful.

Our object in this natural history of the wind-pipe,

from its minute vesicular origin, and from its oxydating

• Areteeus Cappidox.
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blood-vessels, is to show, that every sonorous expression

through this organ, however strong, is not always an indi-

cation of the diseased state of it.

We pass hy in silent admiration, the dose connec-

tion between this apparatus, and the human intel-

lect ;
which gives to man alone, the high prerogative of

speaking to his Creator ; and shall consider it only, as

connected with pathology ; confining it to the sentient,

and sensitive faculty alone.

These ever moving respiratory organs, sympathize, in

a striking manner, with affections of the mind ; and

strongly stamp them on the countenance. They seem

more immediately subservient to the impressions of the

soul, than even the heart itself. They respond to every

sudden and violent impression ; yet are the lungs them-

selves hardly susceptible of pain ; although remarkably

affected when pain is inflicted on distant parts, wliethcr on

the skin, or in the joints. Its sympathetic affections are

expressed by acceleration of respiration, alteration of the

pulse, and cough ; or when pushed to extreme, in the pri-

mary voice of nature, a cry, or simple roar
;

void of ar-

ticulation ; as when a man is suffering under torture of the

lash.

The voice is formed between the lungs and the mouth ;

the lungs furnishing the air, out of which the voice is

formed, and the mouth proclaiming it abroad. The pri-

mary, or simple voice of nature is completely formed be-

fore it reach the mouth. The epiglottis is that part,

on which, above all others, the modulation of the voice

principally depends ; but articulation depends more on the

mouth, teeth, tongue, and lips. It is scarcely possible

for the wind-pipe to yield a sound without the larynx. It

is fortunate that our subject does not require us to speci-

fy all the vocal organs ; it being not a very easy task to

define them with precision.
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It appears from numerous facts, that painful affections,

especially of titc skin
; and parts covered with a very sen-

sitive membrane ; more especially the stomach, or rather

that portion of the alimentary canal, which includes the

cesophajyus and duodenum, transmit their morbid feelings

to the organs of respiration, with the rapidity of thought ;

and, that these organs have a peculiar expression of their

own
; which expression is sonorous, or vocal. In com-

mon cases, any very sudden impression quickens the mo-

tion of the heart, lungs, and diaphragm. The stomach

cx{)rcsses sudden impressions, various ways ; it being

susceptible of more sensations, than any of the organs of

tlic senses. The lungs betray sudden impiessions, by

agitation, or flutter ; or by deep inspiration ; or cough ;

but then the cougli has its different grades of intensity,

and tones of expression ; which none but a \cry obser-

vant physician understands. Hence, not every cough is

owing to irritating substances, attached to the sensible

membrane, lining the bronchije, or trachcje ;
and w iiich

require, for their expulsion, a certain velocity in the cur-

rent of air ; seeing morbid affections of distant parts,

may produce cough, when there are no irritating foreign

matters infesting them ; for a cough is very often a sound,

made by properly adapted organs, in consequence of some

internal sensation, or impulse, as well as, from stimulating

particles floating in the inspired air.

It would seem, tJjerefore, that the vocal pipe, emerging

from the lungs, is the part of our system, destined by

nature to express pain, irritation, or agony ; by sounds

denoting distress, on the one hand ; as well as joy, and

gladness on the other ; notes of sorrow, or the peals

of laughter. If then, the wind-pipe be the speaking-

trumpet of our internal nature, of each sudden and vio-

lent impression, made somewhere upon us, how absurd

would it be, to attribute every expression from it, to some
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disorder in the vocal organs themselves ? We may as

well call the diabetes a disease of the urethra ;
or say,

that the crying of a petulant child, arose from a preternat-

ural state of the vocal organs ; or that their jjleasiirable

agitations, in a fit of langl)ter, were from a similar cause.

A man under the punishment of the lash, expresses his

agony through tlie natural vocal organ ;
and wiien a

stout hearted soldier, lashed at the halberts, disdains to

cry, he is liable to sj)itting of blood j and to fatal inipos-

tumes in the lungs ; or investing membjanes, \n itliin the

parietes of tlic tliorax, in consequence of tiiis unnatural

suppj-ession of t!ie voice of suffering nature. Expres-

sions of joy, and of sorrow ; the enthusiasm of singing ;

the shout of victory ; and the convulsive peals of conviv-

ial laughter, may hence find their illustration, if not solu-

tion. In the ticklish, irritable, and glowing hectical state,

the same thing happens, but with moic intensity. Sud-

den noise, quick surprise, a thouglil, a recollection, an

inconscions association of ideas ; nay, the scratching off

the head of apim{»le, a dream, may excite a cough, that

shall be, for a few minutes, irresistible. Sometimes we

see the hectic ofgehius in both sexes, that rapid action,

which accompanies precocity of intellect, where tiiere is

neither lesion, nor labefaction of any organ, producing

similar effects.

Whenever the pituitory membrane of the nostrils is vel-

licated to sneezing, the tubes, ducts, and vesicles of the

respiratory organs are consentaniously affected ; and it is

as natural for the membranes, lining the breathing and vo-

cal organs to cough, as for the membrane of the nostrils

to sneeze; one is no more a mark of disease, than the

other.

If, independently of its manifold functions, we consider

the lungs, as a raereviscus, we shall find it rather an in-

sensible organ ,•
this might have been inferred, a prior.
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from its inconsiderable nerves ; fi>r in certain Ijcctical cases,

the lii.igs have been found more than half consumed; the

patient never having complained of pain. Even the very

irritable mucous membrane, is found in old chronic ca-

tarrhs, to have lost, in a great measure, its characteristic

sensibility. This membrane is crowded with glands, (and

a gland is an intricate assemblage of all our vessels in min-

iature) which, in health, do not secrete an excrementitious

fluid ; but a thin bland lymph, that cherishes the mem-

brane, from the minutest air vessel, up to the glottis ; pre-

venting its becoming dry, by tlie incessant transmission of

the air into, and out of, the lungs. When this fine lymph

has done its office, it is straightway resolved into a subtle

dew, or exhalation ;
and carried out of the body with the

expired air j
which is rendered evident to the sight, in

very cold weather. Yet is tliis sensitive membrane some-

times rendered torpid, by a life of disease : such is the ef-

fect of certain chronic disorders.

Numerous facts conspire to shew, that irritations, and

morbid affections of parts below the thorax ; even low

down as the bladder, and hsemorrhoidal veins, produce a

convulsive action in the breathing organs, expressed by

a cough. Although every cougli be thus expressed from

out the lungs, through the wind-pipe; yet, frequently, its

productive, or exciting cause, springs from a remote part

of the body ; for such is the membranaceous structure of

our frames, that an impression made on a very distant

part,instantaneously concusses another ;
like the stroke on

the upper parchment of a drum ;
which produces a con-

sentaneous vibration on the lower one.

Again—when we liken the natural vocal tube within us

tq a trumpet, there is this difference between them ; the

sound of the artificiul one, is caused by a flatus, extrane-

ous to the trumpet itself; and so is the mere local causes

of cough ; but in some cases, the cause of the sound, or
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cough, is vitally united with it ; so that the brefithing pipe

has the power of uttering sounds, expressive of our feel-

ings, and affections, whether grateful, sorrowful, or mori-

bund ; whether excited by the animal economy, or, organ-
iclife merely, or, in conjunction with the agitations of the

soul. These sounds are not to be explained on mechanic-

al principles ; but must be considered the voice of na-

ture, uttered by, or through, a living, breathing tube,

whether it be in torments of pain, the groans and sobs

of a disordered body ; or the inarticulate ejaculations of a

wounded spirit.

Some coughs arise merely from affections of the larynx,
or superior portion of the vocal tube ; which is of a very

singular structure ; built up, like the body of the wind-

pipe, of cartilages, which, with the elastic trachea, and

numerous slender muscles, contribute to the completion
not only of the natural trumpet ,•

but to its modulating

key, the tongue. The distribution of the nerves of the

larynx, is peculiar, as it regards the epiglottis. If we di-

vide the two recurrent nerves, which go to the thyro-ary-
tenoid muscles, tlie voice is immediately lost. In a com-

plete hemiplagia, it is half lost. The larynx is covered

with a mucous membrane ; which,at its entrauce,is endow-

ed with extreme sensibility. But it is almost impossible
to have an accurate idea of the larynx, unless we could

see its operation in the living human subject. The
nerves, vessels, cartilages, slender muscles, and liga-
ments of the vocal organs, are so numerous and complica-
ted ; and their nomenclature so overloaded with verbosity,
that they serve to confound the understandinic, and

overwhelm the pupil in undiscerning wonder, rathci- than

to fill his mind with just conceptions of the parts, and

their uses. Surprise, and liumiliation, must be the portion
of the anatomist, when he considers, that every individual,

has a tone of voice peculiar to himself.
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fu a relaxed state of the muscles, and membranes of

these parts, especially of the ejnglottis, tiicrc is an hoarse-

ness, hollow voice, and cough, in some stages of the phthi-

sis pulmonalis ;
hut this is mere relaxation, rcmovalde hy

tonic gargarisms. This should he distinguished from that

whispering hoarseness, and faint, hollow voice, that oc-

curs in some conditions of the lungs, in the latter stages of

consumption ; which is well known, by the experienced

physician, to be the harbinger of death.

The learned Hoffman speaks, in decisive terms,of a very

violent disorder, which he calls "a iheumatic co7/^/<,"

arising, according to his theory, from t!>c inverted flow of

the huwiouis from the circumference to the centre ; produ-

cing congestions in the lungs, with a train of distressing

consequences. He says, that the highest degree of this

species of cough, is pertussis ; which he describes as,

sometimes, raging with such fury, and agitating with such

vi<dont concussions, that the sufferer seems, at times, in

actual danger of suffocation, while the blood gushes from

the nostrils and cars. At other times, there is hiccup,

coldness of the extremities, involuntary discharges of

urine and foeces, when death soon follows. Here it is evi-

dent, that the skilful Hoffman believed, that whooping

cough arose from causes, which produce in some habits,

rheumatism ; and not fiom a specific contagion. It is re-

markable, that the sagacious Sydenham entertained a sim-

ilar opinion respecting dysentery. It is before such au-

thority, that ordinary physicians hesitate. Most of us

are destined to follow rules ; others, rules must follow

them.

The diversity of exciting causes, operating on a very

susceptible subject ; or on a sluggish, phlegmatic frame,

produce different sorts of cough. Some arise from

wounds in the neighbourhood of the thorax, about the

neck, and the diaphragm ; from injuries of the phrenic
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nerve ;
from checked transpiration •,

from rctroceded ex-

anthemata; from causes connected with asthma; and iV tni

sympathy with the alimentary canal, when irritated by

worms
,•

and above all, from acrid matter, imbued with

certain qualities, vellicating, in a peculiar manner, the

stomach and duodenum ; and from certain affections of t}\e

liver.

There is, moreover, a stomachic cough, to which seden-

tary people are liable ; especially those who inhabit

close, warm rooms. It is marked by a pallid countenance,

bordering on yellow ; and is commonly accompanied with a

loss of appetite, and,now^ and then,by a voracious one,almost

always by cardialgia, and other symptoms of irregular

digestion. In such cases, the stomach seems infested

with bilious,and acid sordcs ;
which operate principallyjOn

its upper orifice, and thence up the oesophagus. These

dyspeptic symptoms torment the patient most, when the

stomach is nearly empty ; but the gnawing sensation is

relieved on filling it with warm tea, or coffee. The cough

attendant on this affection, is generally accompanied by

an obtuse pain in the side, with a considerable expulsion^

of phlegm. Emetics, exercise in the open air, especially

on horseback, with judicious tonics, particularly, prepara-

tions of iron
;
above all,those prepared by nature, in tho

form of mineral water, prove, by their beneficial effects,

the seat of the cough.

There is vet another affection, which some writers call

"
hypochondriac cough," because its seat is lower down

the alimentary canal. The source of it is principally

in the duodenum. It is accompanied with flatulency,

spasms of the intestines, and some symptoms of jaundice ;

with often a sort of twisting pain in tlie side, shooting up

under the shoulder-blade. Together with these symptoms,

•
Expectoration does not express precisely our meaning in this case, where Uie pliarynx,

ffisophagus, and stomach, are more affected, than the aspera-arteria. We mean lUe elimina-

tion of viscid pituilous matter from the former, as in whooping cough.

n •
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there is usually a ilejectioii ol' spirits, and an inclination

to give way to the complaint, without exertions to remove

it. It is not so often hrought on by the deep distress of

imjjrisonment, conscious guilt, and dread of punishment,

as by vexation of mind
; disappointed hupc ;

and the corro-

ding discontents of domestic life. It is connected with

cold feet, and cold nose ; and attended by a short, dry

cough, which is more distressing to the head, than to the

lungs. The urine is,alternatcly,high coloured, and turbid^

transparent, and pale.

Ijithis species of chronical affection, the lungs expres-

ses its sympathy, by, now and then, a deep inspiration, or

sigh ; and now and then, by a rending cough. The causes

continuing, from season to season, the lungs at length par-

take so much of the primary affection of the stomach, in-

testines, liver, and probably spleen, that they, on great

exposures, or some serious cause of mental distress, sink

into a state that ends like all other consumptions. Seden-

tary, and discontented men ; melancholy, and helpless

women, arc liable to this malady. Whatever be the remote

cause of the stomachic and hypochondriac cough—for we

can hardly separate them—a relaxed, and torpid state of

the whole chylopoetic viscera, occasioning a weak and vi-

tiated quality of the gastric-juice, seems to be the prox-

imate one. This state of the body induces dejection

of mind ;
and thus adds to the destructive force of the

jnimary cause. Here the mind operates on the body ; and

the body on the niiiid j
and sooner or later,they wear each

other out.

This has been written to convince the young prac-

titioner, that certain coughs have their origin, or primary

scat, in parts below tiie breathing organs themselves ',

and that the derangement, or labefaction, of dis-

tant parts, are often expressed through the vocal organs ;

whiie tijose organs themselves, are totally free from dis-
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ease ;
not but tliat they will actually become disordered,

and half worn out, by being very often, and for a long time,

called on to express the pain, and morbid aftections of this

complicated machine, the human body ; to which they arc

attached, and destined to bc,through the agency of the \i-

tal air, not only the vocal representative, but the inter-

mediate system, between the internal parts, and external

nature.

On the whole, we may as well say, that every time a

person sheds tears from joy, grief, or rage, that the cause

is in the eyes, as that every cough has its origin in the

lungs ; because the eyes and the wind pipe are the organs,

through which those interual commotions are outwardly

expressed.

These things, added to the facts already adduced, may
serve to convince us, that the seat of the distemper, de-

nominated whooping cough, may be, and most probably is,

extra thoracic. To render this idea still more familiar,

we request the reader to turn his attention once more to

the all important principle of sympatluj ; which traverses

every nerve, fibre, and fibrilla of the body, pervading^

and connecting all its wonderful functions ;
as he will

make egregious blunders, if he be ignorant, or inattentive

to this associating principle of life within us. An exam-

ple or two,will illustrate our meaning.
A lady about 28 years of age, of delicate and somewhat

irritable habit, reddish hair, fair skin, sprinkled with frec-

kles,complained first of pain and soreness in her jaws,stiff-

ness in her neck,darting often in the direction of the stcrno-

mastoidc musclcs,then shooting thro' her temples, down her

arms, and, at times, darting pains all over her. As these

complaints cncreased, she lost her appetite, was now and

then sick at her stomach, with a sense of heat in her loins,

alternating with shivering, and sometimes pain in the bow-

els. Her sleep was interrupted, she lost licsii and spirits j
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cougli, and ni.^lit sweats ramc on ; and she was pronounced

going fast into consumption.

For the first painful, and then alarming symptoms, she

was puked, purged, and sweated, under an idea of spasm,

and of rheumatism ; she was bled and blistered ; but with

little or no permanent abatement of pain, uneasiness,

and general irritation. Opium alone gave respite to her

Siiflferings ; but this drug left behind almost as many dis-

agreeable feelings as it removed. On the accession of

cough, and what they imagined hectical symptoms, the la-

dy ( ommenced the routine of medicines, and regimen, for

an hectical, and consumptive disorder.

One day she happened to complain of a pain, and clum-

sy sensation, far back on each side of her jaws, in

the presence of one of her pliysicians ; w ho asked leave to

examine her mouth; when he perceived her gum& much

swolSen. On applying his finger, he felt a tooth pushing

up the membrane, and struggling to come througli ; and

that in both jaws. The dentition appeared to progress with

the reluctance of a backward vegetation. The gums were

thereupon cut effectually dow n to the teeth
; when all alarm-

ing sy mptoujs vanished. She slept well the following night ;

appetite returned, and she soon gathered flesh, and spirits

sufficient to express her wonder, that learned Doctors

should ever mistake teething for rheumatism ; and after-

wards for consumption.

Here the whole system sympathized with the irritation

of a tooth ;
w hich fact, as it illustrates the power of sym-

pathy, and concentrates attention to one minute point, we

shall discuss more fully.

Dentition, or breeding of teeth, has a very near

resemblance to the growth of a seed, in a seed vessel ;

or to a bud on a tree ; for both are formed, and receive

their nourishuicut after the same manner.
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A tooth is as much a system by itself as a seed,* or bud

ofa vegetable ; and is, like them,corinected to the body, by
a sort of umbilical cord

; which enters the hole on the point

of the tootii, and creeping on in a strait line, at length ex-

pands itself throughout its substatice. The tooth grows,

and its bark, cortex, or enamel,thickens, and hardens until

about the age of 25, when it seems stationary ; being no

longer renovated ; but gradually wears away by use,without

the power of reparation. A tooth,decorticated of its enamel,

is a bone of a particular kind ; being denser, whiter, and

not laminated like others ; and hence not subject to exfolia-

tion. Its enamel is unlike any other substance in the body ;

being so very hard as to emit fire by collision with steel,

like a flint.

The rooi of a tooth, that part which lies buried under

the gum, is covered with a periosteum ; which follows it to

the very bottom of the socket ; which is a deep excavation

in the jaw bone. This thin membrane, replete with blood

vessels, nerves, and absorbents, helps to connect the tooth

with the diploe, or spungy osseous substance, that contrib-

utes to the formation of the socket. The connection of the

tooth to this cup or socket, has been likened, by a clumsy-

comparison,to a nail driven into a block
;
and hence denom-

inated gomp/wsis. The collar of the tooth, or part just
above the gum, is connected with its mucous membrane,
and probably unites with the periosteum or serous mem-
brane. The nerve, and artery from the general system,
enter the small aperture already mentioned, like the nour-

ishing vessels in a bud : which aperture lessens as we ad-

vance in age ; and is at last totally obliterated, so tiiat

finally the tooth drops out for want of nourishment
,•
and

* This is illustrated in the attachment of the kernel of the Indian corn, or

Maize, to its cob ; the latter being the jaw bone, with its sockets
;
and the

Corn the teeth, with the vessels, bone, and enamel.
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this happens about the time when the hair on the scalp be-

comes grey ; and we presume from the same general cause.

The first indication of it, is when the gums start from the

teeth ; by which they appear elongated ; and is accompan-
ied, at the time, by an increased sensibility of the tooth ;

somewhat like that arising from the application of a pretty

sharp acid.

The nerves distributed to the teeth arc branches from

the 5ih pair. The dentes sapientise appear at different

periods ; commonly between 20 and 28.—Sometimes as

early as 16 ^ and now and then, as late as 40, The earli-

er they appear the easier. Some have suffered under slow

and reluctant dentition of the « teeth of wisdom" nearly

three years ; and, in one case, was treated for the Tic Do-

loreux ; or that painful affection of the face,first described

by Fothergill ; and vvhich,\vas effectually relieved by lanc-

ing the gums.
We repeat it j

—the practitioner, unacquainted with the

sympathy, or consent of a disordered part with a sound

one, has not learnt the most important part of his profes-

sion ; and must go blimdering on through life, for want of

that knowledge. Indeed, there is nothing in the practice

of physic and surgery more important ; especially in dis-

orders of infants ; too young to tell their particular distress.

The best way to learn the laws of sympathy, is to adduce

facts : We therefore selected the common case of the teeth ;

more from its simplicity, than frequency ; a tooth being a

little system by itself, isolated, or nearly cut off from the

general system. It comes,and goes away again,as if it hard-

ly belonged to our bodies
,• yet it is a whole,or system ; as

much as a bud on a tree. The connection of the dental,

with the general system, is by a \cry small artery, nerve,

and vein ;
con t tuting a sort of cmbilical cord ; for, des-

troy the nervous strand of this cord, and sympathy ceases.

Slightly connected as they are
',
and sir.gularly combined
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as the lower-jaw is with the upper, their action of growing

is, very often, accompanied with sickness, universal distur-

bance, and pain in different parts of the hody. In no part

of us does the renovating principle appear more vigorous,

than in the teeth. In some animals, as the aquatic sala-

mander, the under-jaw may be cut off, when a new one will

grow out again complete, sockets, teeth and all.

Take another case of sympathy in the opposite sex.

I was consulted by a married man, who had repeated at-

tacks, several years, of, what was called '^
fever and ague ;"

for which he had taken pounds of Peruvian bark. As that

did not cure it, he was directed to take the solution of arse-

nic ; but all to no good purpose. Although he had regular
cold and hot fits, I was impressed with suspicion, that

it was not genuine fever and ague ; as I never knew it to

rise spontaneously, and continue in the region where he

dwelt. It struck me as a violent irritation of the mucous

membrane, of the chronic species, in some part or other ;

and my suspicion was,that it originated in the urethra. On
closer inquiry, I learnt, that the gentleman had been in-

commoded a number of years, with an obstinate stricture ;

accompanied with irritation in the neck of the bladder ;

and a tenderness on its distention by urine ; and some un-

easiness in the vicinity of the rectum. He being a very in-

telligent man, I explained to him the origin, cause, seat

and nature of his complaint ; and pointed out the remedy.

My first direction was, to throw his bark and arsenic in

the fire ; and then brace up his mind to have his strictures

removed, by destroying them with caustic, applied on the

end of a bougie. This was accordingly done
,•
and the

stricture, or rather two strictures, were obliterated^ after

which, the tenderness of his bladder, and perinseum grad-

ually vanished
; and there was an end of the <" fever and

ague ,•" and he enjoyed better health, and more comfort,

than for twenty years before.
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On the prereding cases, we would remark, tliat the irri-

tation from the process of dentition, is of an inflammato-

ry, and rousin,^ nature, accompanied with feA^er of the con-

tinued kind ; whereas the symptoms from irritation of the

nrcthra, wliich resemble the fit of an intermittent, are

accompanied by a weak and fluttering pulse, depression of

strength ; and, in extreme cases, with the " anxietas circa

prfecordia." The first is most tedious to bear ; but the

latter the most dangerous, Tiie antiphlogistic process

will assuage the one ; while tonics and cordials are called

for in the other. Here the variation of the sympathetic

symptoms, arises from a difference in the structure, and

functions of the parts affected. In the latter case, it would

seem as if sympathy was conveyed by the mucous mem-

brane ; and in the former by the branch of a particular

nerve. Whether that sent to the teeth ; and that sent to the

bladder and urethra, belong to the same class of nerves,*

must be left to the discrimination of the anatomist.

* This refers to the ancient distinction of Galen, into nerves of feeling,

and nerves ofvwiion ; a doctrine revived, and clarified by Charles Bell.



CHAPTER VI.

OK DISSECTIONS }
and APPEARANCES in diseased bodies, af-

ter LIFE.

The difrerencc between the warm, pantinj?, pulsating,

perspiring, animated body, and the cold, stiff, collapsed

dead one, is so striking, that, in searching for the cause

of disease and death, I rely, less and less, on the evidence

afforded by dissections.

The efficient cause, motive principle, or warming some-

thing within us, which, not only associates t!ie elements of

animal substances, but employs them when associated, we

call Life ; and it is the living body with which the phy-

sician has to deal. What is tljat power within us, which

first moves, and then conducts that latent process, by

which an ovum becomes a man ? We see a certain inter-

nal adjustment, or arrangement of matter witliin us, de-

nominated organization ; but life and organization are

two different things. A man killed by the fumes of char-

coal, suffers no visible altei-ation in his organization.

What then is Life ?—Is it the power, by which the ali-

ment taken into our stomach is there digested ; and then

transformed into our own substance ? Or is it the power,

that enables every organized being to produce anotlier like

itself? Or is it the power, which, when the body is either

mutilated, or sick, co-opei'ates with the medicine in effect-

ing the cure ? Do we come nearer the thing, should we

say, that it is the power, which departing, the body ceases

to live ; and soon passes into puti'efaction and decay ?*

* See on this subject, Locke on matter and spirit ; and Harris's Philo

sophical Arranjements,

1-2
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We may elucidate this subject if we say, that our bodies

arc vessels, immersed in tliis vivifying spirit ; and if the

materials of wliirh we are composed be arranged in a cer-

tain manner, life adheres to us. But if the casCf or ma-
terial organization, be essentially disordered, and thereby
rendered an uiifit residence for its vivifying inhabitant,

then the law of the Creator is, that it shall fall to pieces ;

or in other words, hasten to putrefaction. If the vessel be

cracked to a certain degree, it can hold no water ; if the

body be, to a certain degree, marred, it can hold no life.

The Parent of Universal Nature has therefore ordained,

that to a certain state of exquisite organization, life ad-

heres ; but when that organization is ruined, it flies back

again, like fire extinguished by water, to the source

whence it came.—But, we have treated this subject,

elsewhere.|

AVe cannot but express our regret, that, in subjects who

have suffered under whooping cough, and died of its con-

sequences, so little attention has been paid to the abdom-

inal viscera ; for, in such patients, whenever parts beneath

the thorax have been, occasiojially, examined, there have

been, almost always, found strong marks of disease. Those

w ho have died of affections, in which cough was the most

pi'ominent symptom, htvve often exhibited as many marks

of disorder in the abdominal, as in the thoracic viscera.

In such cases, the inspectors generally direct their atten-

tion to the larynx, trachtea, bronchise, and pleura, the mu-

cous, and serous membranes of the breathing a))])aratus ;

when, if they looked deeper, they would, probably, have

found, that the weiglit of the distemper pressed hardest

on parts below the lungs.

In some investigations by dissection, recorded by Dr.

Watt, there were found long patches of inflammation on

t Discourse on the principle of Vitaiity. Boston, 1790.
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the small intestines ; and on the external parts of the stom-

ach, looking, as if painted with coffee-grounds ; and a

universal crust of lymphatic exudation on tlie internal sur-

face ; with, here and there, streaks of red. Tliese appear-

ances evince a pre-existing state of inflammation
;

we

know not whether a simple one
;

or one sui generis^

according to the specific contagion of the distemper.

In another case, the bowels discharged skinny substances,

like peelings of raw potatoes ;
and this was accompanied

with a coldness of the extremities ; pallid aspect of the

skin, and universal torpor. It is in such cases that the

sufferer is tormented by ineffectual, and imperfect efforts

to relieve his bowels, and his bladder.*

In the afflictive case of Dr. Watt's son, it appears, that

the convulsive motion of the diaphragm, and muscles of

the chest, and of the abdomen was such, as led the father

to query, whether the disorder was inflammatory, or spas-

modic. Probably both. The Dr. adds, that in one set of

patients, the difficulty seemed to be at the top of tiie wind-

pipe ; in others, the diaphragm, and muscles of the abdo-

men laboured most. These facts tend to shew, that the

greatest weight of the disorder lay on the abdominal vis-

cera.

In the fatal case of a child, three years old, recorded

by the same sagacious practitioner, there was that sort of

difficulty in breathing, which is noticed in the inordinate

motions of the diaphragm, rather than any difficulty in

the trachea. Three or four days before its death, it dis-

charged two or three spoonfuls of blood ; which was

thought, by its coagulation, and dark colour, to have come

from the stomach. No symptoms indicated any particular

* From some observations made by Charles Bell, we are led to believe,

that there is another part of the bladder more sensible of irritation than its

neck, viz. '^directly over the junction of the muscles of the ureters with the in-

ternal sphincters of the bladder."
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distress of the lungs ; wliilc the discbarges from the bow-

els resembled <» brains mixed with blood." The parox-

ysms, fits, or « kinks''* of roughing, were very severe,

and the whoop distinct; so that there could be no doubt of

the nature of the original malady ,• yet, was there little or

no expectoration. About twenty hours before the child

died, it had an epileptic fit ; in one of which, it expired.

This fatal case commenced with whooping cough,but end-

ed in a complication of disorders.

On examining the body of this child after life, the ante-

rior part of the lungs was found thickly mottled with a

whitish, or ash colour ; the air cells filled witii viscid,

semi-purulent mucus; a considerable margin, along the

lower edge of each lobe, was of a bright red, solid to the

touch, and sunk readily in water. I'he internal surface of

the upper part of the trachea was of a reddish flocculent ap-

pearance, but without any inflauimatory exudation ; and

this appearance increased downwards, till in the minute

branches of the bronchise, tlie whole surface was of a

bright red, as if painted ; but there was little or none of

that purulent-like mucus usually found on inflamed secre-

ting membranes. In the abdomen, about twelve inches of

the ileum was very red, and vascular; and so was the

mesocolon.*

We adduce this case to shew how little can be learnt of

the seat,and nature of an original distemjier, froni appear-

ances, after life, in one cousiderably protracted. This

rending disorder is peculiarly liable to casualties. The

violent struggles ; and the many accidents to which chil-

dren are liable ; the use of improper remedies ; for in no

disorder is quackery more impertinent. There were in

this case epileptic fits, a disorder foieign to whooping

cough ; and so is that highly inflamed stale of the lungs,

, r
— ---- -

* See Dr. Watt's treatise.
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which produces semi-purulent matter. In judging by the

appearance of an inflamed mucous membrane, we should

always advert to the stage of the disorder ; as to-day it

may appear scarlet, to-morrow crimson, and the next day

violet ; and soon after a serous, or else a sanious exuda-

tion. From all that I have seen, or can collect from oth-

ers, I am doubtful if purulent, or semi-purulent matter he

found in the lungs of those, who are cut off by simple

whooping cough ; althougii it may be found in the lungs

of such as perish of that modification of pneumonia, re-

cently denominated bronchitis.

If we are sometimes led away by certain appearances in

the breathing apparatus, when searching after the cause

of disease and death, we are still more liable to deception

when we examine, post mortem^ the stomach, and its con-

tents. The more a p!)ysician lias seen of the human body

in health,and the more he lias reflected on its deviation into

disease ; and considered its moribund state ; and examined

its condition after life is fled ;
the more difiident w ill he be,

when called solemnly to pronounce on the effects of poi-

sons in tjie stomach ; especially vegetable ones. As it re-

gards chemical poisons, who can in many—nay, in most

cases, speak with confidence, and decide with certainty ?

Ai'scnic itself, produces appearances, that cannot always

be distinguished from the consequences of a fatal cholera

morbus; and of the medicines used in it. Beside, who of

us can define a poison ; seeing that arsenic, and all the lu-

rid tribe of plants, are used internally, in the healing art ;

and in the very disorder under discussion ? Yet how many

men and women, in countries governed by English laws,

have suffered the * ultimum suppUciumf" in consequence

of opinions of physicians, delivered to a jury, on tlie ap-

pearances in the stomach and bowels of subjects, a day or
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two after death
,•

and some after being as long bu
ried ?*

Dr. FoTHEKGiLL, in his admiruf ie history of the wea-

ther, and of the diseases of Lomi wu, which he coinn»cnred

in the year 1751, [see 21 st vol. tf the Gentleman's .Maga-
zine of that year.] after sayin-, that the preceding winter

was remarkably wet and fell ; and after describing au

insidions species of epid< fuic peripneuinony, where the

patient cowld lie with t yse on his back, but on neither

side,—speaks of the great number of children, seized with

a very violent xvhjuping cnugh, in the month of May ;

which, he describes, as cold, dark, and rainy, till about

the 18th. In the north-west parts of Yorkshire there was

snow, the earth was frozen hard, and thick ice covered

the water.

He observed, that nothing seemed to avail much in car-

rying off the disease, but change of air, with asses' milk,

and proper diet ; but in strong, hearty children, if bleed-

ing was neglected, with blisters, manna,f and oxymcl of

squills, in small cinnamon water, given frequently in small

doses, the incessant cough brought on injlaiumations of the

lungs ; sometimes of greater, sometimes of less extent ; in

proportion to the fulness of the vessels, and the disposi-

tion to inflammatory disorders.

* About forty years j^ears ago, a gentleman of education, and respecta-

ble connections, was hanged at Wai^n ick, in F.ngland,for the alleged mur-

der of hii wife's brother, a young and sickly Baronet, with laurel water ^

which greatly shocked, and troubled the most eminent of the profession

in London, and £diri!>ui i;;'h. The body was not examined till it had been

buried two days. Ti.e last words of the condemned, after the ceremony
of the sacrament, was the declaration of his innocence.

t The late Dr. Robert Willan has published monthly reports of the dis-

eases in London, but without any register of the weather. He is more

precise as to the number and classification of the diseases, than Fother-

gill ; but less attentive to the description of them and mode of treatment.
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Dr. Fothergill g'n^es the following instructive " case : a

strong healthy cliikl, betwixt two and three years old, was

seized with whooping cough in a violent degree ;
he was

sent into the country, the season cold and wet, where his

disorder continued without abatement, having no medical

assistance. In about a month, the cough became less se-

vere, but a continual feverish heat succeeded, with difficul-

ty of breathing, a short, troiiblesome, but not convulsive,

cough, a quick, feeble pulse, and loose greenish stools, or

else a tendency to costiveness. After three weeks* illness,

various methods were put in practice to assist him, but in

vain ; his fever increased, with some irregular remissions,

and his breathing became more difficult till he expired, af-

ter about six or seven weeks indisposition.

Upon opening the body, the lungs on both sides were

found full of matter, not collected in abscesses, but disper-

sed, and hardened throughout the whole substance of the

lobea, in the lower edges of which, it was so closely impac-

ted, and in a manner indurated, as to resist as much in

cutting, as the firmest glandular substance in the body.

On viewing the condition of the viscera in the lower

belly more attentively, some of the contents of the stom-

ach were found floating in the left hypochondrium, being

part of an oily draught, unaltered. It was judged that

some slight wound had been made in the stomach, though

the knife was conducted with the utmost circumspection ;

but the opening was soon discovered to iiave been made by
another cause ; that part of the bottom of the stomach

wliich lies ne^ct the spleen, about the breadtli of a crown,

was in so putrid a condition, as scarcely to bear the slight-

est touch, yet without having its colour much altered.

The intestines were almost transparent, and cxanguious,

and the colon larger than the stomach ;
the gull bladder

full of a yellowish serum ; tlie sj>leen small, and harder

than common; every thing else sound.
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It must .seem a Httic rcmaikable, says Fothergill, tliat

the child had no voiuitiiig ;
no liirciip, oi' any symptoni

from vliencc it could be discovered that the stomach was

jjaiticulaily affected, unless we attribute to this cause, a

great unwillinf^ness in the child to be moved ; and, at one

jieriod of the disease, a total relusal of li(juids, or any

other substance
; but this went off' a few days before he

died, during which time, he took every thing with a kind

of greediness.

This case, says the Dr. has been more prolixly rela-

ted, than perhaps is suitable ; but 'tis done for the sake of

precision, which is always necessary in regard to facts

with which it is of use to practitioners to he acquainted".*

Here the whooping cough partook of tlie reigning ep-

idemic ^ and pi'obably was aggravated by the very incle-

ment weather for that season of the year; in consequence
of which, the whooping cough ended in bronchitis; al-

though it is pretty clear, that, at the beginning, the d:-;or-

der infested, principally, the stomach and intestines ; and

thence was transferred to the lungs. Is it not a law of

our bodies, that severe diseases of the stomach should be

transferred, ultimately, to the lungs, rather than mor-

bid affections in tlie lungs, transferred to the stomach ?—
The stomach, duodenum, and diaphragm, constitute the

centre of vital influence ; while those parts of us, which

come in contact with the air, compose the circumference.

Should we pass from the centre of the body to the head,

we shall find, that appearances after life, frequently turn

out very diff'erent from the predictions before it de-

parted. Sometimes we find a congestion of blood, where

we expected water : and sometimes the vessels of the pia
mater distended, appearing like a beautiful injection ; and
see in the brain itself, when divided by a knife, a number

See Fother^ill's \vork>, vol. 1st, p. 152.
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of red points, exu I'pg b'ood ; and yet no inflammation was

expected there. At other times, we discover the arachnoide

web separated from the pia mater, by the intervention of

water ; and sometimes these membranes lose their trans-

parency, without any very remarkable deran.i^ement of

the intellect ; while the principal weight of alteration of

the organic structure was found to be in the stomach and

bowels.

In some cases,the pains of the head have been so violent,

as to end in a furious phrensy, with blood-shot eyes, and

other symptoms of a highly inflamed encephalon, and

yet no traces of inflammation were discoverable in the

cranium, but in the diaphragm.

In a patient under my own inspection, who every day

or two, for nearly a year, unless prevented by the intro-

duction of the catheter, einptied her bladder through

the stomach by vomiting ; yet after death, no traces

could be discovered by the closest and most patient inspec-

tion ; no vestige of any vessel, duct, canal, or breach be-

tween these two capacious receptables. How cautious

therefore ought we to be, in pronouncing magisterially, on

appearances after the motive principle of life is departed.

Who, by dissection, has been able to discern any une link

in the chain of cause and effect, in that most shocking dis-

order, the epilepsy ? What, that eye can see, has ever

been able to lead us to a knowledge of the ens epilepticum ;

or any way explain the aura epileptica ?* Heat, pain, anx-

iety, and " a wounded spirit,"
- leave no traces behind

them in the mortal frame.

The young practitioner, when he is called to heal the

sick, generally feels the perspiring skin, and the pulsating

* May not the aura epileptica be a temporary cessation of the oxyge-

nation of the blood, betraying its efiects first in the lower extremities ?

13
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artery t and sees the effects of the alternate expansion and

collapsion of tlie lungs ; he inspects the moist and trem-

bling tongue; examines the changeful and anxious coun-

tenance
; and listens to the altered and faultering voice.

He finds the body warm, turgid, and panting with life,

and all its organs in motion, or capable of motion ;

every artery, vein, and lymphatic, operating in its own

appropriate way ; all its membranes, whether mucous, se-

rous, fibrous, mixed, or neuter, performing their secre-

tions, and excretions, successively, or simultaneously,

though perhaps irregularly ; the nerves doing their inex-

plicable double offices ; the senses, and the sensorinm com-

mune, reciprocating tlicir wonderful inffuence ; the diges-

ting, assimilating, and nutritive process, but little impeded;

while the breathing apparatus is warming and animating

the wliole system ; notwithstanding, some parts may be

disordered, or acting inordinately.

Thus widely different, though sick, is the system, he is

contemplating, from the cold, lifeless body, or lump of clay,

which he sees loading the table of tlic anatomist. In

the first case, all is motion, from the prehension, masti-

cation, and first action of the stomach on the food, through

all its varying concoctions, and assimilations,to the perfec-

tion of the blood, lymph, and still more refined glandular

secretions. In the second, he sees a lifeless mass of an-

inial matter,with merely the form of a man ; whose segre-

gated muscular, or membranous fibre, cannot be distin-

guished from that of the brutal quadruped ; any more than

can the blood of either. He contemplates in the lungs,

and its potent adjunct, the Heart, a new source of motion,

derived from the oxygenation of the blood by inspiration ;

which, commencing with our first breath, ceases not its ac-

tion,until our last gasp, or final expiration ; when it leaves

the hitherto warm, moist, pervious, pulsating, breathing,

thmkvig body, a collapsed, cold, and lifeless carcase.
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If death occasion such on alteration in the visible parts

how much greater must be the alteration in the visible and

most subtle organization of our bodies ; to the integri-

ty of which, life adheres ? I hope not to be misunderstood.

I would, by no means, discard the evidence of morbid

anatomy. I would only request the practitioner to

weigh what has been said, before he pronounces confident-

ly on the causes of death in tlie body after life is depaited.

The most acute and experienced anatomist ; the most saga-

cious physiologist, skilful surgeon, and profound physi-

cians, feel the greatest diffidence on these all important

subjects. They bear in mind the subtilty of nature, and

the imperfection of the senses. When discussing these

matters, they should not forget that they are sitting in judg-

ment on something, which has the softness of air,in receiv-

ing impressions, and the activity of fire, in exerting its

actions.

Lord Bacon, who saw the defects of theories clearer

than most any other person, says, that the marks and im-

pressions of diseases ; and the changes and devastations

they bring upon the internal parts, are to be diligently ob-

served in different dissections. But that there are many
subtle pores, passages, and perforations that appear not

upon dissection, because they are closed and concealed in

dead bodies, that might be open in live ones. And he

adds—" There is no doubt but that the internal parts, for

variety and proportions, are little inferior to the external j

and that hearts, livers, and stomachs, are as different in

men, as foreheads, noses, and ears ; which, says he, physi-

cians not observing, sometimes unjustly accuse the hu-

mours, when the fault lies only in the mechanical structure

of the part."*

* BacoB de augmentit scientiarum.
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The most indefatigaMe and keenest anatomists, though
aided by injections, and armed with the microscope, can-

not detect the exquisite texture on which life, much less

cogitation, depends. Neither the Willis's—Ruych's—Mal-

pighis's
—Winslow's—Hunter's—Bell's, or Bichat's, can

discriminate that structure, or state of matter, wh'ch de-

termines the line between life and death ;
—between dumb-

ness and speech. It is a fine remark of the elegant Cotint

Bnffou, that on examining the orang outang anatumically,

we perceive a surprising similarity in its conformation

with the human subject, insomuch that it is wonderful that

this conformation is productive of so few advantages. The

tongue, and all the organs of voice ; the ear and the organs
of the hearing are the same as in men ; and yet the crea-

t ire wants reason ; an evident proof, says that illustrious

«aturalist,that no disposition of matter will give mind,* and

that the body, how nicely soever formed, is formed in vain,

when there is not infused a soul to direct its operations.



CHAPTER VII.

The NATURE OF whoopiitg cough deduce n from xhz OPERATION
OF CERTAIN REMEDIES.

Have not all those medicines most efficacious in mitiga-

ting the severity of whooping cough, a special reference to

the alimentary canal rather than to the trachea, hron-

chise, or pneumatical system of the lungs?

Willis—Hoffman—Astruc—Fothcrgill—Cullen and Watt

recommend emetics. Vomiting always gives temporary

relief.* The benefit from the fumigations of tar,so extoll-

led by some, appears to arise from exciting in children, a

copious vomiting of phlegm. In the cases adduced by the

last named physician, it is remarkable that they all slept

well, after the irksome process ; so will any children after

being left free from torment of any kind. The tar fumi-

gation, however, proves that the scat of the disorder may
be any where rather than in the mucous membrane of the

trachea and bronchise. The larynx is, at all times, a sentinel

that instantly repels such an invasion ; and especially,

when rendered more sensitive by a peculiar inflammation.

In all cases of whooping cough, there is an increased sen-

sibility in that portion of the mucous membrane, covering

the larynx, and pharynx, which repels acrid fumigations ;

and creates trouble in swallowing dry substances.

* Select emetics, judiciously administered, are of prime importance in

this disorder. I have, in general, been more satisfied witli equal parts of

Vinum, Ipecac, and Tinet, Sanguinariae, or blood-root, tlian any other.

Next to this, I have preferred the decoction of Polygala Senega , with a

due portion of tartarised antimony. A strong infusion of the cnicus, or

tarduus benedictus, is among the very best of the old fashioned emetics for

children.
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Some physicians ui'e:e ilic use of purgatives in this dis-

tem))'*r. Dr. V^ att thinks they should be followed closely

after emetics ; because, says he, the matter in the bow-

els is gfnerally of a i'oul and offensive nature, sometimes

as dark as pitch, and remarkably foetid ; at other times

entirely of mucus, and without smell. This practitioner

recommends calomel and aloes, and gambf).2;c and scam-

mony ; and reminds us that Willis, Sydenham, and At-

truc, and all our best writers recommend purgatives, in

whooping cough. This shews that experience, in opposi-

tion to theory, places the primary scat of the distemper

in the alimentary canal. The venerable Heberden tell us,

that in disorders of the lungs, emetics fr-cquently procure

easy breathing ; but that cathartics are so very sel-

dom useful, as scarcely deserve to be ever tried. ^

We have seen enough of tbe use, and abuse of drastic,

and often repeated purgatives, to excite cauticm. The

wise, and wary Fothergill directed mild emetics to be giv-

en every day ; then two days, and omit the third ; t 'en

every other day ; and then only once a week. This admi-

rable physician conceived that such an action of the stom-

ach and diaphragm, as accompanies vomiting ; and such

an evacuation of its contents, were needful to subdue the

disorder. ^Vjien the disease was fully formed, he consid-

ered it useless to do any thing more than mitigate the

symptoms. He recommended keeping the bowels o, en ;

so far as to have one or two motions daily ; but he avoid-

ed drastic purgatives. Indeed it could not have been pur-

sued with safety, in children, under his process of vomi-

tion, without producing exbaustion now, or endangering
marasmus hereafter. Late writers recommend strong,

and often, repeated cathartics ; but neither sound practice,

nor legitimate theory, can justify the procedure. Par-

ents, and also young practitioners, have recourse, rather

too often, to drastic purgatives in the ordinary complaints
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of children. This practice destroys the healthy balance

between the nutritive, and absorbent system ; and if it do

not lay the foundation of scrophula, it certainly developes

a scrophulous habit in some, who would, otherwise, have

passed through life without such appearances.

The celebrated John Hunter, was indeed great in every

department of our art
;
a physician, in the original sense

of the word, a great anatomist, and a complete surgeon.

I have often heard him remark, that excessive purging

of children, was a baneful source of that derangement

of the lymphathic absorbent system, which leads di-

rectly to scrophula ;
which leads indirectly to consump-

tion. His sagacity here coincided with the opinion of an

author, he, most probably, never read ; I mean the learned

Gaubius ;* who tells us, that in following up too closely

evacuations from the intestines, we throw out an useful,

as well as useless, part of our system ; and that by it we

injure also the emunctories, or natural outlets, by increas-

ing stimulus, attrition, and dilatation ; that often repeat-

ed strong purgatives, disturb the order of nature, and frus-

trate her intentions, by soliciting her unprepared ; and by

accustoming her to extraneous stimuli, render her insen-

sible to her own
;

in consequence of which, she impairs

her own strength ; and co)isumes the fluids of the body,

and its natural aliment, by disturbing her process in pre-

paring alimentary matter ; which is, at once, evacuated,

as if it were an useles burden. Such a procedure must ruin

the robust, much more the valetudinarian ; and still more

the tender frame of children.

All this is comprehended, and recognized by those phy-

sicians who acknowledge, and relish the doctrine of the

medicative powers of JVature, as believed in, and main-

tained by all the great masters of the art, from Hippo-

Gaiibius's Pathologia.
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crates, down to Sydenham—Bocrhaavc—Gaubiiis—Fotli-

erefill
—and Cullcn.

Thus mucli for the use, and abuse of purgatives. We
would only remark, that emetics, and cathartics, operate

directly on the alimentary canal ; and the temporary re-

lief which they afford, points out the scat of the malady.

Sydenham earnestly recommends bleeding in whooping
cough ; and insinuates, that if bleeding and purging
should not answer, nothing else will. His words are
** By this practice of venjesection, and repeated purga-
tives, and by this only, is conquered the convulsive, or

whooping cough, an obstinate disorder, vvl>ich scarcely

any other method will subdue.''

We, in these northern regions of America, have no*

been charged with excessive, and unseasonable blood-let-

ting in febrile diseases. Not but that some resort to ve-

iiajsection in almost every case where they feel, or imagine

they feel, a morbid fulness of the artery.
The tadf or feeling, as well as, seeing, are improvable

faculties
; and the cultivation of them is too much neglect-

ed. The art of nicely, and accurately feeling the pulse,

may be put down among the desiderata of our profession.
This idea may justify our dilating a little on the subject

OF THE PULSE.

As the human body is covered every where by the skin,
we hav€ no means of knowing the state a-id condition of

the internal man, but by the inspection of the tongue ; the

aspect of the eyes ; so aptly denominated the windows of

the soul ; the examination of the excrcmentitious matters

from the intestines, and the kidnies ; and the feel of the

pulsation of an artery, which is an appendage of the heart

itself.

The doctrine of the pulse is far from being fixed on a
stable foundation in books ; and has varied greatly since
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the caHicst records of medicine. So loii^ as heat, and fe-

ver were synonymous, the pulse was very little rej^arded ;

and w!ien the ancients did notice it, they considered it as

indicating; the passions and emotions of the mind, rather

than a measure of the strength of the contraction of the

heart ;
or of the quantity of hlood thrown out at each con-

traction. As to the irritahility of the vessels, pointed out

by the pulse, they seemed to have had no idea of it. The

physician of ancient days, contented himself vvitli laying the

back of his hand on the region of the heart ; and some-

times he felt the temporal artery. They were unacquain-

ted with the superior advantages of attending to the ac-

tion of the artery in the wrist
;
which is certainly prefer-

able, provided we bear in mind, that it does not run al-

ways alike in reference to the bone, in every subject ; nor

always just alike in both wrists of the same person ; and

provided the state of the atmosphere, breathed by the pa-

tient, be duly considered.

In judging by the pulse, it would be well to bear in

mind, that no fluid in the body is tnoved by its own force ;

but by the muscular action of the heart, and its appenda-

ges,the arteries ; or,to speak more definitely, by the inher-

ent energy of life, impressed on every living fibre, more or

less, according to the power of the brain and nervous sys-

tem, in its conspiration witii the oxygenating principle in

the air. Therefore, in the philosophy of the pulse there is

more to be taken into the account, than the vis matrix, and

the moles movendi. The local .situation, and circumstances

of the patient, must be taken into consideration, and duly

weighed, especially, that vvhich relates to the state of

the air he is breathing ;
for if a man receive back again

the mephetic air from his own lungs, his pulse becomes

oppressed by it
;
beats weaker and weaker

; when, after

trembling, and intci-mitting, the vital functlo-is are more

14
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oppressed until, at length they ai)pear to cease ; and, for

a time, are suspended ; and should the sufferer be left in

the same unventilatcd atmosphere, death would soon re-

duce him to a cold and stiff corpse. But remove your ex-

piring patient into an air rendered elastic by its inherent

vital principle, or, if circumstances forbid, allow him to

inspire oxygenous gas, properly diluted, his pulse will

begin again to tremble; then beat more distinctly ; when

he will fetch a deep sigh, which seems to heave round

the obstructed wheel of life; when the pulsation will be-

come stronger ; and from a gentle oscillation and, motion

of the fluids, a circumgyration of them will follow, when

his pulse will become moi-e distinct, and beat stronger; and

by propelling the blood to the brain, the circulation re-com-

mences ; the intellectual powers gradually resume their

operation ;
and the pulse returns to its natural state.

Hence, it is obvious, that we cannot judge correctly of the

disease perse, unless we take into the account, and make

due allowance for the adventitious circumstance of the pa-

tient's peculiar situation
; whether it be in an ojjen, cir-

culating air; or in a confined, and stifled state of it.

We learn therefore, that the pulsation of the artery,

does not depend so much on the mechanical action of the

heart and arteries, as on the energy of the nervous system ;

which is excited, and modulated ; increased, or depressed,

by the air we breathe. "When the famous Boeihaave liken-

ed tlie luHuan body to an hydraulic machine, explicable on

the principles of mechanical philosopliy, it diverted the

attention of his followers from seeing, and recognizing
those powei'S of motion within us, which have scarcely

any resemblance to mechanical, or chemical operations ;

powers depending on that excitability, which is the attri-

bute of living organization.

Some writers,about tl>c period of the revival of letters in

Italy, noticed an exhiliratingsonje^/m/^- in the atmosphere.
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when in a pure condition, wliicii made the heart glad, the

mind serene, the hody lightsome, and the digestion rapid

and pleasant : then was the pulse high, strong, and elas-

tic. There was also noticed an opposite state of the air,

which disturbs the heart, darkens the mind, makes the

body heavy, retards and hinders digestion. In this con-

dition, the pulse is slow, languid, and void of elasticity ;

with a disposition to sleep.* From which, we learn,

that the inspired atmospherical air, is to us, the breath of

life; for on it depends heat, motion, the assimilation of

foreign matter to our own substance ; with all the won-

derful operations of thought, and fancy ; even those called;,

by way of pre-eminence, inspiration.

Among the ancients, we need not look higher than Ga-

len for the doctrine of the pulse ; yet how little did he—
nay, how little did even Boerhaave himself know,on what

the firmness, or languor of the pulse depend ? The last

named eminent teacher, was acquainted with, what was

called, the universal acidf distributed throughout the whole

atmosphere ; which gave to the blood a bright scarlet ;

and when excluded, a blackness. He believed that flow-

ers were indebted to this acid in the air, for tlieir beauti-

ful colours ; and that the diei'S found, that a cloudy moist

air interferes with their vividness ; while a serene sky ex-

alts them into beauty. He knew also, that it found its

way into the blood of a living quadruped ;
and that it then

gave it a scarlet colour. But, it seems, he never knew

that its access, and exclusion were inseparably connect-

ed with the pulsation of the artery. It is now ascertain--

ed beyond all controversy, that this acidifying principle,

or oxygenation, excites the dormant energies of the brain

and nervous system ; invigorates every fibre ; gives

strengtii for debility, and activity for sluggishness.

* See Arnaldus de Villa Novs^
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Thci'cCoro, let local situation, ami the c«)ii(lition of the jui-

tient's atinosplicre, be always taken into consideration,

whenever we undertake to ju(i,s;c of the morbid
;

and of

the casual condition of the sufTerer, by the pulse ; for the

regular disease is one thinp;; and accident another.

Some of the youn^i^er class of practitioners are too apt

to deride the indications of the pulse, as an useless pa-

rade
; and thus speak evil of the Uiings they know not.

The tact of the pulse is a valuable acquisition ;
which re-

quires as mucli attention in the physician, as the skilful

touch of a niusical instrument in the musician. Never-

theless, how common is it, says Dr. William Fordycc,
<* for the physician, feeling the pulse of his patient, to

be conversing with him all the while; and on a subject

riaturally agitating to the latter ; who, perhaps, in stand-

ing on his feet, instead of being in a position of repose;

when the former decides at once, with a hasty conjec-

ture, on llic propriety, or impropriety of bleeding ; though

life or death may be the consequence."

We have seldom resorted to the lancet in whooj)ing

cough, unless some accessory symptom, in plethoric sub-

jects, has urged it; as, to obviate a threatened apoplexy,

or where there has been some great, and sudden exposure

to cold and wet, inducing pleuretic inflammaton. This is,

however, an accidental disorder, superinduced on the orig-

inal regular distemper.

Under the impression of vshooping cough being a sim-

ple inflamniatory affection, blisters have been ap[jlied after

bleeding, and purging. They were used by Willis, and

approved by Cullen. Those who conceived it to be a

spasmodic disorder, had recourse to blisters, and to em-

brocations, in vvhich camphor, turpentine, oil of amber,

and garlic, have predominated. These, by exciting a

counter irritation, have, now and then, afforded tempora-

ry relief and, with change of air, effected cures. Few
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things have been more extolled m Europe, tlian a solution

of Tartar emetic, mixed with a strong tincture of can-

tharides, and used by embrocation
;
which it seems, gives

relief in proportion to the violence, or rage of the ei'Uj;-

tion produced by it on the skiu. There can be no doubt

of their frequent, short lived efficacy; and their opera-

tion tends to strengthen our opinion, that the proximate,

or exciting cause of tiiis tussis convulsiva, is an exantlie-

matous affection of certaiu membranes, extra pulmonic.

There is no remedy from England, that has come so

strongly recommended to us as the internal use of can-

tharides. It has been administered there in a solid form,

in a composition of Spanish flies, camphor, extract of Pe-

ruvian bark, and Balsam Capi\ i ; and in a liquid form,

in a mixture of tincture of the bark, elixir paregoi'ic, and

a strong tincture of cantharidcs. A certain portion of

these compositions have been given three or four times a

day, until a slight strangury was cxcitol ; and tliis was

considered the criterion of its efficacy ; which seems to

be neither more nor less, than blistering the membranes

of the urinary organs.

The internal, as well as external use of cantharidcs is

sometimes productive of great incouvenienrc, and distress

in causing strangury, especially in hot and vcrij drif

weather. Every attentive practitioner must have observ-

ed, that stranguries are more frequent in summer, than

in winter, Souje people seem constitutionally liable to

strangury. Hence the care, and caution requisite in tiic

UoC of cantharidcs in children, too young to tell their suf-

ferings.

There can be little doubt of the efficacy of cantharides.

and balsam capivi in relieving, and sometimes curing

whooping cough ; and its atiology is not very difficult.

They both stimulate, if not vesicate, principally, the

membranes of the uiinar-y organs, fiom the kiduies to
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the urethra. The cffwt is most felt in the neck of tlie

bladder, and also, probably, in that irritable point in the

internal surface of the bladder, mentioned by that eminent

anatomist, Charles Bell, directly over the junction of the

muscles of the ureters, with the internal sphincters of the

bladder
; the ])oint, which, when inflamed, provokes an in-

cessant call to make water. If, after the constant use of

these powerful medicines, we could see the mucous mem-
brane of those patients, I have little doubt but we should

find them efflorescent tluoughout ; and in proportion to

this efflorescence, would, probably, be the diminution of

that pathognomonic one in the oesophagus, diaphragm,

larynx, and upper orifice of the stomach.

We are satisfied that several disorders of the human

frame, are cured by a counter irritation. How else does

mercury cure lues venerea ; and arrest the course of cer-

tain very violent fevers ? How else can vvc account for the

occasional efficacy of the nitric acid ; and of a solution

of ai'senic ? Now the like counter irritation, revulsion,

diversion, denominate it which you will, created by can-

tharides, and pungent balsams, may cure the peculiar ir-

ritation occasioned by tiie specific contagion of whooping

cough. Thus an embrocation composed of twenty grains

of Tartar emetic in two ounces of water, and one ounce of

strong tincture of cantharidcs, may so overcome the orig

inal morbid stimulus, as to eradicate the distemper entire-

ly. The German embrocation has, doubtless, a similar

effect, with the British tincture just mentioned ; and

should be used with the same caution in young children,

lest the symptoms of strangury be worse than the origin-

al distemper.*

* Where cauteries, caustics, and setous, are too inconvenient, a cutane-

ous irritation may be excited by the tartar enietic ointment. This has

been of manifest advantag^e, when rubbed on the chest,night and morning,

until the eruption takes place. The doctrine of eruptions is just now

(Jmerging from darkness to light
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Millipedes have been given with good effect in whoop-

ing cough. Their operation is explained on the same

principle as that of cantharides. When administered in

their dried state, they powerfully affect the urinary organs
even so as to occasion bloody urine, although they are not

so apt to excite strangury as Spanish flies. The irrita-

tion they create, lessens the morbid, or specific one ; for it

really appears to be a law of our system, that two inflam-

matory affections cannot exist, at the same time, with the

same violence. The inflammation raised bv art diminish-

ing that raised by nature. Hence, emerges the theory ol

blistering ; and of haemorrhages, and of metastasis.

Millipedes are very far from being an inert drug. Sen-

nertus extols them ; and Riverius speaks of their per-

forming wonders in certain inveterate disorders. Physi-
cians of the last century thought they could not ])ractise

without prepared millipedes ,•
while too many in this day,

believe them good for nothing.

The efficacy of some highly extolled remedies, may be

accounted for, on the principle of a new, strong, and un-

grateful impression on membranes rendered highly sensa-

tive, by disease. Among these may be ranked oil of am-

ber, assafoetida, musk, and valerian. Hence they ac-

quired the name of antispasmodics. Their efficacy is gen-

erally in propoi'tion to their disgustfulness. If the disor-

der be aggravated by overloading the stomach \*ith gross

food, they may do good, by lessening the appetite.

Among chemical remedies, islhe nitrate of silver; and

the solution of arsenic, and the Prussic acid.* Their

setiology seems to be on the score of very potent counter

* By trials of the Prussic acid, made on children, nnd one adult in the

Salem Almshouse, it appeared beneficial in several cases ; and of no good
effect in as many more. It merits however, farther trial.
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irrittmts. Wlictlicr acetitc of lead, so strongly recom-

mendf <1, from an idea of its powers in diminishing ex-

citability, may, op may not o|-crato, on a difFere; t |;rinci-

])le, I am not i)i'C|>ared to say ; liavinj«f never tried it but

in external exanthemata. It is surprising, that mercury
has not been added to the number of Ilerculian medicines,

that have been used,extolled, and neglected, in a disorder,

whose cause and nature arc so obscur(%as to allow, like tiie

hydrophobia and lock-jaw, a trial of almost any thing.

Hemlock, the deadly nightshade, and tobacco have been

most spoken of among the lurid tribe of plants in arrest-

ing tliis convulsive cough. Some have used all tliree with

good effect
;

others with none at ail. Drugs that operate

by diminishing excitability, or in other vvords, depressing

life, can be used with safety on adults only ; and not on

every one of them with safety. The last j)oison recom-

mended in the cure of whoojiing cough, is the digitalis.

Hut the character of this far-famed drug is so equivocal

in this country, that it is now the last resort of baflled

«)ractice. Some think the tincture of tobacco is nn)re to be

relied on, in almost all those cases for which the tincture

of digitalis has been celebrated. But the use and abuse

of tobacco we have discussed ftdly in another work.*

Equal portions of linseed oil, and flower of sulphur,

has been used with remarkable success in mitigating the

violence of whooping cough. Some people consider it the

sovereign remedy in this distressing complaint. A tea-

spoonful of this mixture, taken three or four times a day,

or less frequently, according to the age of the subject, has

certainly produced beneficial effects.

Dr. Willan distijiguishes the whooping cough into its

febrile, and chronic stages. While the febrile symptoms

* " On the evil tendency of the use of tobacco upon young persons,

more especially the pernicious effects of smoking cigars."
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fontinue, which he says is generally two or three weeks,

the requisite mode of practice, is the same as for the mea-

sles, in their latter stage, viz. bleeding, emetics, blisters,

purgatives, fomentations, warm vapour, pediluvium ; or

other remedies, according to the patient's constitution,

and to the urgency of tl»c symptoms jointly considered.

From which it appears that this learned physician had no

fixed principle of practice in this very common, and very

distressing distemper. For mitigating tlie cough, and

prolonging the intervals between the fits of coughing, he

recommends a watery solution of opium, in preference to

hemlock, or any other narcotic medicine. This is but

saying—give the strongest narcotic to benumb the patient

under his sufferings ;
and keep him quiet.

Dr. Darwin's treatment of it is as general, and as little

satisfactory. Are we to infer that these two distinguished

English physicians believed that this convulsive cough

would run its course in spite of all our remedies?

The most industrious writer we have consulted on

whooping cough,* closes a work of nearly 400 pages,

with telling his readers, that he has little, or nothing to

propose ;
that experience has supplied a number of rem-

edies, and all that is wanting is a little more light into the

nature of the disease, to render their application more ra-

tional and decided. In the conclusion of his book, he

says, that it seems pi-etty clearly proved that chin-cough

is, in all cases, an inflammatory disease ; and that it is

chiefly seated in the i : cous. membrane of the larynx,

bronchiae, and air cells ; and that it is alwatjs of an in-

flammatory nature. Some later writers arc of the same

opinion, both in England, and in Germany ; particularly

Dr. Marcus ; a maii celebi-ated as a physician, statesman,

and philanthropist. He wrote a treatise on the whooping

* Dr. Watt.

15
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cough late in life
; and tlictatcd its pre iace on his death-

bed ; but it has never reached us. AVe only know, that

he laboui'cd to prove the identity of whooping cougb with

bronchitis ; and the general fallacy of the common theories.

If it be an iiiflainmatory disorder, it must be, like some

cxanthematous affections, an inflammation of a peculiar

kind.

Dr. Willis says, that the regular practitioners rarely

cured it
;
and hence its treatment fell chiefly into the

hands of nurses, and quacks ; who, when the cup-moss,^

and its various preparations failed, as a last resort, put the

child in the utmost fi'ight, by placing him in the»hopper

of a mill ; which, by its terrible noise, and the frightful

aspect of its rotating wheels, and clattering machinery,

so impressed the little sufferer, that the disorder had been

sometimes carried entirely off" by it. We have many well

attested facts of the same kind in this country. Every

body knows, that a common hiccup is checked by sudden

surjjrise. These arc among the reasons inducing us to

doubt if inflammation be the essence of this disorder. When
the mucous membrane covering the larynx is inflamed, as

in acute catarrh, there is always soi-e tiiroat ; which is

never the case in whooping cough. There is an itching

of the part ; and, at times, a soreness, from the violence

of a rending cough ; but not what is commonly called,

** sore-throat." Beside, if the sensilitas of the mucous

mcmbriuie co\ering the larynx, were heightened by inflam-

mation, could the patient endure, for a moment, the fumi-

* The Lichen pizidalus ;
or Muscus pixidatus o{ Boerhei3ive, or cup-moss,

a species of lungwort, was esteemed a specific against whooping cough,

150 years ago in England, and Germany, given in decoction. All the

Ikhens are heating and astringent ; and sometimes found effectual in hae-

morrhages. It was retained by the London college of Physicians, as

late as 70 years ago, in their pulvis antilyssus. It is now valued only a.s a

warm tonic in dyspeptic cases.
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gations of tar? or would the symptoms be mitigntcd by

the use of cantharides, balsam capivi, nitrate of silver,

Prussic acid, and a solution of arsenic ?

Let us see if we cannot reconcile this seeming contra-

diction between fact and opinion.

Whooping cough, like all other acute, and semi-c!»ron-

ical disorders, is seen in two different states, or stages.

The first, is where the- inflammatory diathesis prevails ;

when the pulse, redness of the eyes, pain of the back and

universal soreness, and a hard pulse mark a species of

inflammatory fever ; resembling vqvy much the acute ca-

tarrh from cold. If the distemper terminated, like the ca-

tarriial fever, by the 14th or 15th day, we should be dispo-

sed to say, with the physicians just mentioned, that it was

always accompanied with inflammatory symptoms. The

second is, when it acquires its characteristic whoop ; and

then the inflammatory symptoms abate, so that in the in-

termissions of the paroxysms ; and in a state of tranquillity,

the person seems free from all disorder ; but is, now and

then, most vehemently exagitated by a convulsive motion,

compounded of cough and hiccup. There is, moreover, a

third stage, unless we mistake it for anotlicr disease ;

when the pulse is small, and quick, sometimes so weak,

irregular, and frequent, as hardly to be counted ; being

rather a trembling, than a pulsation. On attempting mo-

tion, or speaking, respiration is hurried
,•

the patient ap-

pears to be, now and then, stupid, or fluttered, or else ag-

itated with extreme impatience ; the extremities become

cold ; all painful feelings are vanished ; the skin is of a

dusky, or livid hue . He is even too far sunk for a full

whoop ; or if attempted, is imperfect ; and of that kiiid

called in Scotland, <' a dumb Arwfc."*

The experienced Heberden justly remarks, that in any
illness where the pulse, all at once, becomes quiet, from

* See Dr. Watt.
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being feverishly quick, while all the other bad symptoms
aie aggravated, is a proof, not of the decrease of the dis-

order, but of the lessened irritability of the patient j the

disease being translated to the brain.

In this alarming state of things, the patient is sadly

oppressed for breath ; and should the young practitioner

mistake this symptom of extreme weakness, for that of an

increased inflammation, and bleed for it, the patient sinks

under the oj)eration, and death very soon closes the scene.

Here exhausted nature sinks, through inability of help-

ing herself. But sudden death may happen in the course

of the disorder, from gross imprudence ; from excesses in

eating and drinking ; or great exposure to cold, combined

with moisture
,•

and by violent exertions previously to

such exjwsures ; which may change the disorder under

consideration, from its original nature, into that denom-

inated bronchitis. But it is no longer whooping cougli ;

as the fatal pneumonical affection, which sometimes fol-

lows measles, is no longer measles, but another disorder.

Physicians of the very first rank in the medical world,

as Willis—Hoffman—Fothergill, and Cullen, consider this

disorder as owing to spasm ; and the spasmodic affection

of the stomach, diaphragm, and oesophagus, in the phoe-

nomcna of the whoop,strengthen this opinion ; while others,

such as the wanderers after the eccentric Dr. John Brown,
refer all to mere debility ; a third class, including Syden-

ham himself, believe it to be essentially inflammatory; ac-

companied, now and then, witli those alarming symptoms
of depression of strength, which, almost always, follow

certain inflammations of the mucous membrane. Tbese

differing opinions may be, in part, reconciled, by paying
due attention to the state, or rather stagey or period of the

malady ; and to the local situation, and circumstances of

the sufferer J for these make a marked difference in exevy

disorder.*

* See page 26 and 104, on the Pulse.
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In order to form a just judgment of any disease, we

must consider its natural course from beginning to end ;

deduced from a number of cases ; for every disease, the

lues venerea, perhaps, and cancer excepted, has a regular

course or progress ; and a natural cure. Such cases

should include subjects otherwise lieallhy. They should

not be complicated with rickets ; or with any of the dif-

ferent forms of scrophula ; whether of tubercles in the

lungs, or mesentery ; nor of children half destroyed by

worms. If we make these exceptions, and add to them

mal-conformation, and the like accidents, we shall discov-

er a sameness in the nature, and course of most diseases.

Should we allow whooping cough to be " in all cases,"

an inflammatory disorder, we shall be compelled to turn a

scrutinizing eye on the subject of inflammation itself, and

enquire what is iiiflammation ?

Inflammation is a regular process in a living, disorder-

ed body, having for its end the restoration of the part to

its pristine health. It is as closely connected with fever,

as light with heat ; yet fever and inflammation are not

one and the same. In all very great exertions of the

body, and of the soul, there is more or less of both ; for

whenever a part has more to do than merely to support it-

self, there is the blood collected in larger quantities ;

hence, the fiery eye, and frothing mouth, in vio-

lent rage. In wounds, and fractures, the renovating, or

medicative powers within us, create innumerable blood-

vessels, if not disturbed, and Jbafiled by the too officious

surgeon. There is a simple inflammation of a simple

muscular part, from a mechanical cause, as the intrusion

of a thorn, or splinter; which we have elsewhere defined.

But inflammation from a specific contagion, cannot be con-

sidered a simple inflammation, any more than tlie inflam-

mation from the sting of a wasp. To say that whooping

cough is an inflammatory disorder, is to say but little to

the purpose, unless wo could designate its peculiar inflam-
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mation. The inflammation oqsasioned bjp the struggling

protrusion of a nascent tooth, is one affection ; and that

wliich occasions different opthahnias, another ; all of

which, may differ considerably from that producing the

tribe of exanthematous diseases ; yet are they all

thrown together in our imaginations, under the general
head of inflammatinn.

Should it be said, that infliimmation varies only accord-

ing to the structure, and function of the part it occupies,

we could adduce facts to shake the opinion, but not entire-

ly overthrow it. If we admit that inflammation is the pa-

thognomonic symptom of whooping cough, still we arc

left to conjecture the part seized with it. We have al-

ready suggested a peculiar exanthemata, infesting the

oesophagus, cardia, or diaphragm ; or all three. May we

not rationally suppose an efliorescence, not unlike that

sort which is known by the name of the mercurial erythe-

iHfl, brought on by the use of mercury ; in which, although
the pulse is from 120 to 130, the appetite is, as in whoop-

ing cough, sometimes voracious, notwithstanding the fe-

ver raised by it, has a typhoid aspect ?

May we be indulged in one more conjecture, seeing

clouds and darkness rest upon our subject ?—If inflamma-

tion really exists in whooping cough, may it not come un-

der that head of arteritis ^ which is denominated aorfof

inflammation ? for we have accounts of persons dying

from a retrocession of exanthemata ;
and dissection has

proved that aortal inflammati(m was the cause, the aorta

being of a bright red ; especially witiiin the thorax, ai»d

near the diaphragm. M. Portal assures us, that aortal

inflammation is always accompanied with a convidsive

coughf and extreme difficulty of breathing. We are sor-

ry to offer conjecture instead of facts ;
" but in things

which sense cannot discover, analogy is the great rule of

probability ;
and is the only help we have."*

 •••^mm'—r i^p—^~»i—^i—
* L«cke.
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OF THE SALUTIFERGUS EFFECTS op anothek AIR,—SOIL,—
AND SITUATION.

Change of air is believed in England, and in America,

to be peculiarly beneficial to patients suffering under

whooping cough. We have not unfrequently seen a fam-

ily of children, transported fifty miles from home, lose in-

sensibly their convulsive cough. Languid infants, too

sick to take nourishment, have revived at once, after a

day's journey, and sucked with relish. This must have

been from breathing another air ; and inhaling different

effluvia.

But breathing another air, comprehends not all the ad-

vantages resulting from a journey. Transport a man

fifty miles, in a close carriage, while asleep, and un-

conscious of his removal, merely to breathe an air hang-

ing over another soil, he probably would gain but little ad-

vantage from it. It would hardly alter the morbid same-

ness of thought, and feeling. But let his migration be

through a varied country, diversified with hills, vallies,

rivulets, plains, and forests ; so journeying in places dif-

ferent from the one he long inhabited ; resting in houses

unlike his own ; meeting people differing in manners and

customs from his
,• partaking food differently cooked ; and

drinking water from a different soil ; these things, added

to the exercise, insensibly operate a change in mind and

body; and generate healthy feelings in the adult valetudina-

rian, especially if he be hypochondriac ; and they have

more or less effect on children ; for pleasing novelty is a

healthy stimulus. Some may urge this, as a strong fact,in

favour of the opinion,that this convulsive cough is a distem-

per infesting principally the lungs : as if the lungs were the

only organ on which the air constantly operates. We
have shewn elsewhere, that the oxygenation of the blood

in the lungs animates the whole frame ; the stomach more
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especially ; that when we breathe the nir of the mid

ocean, or of tlie inoiintaiiis, we feel, tiot merely a keener

ap|>ctite, but a greater quantity of food than ordinary
will be digested, in a given time, without oppression of the

stomach, or labour of the lungs.

We can scarcely separate in idea, the air of a place

from its soil, and situation. That portion of the atmos-

phere hanging over the plain where Philadeli)liia is situa-

ted, between two placid rivers ; and that of Rhode-Island,

so singularly situated, as it regards the continent on three

sides, and the ocean on one ; and that of Boston, with its

surrounding tide-water, and surrounding hills, and curi-

ously broken masses of both ; must have an incumbent air

differing greatly from each other, during nine months in

the year. During the other three, or in the severity of

winter, the depth of snow, and tliick crust of ice; equalize

the air, throughout the whole frozen region.

It appears, that those who are suffering in the country,

under asthma, or whooping cough, gain the same benefit

from removal into the city, as the inhabitants of a large

town, similarly affected, reap from removing out of it.

We have observed, that children go from one country vil-

lage to another, 20 or 30 miles' distance from the salt wa-

ter, with the same favourable result. They go from the

highlands to the low fishing town ; and from the margin
of thie broad Atlantic to the mountains, with equal good
effect. In these cases, it is in vain to talk of the good

air, or the bad one of certain places. It is the change.

It is the new impression, that overcomes the morbid one.

If our senses cannot detect, reason teaches us, that our

atmosphere is a mixture of all things ; especially that por-

tion of it, which hangs over enormous cities. Yet is there

something in the breathing system of man, that enables

him to accommodate his frame, by degrees, to every cli-

mate and situation. It is chiefly by the agency of winds.
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that one region of the air attempers tl)c other. Not

that the atmosphere, any more than the ocean, is kept

sweet solely hy its agitation, or mechanical mixture.

In both there is something of the chemistry of Nature,

which we are yet to learn ; for the air appears to be con-

tinually operating on itself. In this, it resembles its pa-

rent, the ocean ; which, from the incessant deaths of its

myriads of inhabitants, must have become poisonous, but

for some great corrector, to us unknown ; for this world

of water is neither hotter nor colder ; fresher or Salter ;

neither more turbid, nor loss transparent, since man began

to record its wonders. A similar corrector must exist in

the atmosphere at large.

Respecting particular, and local atmosphere, it appears

that effluvia from dead animal matter are not so perni-

cious as from living matter. Butchers, glue-makers, tan-

ners, curriers, and workers in leather, are found to be as

healthy as workers in wood, or stone. It is effluvia from

living bodies, that are deleterious. Unmixed animal pu-

tridity does not occasion such pernicious effects on man^
as exhalations from dead vegetables, moistened with wa-

ter, and operated on by the sun. Great heat is not so de-

structive of health. Founders, forge-men, workmen at

the glass-furnace ; as also those people who dwell in re-

gions where the sun is vertical, are rarely attacked with

pestilential diseases. Unhealthy places ar:> those where

the water is just under the surface, near enough to be ex-

haled by the heat of the sun.. It would seem that air as

well as water, acquires a rottenness by stagnation ; for

motion is the life of nature, and perpctuator of her ex-

istence.

People often confound in their minds a moist season

with a rainy one. A moist season depends on the preva-
lence of light winds, scarcely agitating an atmospiicre sat-

16
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iiratetl with water; and not on those winds wliicli hring

great rains, or none at all. It is what is called,

close, nniggy weather, that undermines the vigour of

life. On this head we learn much from the weighty wri-

tings of that excellent army physician, Sir John Pringle ;

who remarks, that rains lessen the moisture of the air,

and, hy descending from a colder region, not only refresh

the atmosphere, hut check immoderate exhalations. This

is seen clearest in countries where seasons are not divi-

ded, as with us, into summer and winter ; hut into dry
and rainy. Respecting climates, in a physical sense, we

too often err, by taking the arbitrary lines of the geogra-

pher, or politician^ for those of heaven.

It is the sudden diminution of the weight of the atmos-

phere, as, in some measure, pointed out by the barometer,

that is so oppressive to those who are unaccustomed to

such a change. It is grievous to the debilitated, and irri-

table, whose lax fibres render their fluids more easily sus-

ceptible of rarefaction. Such a change distresses people

jabouring under pectoral complaints, and weak digestion.

Yet is this state of the atmosphere far less dangerous, un-

less in cases of spitting blood, than when it is vitiated in

its chemical qualities ; Avhich may happen by stagnation ;

when it seems the pabulum vitte quits it, and leaves behind

an active poison.



CHAPTER VIII.

ANALOGY BETWEEN WHOOPING-COUGH and DYSENTERY.

I HAVE long entertained the opinion, that if whooping

cough and dysentery were not very nearly akin, they were

in til at degree of relationship, as to bear tmits of a fam-

ily likeness. Both infest the mucous membrane
,•
both af-

fect, especially, the alimentary canal, considering the ali-

imentary canal as one great gland, beginning at the pha-

rynx, and ending at the rectum. Both are accompanied

with violent convulsive affections of the diaphragm ; both

are derived from contagion ; and both, vi-e suspect, arc

exanthematous affections of the inverted skin, or mucous

membrane of the oesophagus, stomach, and intestines.

We are aware, that it is needful to guard ourselves

against fanciful analogies ; lest by indulging in the fields

of conjecture, we lose sight of, and abandon the rugged,

but more useful path of experience. We are taught,

however, that " wary reasoning from analogy, leads us

often into the discovery of truths, and useful productions,

which would otherwise be concealed."*

Wc learn from cases recorded by Dr. Watt, that when

whooping cough had been very violent, or near the fatal

close of it, the discharges from the bowels were very dark

and foetid, with an appearance of small fragments of mem-

branes, diffused through it ; and in the worse cases, where

the bowels have been very lax, involuntai-y discharges,

great irritati(m,and a prolapsus ani have accompanied the

paroxysms. Here, it seems, the disease having occupied

I.orkff
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the whole intestinal canal, instead of its superior part on-

ly, a soi't of (lysciiteric tenesmus has been the conse-

quence. By tenesmus is meant an implacable desire of

Jioing to stool, with greater straining than is correspond-

ent to tlie hulk of the matter to be discharged, squeezing

out something of mucus, blood, pus, sanies, or excrement.*

From tl)e same record of cases ali-eady quoted, we are

told, that they could never pronounce the patient out of

danger, until they procured something like the natural

foeces. Here tlic resemblance between the dysentery,

and disease under discussion, is striking. Would it be

straining the analogy to say, that, what tussis convul-

siva is in the one, tenesmus is in the other ? By which

"we mean only, so nearly resembling, as to refer them

both to the same law of the system when the mucous

membrane of the alimentary tract is principally affected.

In anotlier case of whooi)ing cough, they could not, by

any means, procure the least particle of foeculent matter,

thojigh purgatives, and clysters of every kind were most

assiduously employed ; they coming away in nearly the

state they were given ;
and when purgatives seemed to op-

erate, they only produced a little brownish foetid water,

containing a quantity of shreds, like rotten flesh, or pu-

trid membianes, or inspissated mucus, or concretions of

coagulabic lymph, having sometimes the appearance of

fat, or.rescm!)ling the internal coat of the intcstines.f In

one case, the matter disciiargcd was compared to the

brains of an animal in bloody water. How very like

this to the dischaiges of a dysenteric patient ? How un-

like any disorder of the lungs?

Compare what has been said with Dr. Willan's descrip-

tion of epidemic dysentery, as it occurred in London,

* Gaubius.

t We have, almost every year, in some part of this country, a kind of

psciido-dysentery, where these scybala, arc totally absent.
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1800. " The fauces were of a dark red colour. The

stoojs liquid, and, at first, wholly without foetor ; they

were sometimes clear and gelatinous ; sometimes like rag-

ged pieces of skin, or strings of reddish colour, suspend-

ed in water ; sometimes consisting only of hlood, having
a froth on the surface. The constant pressing, and exer-

tion to evacuate these matters, made the rectum exquisite-

ly painful and tender, accompanied with heat, and difficul-

ty in making water, with debility, even to faintness. The

pain gradually extended upwards to the stomach ; the

whole abdomen becoming sore, and tense, so that not the

slightest pressure could be borne upon it. I scarcely ever

recollect, says Dr. Willan, to have seen, in any complaint,

a stronger expression of agony than this disorder occa-

sioned, during the first ten days of its course. Besides

the increase of pain after every stool, there was, in several

eases, a periodical aggravation of it, for three or four

hours every forenoon. The nights were at the same time,

sleepless, feverish, and agitated : there was likewise a

constant flushing of the face, with coldness of the lower

extremities. No respite from pain and fever was obtain-

ed till the usual foetor took place in the discharges from

the bowels. Immediately after this change, a considera-

ble quantity of blac k, or dark-coloured, foeculent matter,

highly offensive, both to the sight and smell, was evacua-

ted. Similar stools continued to pass, at intervals, for

several days ; at length the discharge became nearly of

the usual colour and consistence^ but was occasionally

intermixed witli blood, or mucus, when there was also a

return of griping and tenesmus."

Moveable eruptions on the skin are well known to al-

ternate with affections of the intestines ; and their sudden

disappearance is considered alarming, both in dysentery,
and in whooping cough ; which affords a good practical

hint for restoring them by vesication, or some other arti-

ficial means.
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They belong to the medicative powers of rtviturc ; and the

experienced physician may well consider them the inlets,

and outlets of disease. They tend to confirm the doctrine

we have long taught in this place, that a distemper is a

conflict of man's nature, struggling for his safety ; for

our bodies are endowed with the faculty of subduing, and

moderating things morbid,and preternatural. This is seen

in the crisis of fevers, and in eruptions, alternating be-

tween the prima vije and the skin. There have been cases

of dysentery, and in whooping cough, where aptlice spread

througii the whole intestinal canal.

In support of the opinion that dysentery is a distemper

belonging to the class of exanthemata, we must look into

writers of established authority for matters of fact.

Areta'us says, that dysentery originates.from ulcers,

which ap[)car tumid, rough, anomalous, callous, resem-

bling such knots as are found on the branches and twigs

of trees. If at first the ulcers are small, and do not for

some time begin to spread, these small ulcers, like the

waves of the sea, succeed each other j some of them subsi-

ding, whilst others rise to an apex. He adds—These ul-

cers of the intestines happen most frequently in the sum-

njer ; next to which the autumn is the most general season

for their production. They happen more rarely in the

spring, and never in the winter,

Bonetus mentions from Fontanus, a case where there

were ifound more than two hundred little ulcers, from the

beginning of the colon to the end of the rectum. Some

of these little ulcers were thickly strewed through the in-

testine ; but not so thick but that parts of the intestine ap-

peared between them white and entire,

Dolctus says, he found the small, as well as large in-

testines crowded with purulent tubercles.

Dr. Cleghorn found, what he calls, schirrous tubercles,

straitening the cavity of the colon, in several places j

and Sir John Pringlehas made similar observations.
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Dr. Fraser, physician to one of the London hospitals^

about the year 1748, found in the intestines of a person

who died of dysentery, little vesicles full of a putrid li-

quor ; numbers of which were evacuated from the bowels

before death. A woman died in St. George's-hospital,

who passed from her bowels a number of such vesicles ;

and on examination after life, a number of prominences
on the inside of the colon and rectum were discovered,

with erosions of the villous coat in their middle. On

squeezing these prominences a number of vesicles, full of

watery liquor, some of the size of a millet-seed, and some

larger, came through the villous coat, and were exactly

similar to that which she passed before death.

Dr. Donald Monroe noticed the like appearances in the

ilium, colon, and rectum, especially in the two last, of cer-

tain soldiers, who died of dysentery.

Sir George Baker^ in describing the epidemic dysentery,

which prevailed in London, in 1762, says, that he found

on dissection of those who died of it,bcsides inflammation,

and gangrene, a number of little tubercles, or excrescen-

ces ;
which resembled small pox of a flat sort, at the

height of the disorder ; but which differed from it in this,

that they were of a firm consistence, wilhont any cavity.

Lastly, the great LinncEus, that celebrated secretary of

nature,has made similar observations on tlmsc who died of

dysentery. He says, Dysenteria epidemical Scjbies est in-

testinorum inttrna^ ut ex dissectionibits cadaverum dijsente-

ria defunctornm patet.

Taken collectively, these are curious facts, worthy con-

sideration ; for, unless we are deceived, they lead us one

step nearer the truth, than we have hitherto advanced.

The disease that comes nearest, in appearance, to dysen-

tery, is the Erythemaiic enteritist or erysipelatous inflam-

mation of the intestines.
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The symptoms in dysentery are more like exanthemata,

or eruptive fever, than of any other class of disorders.

They resemble those of small pox and measles. Like

them,dysenteric fever progresses a certain number of days,

and then remits altogether; like some of them, tliey are

liable te recur in a sort of secondary fever, with aggrava-

ted symptoms, frequently terminating life. Dysentery and

whooping cough, are both violent convulsions of different

portions of the sanje canal ; and botli probably, owing to a

peculiar species of inflammation, derived from contagion.

Our aim in giving puhlicit* to this mixture of facts

and conjecture, is to aid the growth of knowledge, by ex-

citing inquiry. I would ask the experienced physician,

and snore earnestly the exj>ericticed surgeon,—what must

ha^c been the state and condition of the mucous mem-

brane of the intestines, jn'ior to these appearances^ wiiich

we have here recorded ? He who is most acquainted with

the regular progress from inflammation to ulceration in

that very sensitive membrane, can best determine this

point. In morbid anatomy, we must judge, not only of

what is before our eyes ; but of that which 7nust have,

necessarily, preceded the state, or appearance of things.

An heap of ashes, and remains of coals, indicate a decom-

position of wood, by combustion.

We are not unfrequently led astray by names ; and

may as often err, by adopting fanciful analogies ; yet, in

considering whooping cough, and dysentery, from a new

point of view, we would have the attentive reader compare

the symptoms while living, with appearances when dead,

in both these distempers ; and then ask himself, whether

there be not a nearer relationship between them, than he

has been in the habit of believing?
Once more—A simple inflammation is an increased ac-

tion of the arteries of a muscular, or uncomplicated part,

propelling forward a quantity of blood, so as to distend
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the smaller vessels beyond their natural tone ; and, at the

same time, a contraction, and inability of motion in the

muscular fibres of the part, as far as it regards pain and in-

flammation ; but with the loss of the peculiar sensibility

of the organs of the senses, or very complicated parts,

whenever they happen to be inflamed. To whicli must

be added, the formation of thick, yellowish pus ; or per-

fect globules swimming in serum.

The question now is—whether an original, active poi-

son—miasma—effluvium—infection—or contagion, may
not produce in the form of dysentery, scarlatina, measles,

or whooping cough, an inflammation, materially different

from the simple, unmixed inflammation just described ?

On the abstruse subject of specific contagion, some

have endeavoured to soothe the puzzled mind by an hypoth-

esis ; which supposes the virus of small-pox, measles,

whooping cough, and some other epidemical poisons, were

created, coeval with the human race ; but remained in an

inert state, until, by the application of some moving pow-
er in the atmosphere, they lit upon their appropriate stim-

ulant ; which called them from their dormant condition

into activity ; like the approach of fire to a compound of

sulphur and nitre ; or water to some other substances.

Whatever the nature or qualities of these contagions

may be, they generally excite both inflammation and fe-

ver, with more or less dangerous symptoms. The recep-

tion, or imbibition of them, must occasion an alteration

of structure ; and as there exists between natural organ-

ization, and healthy function, a certain harmonious state

or condition, the contagion may first alter the one,

and derange the other, so that its secretions shall be mor-

bid and unhealthy. This secondary condition, which is

distemper, shews itself to the senses, in the lymphatics ;

or in that assemblage of all the vessels, the glands chiefly j

and, by progression, in the whole system, generally.

17



CHAPTER IX.

OF THE MANAGEMENT of CHILDREN.

or THE PERNICIOUS EFFECTS OF COLD AND MOISTURE OR THEIR

TENDER BODIES IN OUR VARIABLE CLIMATE.

Half the human race die under ten years of age.*
Of this portion, a frightful number perish before they
reach two years. Is this the inevitable consequence of

our existence? Is there a restrictive law of nature hold-

ing the balance between population and sustentation ? Is

this destruction of infantile life a necessary corrective of

the natural redundance of mankind? Can it be the plan

of Providence to require the destruction of one third of

mankind before they attain the age of two years ? Or,

is war, and famine, and pestilence, and earthquakes, the

appointed checks to excessive population ? Or, are children

born with the seeds of early destruction sown within

them, to vegetate before they have lived twenty months?

Or, is infantile disease, and early death, the result of un-

nahiral management ? For the like destruction is not ob-

servable among the young of the brute creation.

While speculators on human life and misery, are puz-

zling themselves and their readers, with these questions,

let us consider only that which relates to unnatural man-

agement.

The food of the infant, the first year of its life, is the

milk of its mother. If she remain in health, is temperate

and sober, and blessed with a tranquil mind, it is natural,

and leaves no room for animadversion.

* Dr. G. Fordyce asserts, that the loss of children in London is more

than one half before thejiflk year of their afe.
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It is the custom of many nurses, to wrap up a new-born

infant, head and all, in a blanket, lest it should take cold ;

and that, in a manner which would endanger the life of a

man. Sometimes we hear of mothers riding in sleighs,

wrapping up infants so closely, and pressing them to their

bosoms so inconsiderately, that they have been found suf-

focated ; or else have died soon after. They seem to

think, that it is hardly necessary for a very young child to

inspire cool air. Yet infants so inconsiderately envelop-

ed, are sometimes taken out, stripped naked, and slow-

ly washed with cold water on their bowels, and arm pits,

while they are screaming under the severity of this un-

natural treatment. And all this is done to harden the lit-

tle tender creature ; and prevent its becoming sick !

Let us consider the effects of cold on other creatures,

made pretty much like ourselves ; and learn from them to

manage naturally our own offspring.

Warmth is friendly to man. And from what we observe

in animals those next in rank to him,it is equally so to them.

They are provided by nature with the means of comfort ^

and guided by unerring instinct to seek, and pursue what

is beneficial, and avoid what would be destructive. The

young of hirsute quadrupeds are kept warm in cold

weather, by the fur of their dams ; which is thickened

remarkably, during winter in cold regions. Nature pro-

vides for the safety and comfort of certain birds in the

same way. Of this, the eider-duck is a curious example.*

In the severity of winter, in the polar regions, and even

in our own latitude, certain animals have tlie faculty of

collecting and eliciting sparks of fire, or electricity, by a

motion or friction of their furs. From this fact, we learn,

that nature is careful to keep animals warm, by more

* There is something in the warmth of the down of the eider-duck, not

easily explained on mechanical principles.
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means than one; especially when young. The brutal

parent does not souse its young into cold water, to pre-

serve tender infancy from disease and death ; as we are

told to do, by doctors wiser than nature. Wc see, however,

that pure, young nature, shudders at it ; is grieved by it,

and with tears and cries entreats your forbearance. In

this respect, some treat infants worse tlian we treat our

dogs, cats, or poultry. Web-footed birds, that are des-

tined to live a portion of tlicir time in water, are cased,

and oiled, and fortified in a remarkable manner, lest

dampness should have access to their skins. We, howev-

er, take a young child out of his warm bed, and plunge it

into cold water
;

or dab it over with a wet cloth in the

most tender parts of its body, to prevent its catching

cold !

Every farmer in New-England knows, that it is very

difficult, if not impossible, to fatten horned-cattle, if they

be kept cold. He kjiovvs that a cow of the same size, and

qualities, and with the same food with the other, will give

nearly double the quantity of milk, and of a better con-

sistence, if one be kept warm, and the other cold. They
are so well convinced of this in the cold regions of the

north of Europe, that their cow-houses are warmed by

stoves and flues ; and when these animals are turned out

in the raw weather of spring, or late in autumn, they arc

covered round the body with hair cloth. Whole nations

act from a similar impression ; and emigrate from north

to south ; and never from south to north ; for, people in a

savage, or half civilized state, pursue comfortable feelings

almost as instinctively as birds of passage.

About the year 1760, after the British forces, who aid-

ed this country in the conquest of Canada, had returned

home, and their regiments disbanded, several of their sur-

geons came over, and settled in America, as private prac-

titioners. They were principally Scotchmen ; ingenious,
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attentive, and well informed ; well grounded in the

Boerhaavian doctrines, which then reigned in Holland

and Germany, Britain, and her colonies. Some of those

gentlemen gave lectures on anatomy and surgery ;
and

gradually took from our old women the obstetrick busi-

ness, and by degrees, changed our practice of medicine

for the better. Sprung from an hardy and needy race,

inured to a sort of Spartan discipline, these sons of the

mountains advocated that cold and rugged mode of life,

which they, and their ancestors pursued. Hence, hard

beds, cold bathing, and bare limbs, became, in a degree

fashionable. "
Hardening" children, as it is called, intro-

duced amongst us by those foreign surgeons, and adopt-

ed by most of our own practitioners, has, in many instan-

ces, been pernicious.

The customs and habits of the poor, and middling class

in the highlands, and bleak islands of Scothind, differ

from our own.* Practitioners from those regions,

quote the customs and manners of our North American

Indians, to strengthen their doctrine. But the customs

and manners of our Aboriginals differ so widely from civ-

ilized life, that one cannot be adopted by the other, with-

out risk of health. A child of one of our own Indian-

squaws is made to endure that degree of cold, to which

its miserable mother is every year exposed. She will sit

down on a cake of ice, and suckle her infant, with as much

composure as one of our ladies in an casy-cbair, with a

cusliion of down. Take a child, from a vast majority of

our citizen's wives, who sleep on soft feather-beds, sur-

rounded with curtains ; in a room defended by wainscot ;

or doubly defended by paper hangings ; and a woollen

* Dr. Cullen says that it is the practice in Scotlaud with people of all

ranks, to wash their children from the time of their birth with cold water;

and from the time that children are a month old, it has been the practice

with people of better rank to have them dipped entirely in cold water every

Atorning.
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carpet J and where it is common to have a fire^ nine

months of the year ;
—take a chihl of such a mother,

thus hahited, and circumstanced ; dress it very thin in the

day ,•
and cause it to lie on a hard bed at night ; and next

morning, take it out of bed, before it is fairly awake, and

plunge it three times into cold water, with a view to har-

den it, and render it less liable to sicknes, is a procedure
as absurd, as it is unfeeling. Yet have I seen this done

by the advice, and example of practitioners from North

Britain ; and that when the mercury in the thermometer

was many degrees below the freezing point in the house.

Has this harsh and unnatural practice preserved children

from quinries, and internal inflammations ? Far from it.

Every nurse knows, that when children are not suffi-

ciently warm in the long nights of winter, they will not re-

main dry. It is this which makes eai'ly breaches in the

constitutions of children, shortening their lives, either

before puberty ; or preparing victims for the insatiate

maw of consumption, soon after that period. It is cold,

combined with moisture, M'hich lays the ground-work of

future disorders, by altering the healtliy balance between

the distending and absorbent systems.

I believe there arc more lost, than saved by this harsh

process of hardening children. If such young and very

susceptible subjects be not cut off" by quincies, croup, in-

ternal, inflammations, or dropsy in the brain, which com-

mences with inflammation, this unnatural treatment lays

the foundation for psoas abscess, rickets, and other symp-
toms of scrophula. It not merely devclopes that latent dis-

case,but I believe generates it; for we well know that scro-

phula is a native of the middle and changeable dimates only.

It appears from estimates, deduced from the Bills of

Mortality, in London, by Dr. Clarke, and inserted in Dr.

"Willan's reports on the diseases of London in 1800, that

during a period of forty years, commencing in 1760, and
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terminating in 1799, out of 836,285 burials, 281,408 were

those of children who died before they attained two years

of age; and of the remainder, 113,393 were of persons,

who died under ten years. In many of the years compre-

hended within the abovementioned period, more than one

third of the whole number of burials was of infants who

did not complete their second year. This prodigious

mortality in early life is ascribed by Dr. Clarke chiefly

to the "
severity of the winters, the general variableness

of the climate, and the improvident exposure of young

children to cold, without sufficient attention to clothing
" un-

der the mistaken idea of rendering them strong and ro-

bust. All medical men, he adds, who have attended to

the diseases of children, must have observed that those

families in which children are least exposed to cold in

winter, are generally most healthy, while those who act

on the erroneous principle of hardening them, by the expo-

sure of their tender bodies to severe weather, are scarce-

ly ever free from disease.'' Commentaries on diseases of

children. See the note in Willan's Reports, p. 410, by the

editor. Dr. A. Smith.

Some advocates of the chilling process, have endeavour-

ed to alarm us with dreadful accounts of the baleful effects

of heat. They remind us, that during the greatest heats

of summer, all organized nature appears to languish ; the

plant droops and wilts ; the farmer is obliged to remit his

labour ; and repose his horses and oxen in the shade ; that

every exertion, whether of body or mind, is performed

with reluctance ; that it oppresses the labourer ; and

doubly so the sedentary man j and the boy immured in

school. They quote Montesquieu to sanction their theory.

Yet do we not see bell and cannon-founders, blacksmiths,

and glass-blowers, as healthy as carpenters, or masons ?

They tell us, that in very cold countries, during winter,

all is torpid and lifeless
,•

no vegetables thrive ; and
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hardly live above ground ; the moss and evergreens

excepted. As to animals in the polar regions, those alone

to whom nature hath given the peculiar means of warmth,

by endowing them with electric furs, few enjoy life and

vigour. They sleep away two thirds of their existence.

On the other hand, we would remind them, that even

in tl»e torrid zone, under a vertical sun ; the king of

brutes, the lion, the tiger, and many other noble animals,

enjoy the utmost vigour, beauty, and hilarity ; and be-

tray even the fury of exuberant health, and activity. We
have no business, however, with the extremes of situa-

tion ; and extremes of temperature ; for it is remark-

able that in the \cvy cold, and the very warm parts

of the earth, they have neither consumption nor scrophula;

disorders that belong exclusively to cliangeable climates,

Avhere cold is combined with moisture. Dampness exists

but for the moment, in the arctic circle, and under the

equator.

Should a liealthy, strong man, in a cold winter's day,

break the ice, and plunge naked into a river, the sudden

shock would constrict the skin, and all its vessels
,•

and

throw their fluids back on the lungs, heart, stomach, and

other internal organs ; the fibres of which, being firm,

healthy, and clastic, send the blood back again to the sur-

face of the body, with an agreeable glow, giving increas-

ed warmth to the whole system ; vivacity to the counte-

nance j and a keen appetite to the stomach. But, if the

person be weak and timid, his fibre lax, membranes flab-

by, and circulation languid, and stomach dyspeptic, he

would endanger his health ; the fibre of his internal or-

gans not being suflSciently elastic for the requisite re-ac-

tion. After profuse evacuations from the bowels, copious

bleeding from the nose ;
or with a stomach empty and

faint fi'om lack of food, the danger of sudden immersion

would be greater. The same, or worse would follow after
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great exertion of body, excepting when accompanied witli

great enthusiasm ; after long and close attention of mind ;

or under the slow and depressing effects of grief. Under

such a state of body, sudden immersion into very cold

water would be attended with great risk. How many

cold, languid, bluish-looking children and youth, are in-

jured by the injudicious use of cold water, instead of

warm ?

The resisting and modulating powers of the living

body are among the most wonderful things of our nature.

Water will be consolidated to ice, at about 30 degrees of

Fahrenheit's thermometer. But the living human body

will maintain its own heat of 98 deg. in an atmosphere of

15 or 20 degrees below ; and what is surprising, it

maintains its natural heat of 98, in an atmosphere, heated

artificially, to 200 degrees—Whence we learn, that tl»e

human body is endowed with the power of resisting, a

long time, the destructive effects of heat ; and the equally

destructive effects of cold. This faculty has been illus-

trated, and confirmed by experiments of Drs.G. Fordyce,

and John Hunter. The latter has sliewn, that tlie powers

of resisting heat and cold is vigorous in proportion to the

danger of immediate destruction ; and that animals resist

the fatal effects of cold, so long as they remain dry ; but

when moisture is combined with cold, its effects are destruc-

tive ; for it was found diflicult,if not impossible to freeze a

dormouse to death until his hairy integuments were wetted

Avith water ; and then life evaporated.

Every person is surrounded by an atmosphere of his own

perspiration. If this be blown away, and he be lo!ig expo-

sed to the greater coldness of the common air, disorder

in the body most commonly follows. Children often suffer

from this cause without being able to express their

feelings.

Although fatal effects are known to follow from being

long wet witlj fresh water in very cold weather,* yet such

18
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pernicious consequences arc not the result of being wet

with salt water, that is, sea water. People have been

shipwrecked on our coast in winter, and remained 24

ho!irs up to their necks in sea water, and survived ; while

their comj)ani()ns, who were only immersed knee-deep,
died. Accidents on our sea coast, and on our vast inland

seas, or lakes, have proved, that people immersed in fresh

water, in very cold weather, suffered more, and perished

sooner, than those immersed to the same height in sea

water. These facts afford a good practical hint.

We are led, moreover, to conclude from the experiments

of Dr. Curric, in England ; and of others who went be-

fore him,* lljat a considerable elevation of the heat of the

body above the standard of health, is incompatible with

the process of jjerspiration ; and "that at the temperature

of 104 and 105, the vessels of the skin remain obstinately

constricted ; and the skin pungently hot to the touch of

the bystander ; and that it is only when it is reduced to

99 or 100, that the orifices of the vessels relax, and a

free perspiration diminishes the heat, and moderates the

febrile condition. We are assured, that the free affu-

sion of cold water over the skin is the most salutary

remedy which can be adopted in the hot stage of ardent

fevers, and that it carries off the distressing sensation of

heat, moderates the pulse, and renders the tongue cleaner,

and moist, and lessens the pain of the head and limbs :

and the whole febrile condition is greatly relieved, and

the disorder abridged.!

* Dr. Francis Pearce, of the Island of St. Croix, in the West Indies, pur-

sued the practice of cold immersion in fevers, more than sixty years ago.

See his letters in Pettigrew's Life and Correspondence of Dr. Lettsom,

between the years 1766, and 1788. Vol.3.

t See Dr. Currie
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We have collected and thrown together tlieSc various

facts for the reader's consideration ; that while we arc

correcting our old prejudices, vvc may be preserved from

new errors. We in America adopted and pursued cold

immersion and affusion with almost the same ardour that

our predecessors adopted medical electricity, and gah .in-

ism. But repeated trials have somewhat temperated

the ardour. The philosophy of cold and warm batliing

is in its infancy amongst us ; and not too well understood

in Britain ; owing, probably, to our very variable state of

the weather, from day to day, and fi'(»m hour to hour.

The practice of Asia, and of Italy, afford no rules for

New-England.
Lest any one should suspect that we are too much bias-

sed by a particular theory, or notion, we shall subjoiji

the opinion of the best authority, whic'i the past and

present century affords.

The deeply experienced Hehenlcn, who died in London

20 years ago, aged ninety-one^ has left us this weighty ad-

monition—«' Every physician in London, and every apoth-

ecary (practitioner,)
can add his testimony, that their

business among all ranks of people, never fails to increase

and to decrease with thefrost. For if tiierc be any whose

lungs are tender, any whose constitution has been injpaii*-

ed either by age, or by intemperance, or by disease, he

will be very liable to have all his complaints increased,

and all his infirmities aggravated by such a season. Nor

must the young and active think themselves quite secure,

or fancy their health will be confirmed by imprudently

exposing themselves. The stoutest man may meet with

impediments to his recovery from accidents otherwise in-

considerable ; or may contract injlamination,ov coughs,and

lay the fuundation of the severest ills. In a country, where

the prevailing complaints among all orders of people, arc

colds, coughs, consumptions, and rheumatisms, no prudent
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man can surely suppose that unnecessary exjwsure to an

inclement sky ;—that priding o;/e'.s self upon going ivithont

any additional clothing in the severest winter; that i?inr-

ing one''s self to be hardy ^ at a time that demands our cher-

ishing the firmest constitution lest it suffer ; that braving

the winds, and challenging the rudest efforts of the seasons,

can ever be generally useful to Englishmen. But if gen-

erally, and upon the whole, it be inexpedient, then ought

every one for himself to take care that he be not the suf-

ferer. For many doctrines very importantly erroneous ^

many remedies either vain, or even noxious, are daily im-

posed upon the world for want of attention to this great

tiuth ;
—that it is from general effects only, and thosefoun-

ded upon extensive experience, that any maxim to which

each individual may with confidence refer, can possibly be

established."^—Philos. Trans, vol. 86.

Dr. Fothergill in his Observations on the Weather and

Diseases of London in November 1751, says,
*< The con-

clusion of the last, and the beginning of the present month

were moderate, and the weekly liills of mortality very

little affected. After the cold and frosty weather set in,

the burials increased from 319 to 595, and kept up nearly

to the same number the week following. A more temper-

ate, moist season succeeding, reduced them to 338. It

has been frequently observed, and, as far as the Bills may
be depended on, is demonstrable, that an excess of wet,

with moderate warmtii is not so injurious to our constitii-

tions, as a severe cold season.'''

In his remarks for December 1757, he says,
" no weath-

er is in common so little productive of acute and fatal dis-

eases, as the warm and moist ; nor any so dangerous, in

these respects, as the opposite.'*

How often has that excellent physician remarked to me,

while riding through the streets of London, and noticing

the thin waistcoats of the young men passing on the side-

walks, which they very generally put on about Easter—
<< now we shall have the annual silk waistcoat fever."
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That attentive observer, Dr. Willan, in his reports on

the diseases of London in 1799, says—" Induction, from

the experience of many years, enables me to ascertain,

that, mild, open winters, and chilly, even though moist

summers, are, on the whole, most favourable to the health

of the inhabitants of London."

Because warm and moist weather favours the diffusion

of contagious diseases, and cold checks them ;
we in

America have imbibed the erroneous opinion, that warm

and moist seasons are unhealthy. Malignant fevers, scar-

latina, and a bad sort of measles are more prevalent in

this sort of weather ; but we speak here of the general

state of the weather operating on all ranks and occupa-

tions of men, women, and children.

From what has been said, it appears that the practice

of immersion, or affusion of cold water, as on children,

is not agreeable to the analogy of nature in hirsute an-

imals, and birds of the air. We find that the young of

our own species, so far from delighting in it, express their

dread, and agonies, under its operation. Neither the

water spaniel, nor the goose wets its skin when diving

and amusing itself in the water. On what rational, or

analogical piinciple is it tiien, that we enforce, and pui*-

sue a practice that is disagreeable to our nature, and dan-

gerous to our health ?

We live the life of civilization. In winter, we dwell

in houses warmed nearly, or quite (o summer heat.

Grown persons endeavour, by wai-m and heavy clothing,

to prevent tlieir natural atmosphere of pcispiration from

being blown away from their skins. But the same care has

not been extended to childicn. In our cities,and sea-ports

there is more attention to warmth than formerly. We
manufacture and import many articles of warmtli, un-

known to our parents ; but these improvements arc but

partially enjoyed, or known.
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There is a disorder to which children arc liable in this

cold and variable climate, that comes on between the

tenth and twentieth months, which shews itself by a ,qrad-

nal wasting of the whole body. The muscles become

flabby ; the limbs seem to decay, while the countenanco

acquires an unseemly aspect ; wrinkled like an old person,
and of the hue of tallow. Some are costive ; but m j;e

quite the reverse. Sleep is disturbed ; and their eyelids

appear tumid after sleeping ; there is a thirst, and a great

relish for cold drinks. This extreme emaciation differs

from that which follows after fevers, and measles, and

simple diaMijocas ;
and from that partial and irregular

leanness observable in the commencement of rickets.*

The disorder seems to arise from defect of nutrition, in

consequence of imperfect lactation, or early weaning.
Whether the intestines acquire a preternatural smooth-

ness, from a slimy,sluggish, cold and vapid state of them
,*

or whether the defect be chiefly in the concoctive powers
of the stomach, the articles of food pass through the body

unchanged, without any marks of the digestive process on

them. The Greeks called this disorder lienteria; the Latins

Icevitas intestinornm ; and in its extreme or chronic state,

cocliaca passio. There being no name for it in our lan-

guage, we have had recourse to description.

When it verges to rickets, the emaciation is partial and

irregular ; there is a hanging of the neck, and nodding of

the head, with a look of fatuity ;
while there is a forward

acuteness of understanding, and quick sense of apprehen-

sion ; and no deficiency of appetite, yet is there that im-

poverished state of the fluids, which does not allow the

system a due portion of bony-matter.

The general remedy for these disorders in children

was washing and dipping in cidd water, as described by

Dr. Cullen, in note, p. 133. But there are perhaps more

lost in the end, than saved by the practice.

• See Hoffman.
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The remedy above all others in those diseases is Iron.

in form and quantity, suited to their age and condition.

But close attention is required in its exhibition. Neither

theJlores martiales, or phosphate of iron should be given

by itself in powder, lest it constrict the bowels too sudden-

ly, or act as a purgative ;
for they operate one way and

the other, in different subjects. They may be sprinkled

on beef-steaks, or any other meat, so as to diffuse them

throughout the mass. If the child be in the use of wine,

a few drops of the Vinum chaltjheatum maybe added uith-

out rendering it distasteful. Quenching hot iron in milk

is another mode. Iron may be given to children in the

form of candy ; as in the" mars saccharatus of the old dis-

pensatories. Their liquid food may be sweetened with it.

In a word, iron may be given in such a variety of form,

as hardly ever to be presented to the patient in the dis-

gustful form of medicine. When we prescribe phosphate

of iron to grown persons, we have only to shew them,

that it is as tasteless as magnesia, and clean as chalk, and

they will disregard its gritty quality, when mixed with

certain articles of food.

The illustrious Boerhaave, who was as great in the prac-

tice of physic, as in the chair of medicine, has extolled the

virtues of iron, beyond all other remedies. How often

does he s})P{ik
" de mirable virtute Jerri ?" He says debil-

itated children are restored by it almost miraculously.

His words are <« manu quasi dirino instaurantiir.^^ He no

where directs children, emaciated to marasmus, or ap-

proximating to rickets, to sleep on hard beds, with thin

clothing, to suffer cold affusion, or dipping; but he directs

a thin, light, and aromatic diet, with warm, dry woollen

clothing, and frictions of warm flannel. In a word, in

stead of the Torpentia of Darwin, under wliich is placed

cold water, he recommends the Catefacientia ; which in-

cludes the various preparations of iron, beef-steak,
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choice wine, porter, free fi'om acid
;
and as much exercise

as the case will admit.

In the cities, towns, and villages in Europe, children

suffer much from cold, and uncomfortable school-houses ;

and are visited, now and then, with mortal disorders in

consequence. But in New-England, school-houses are

abodes of warmth and comfort in winter, and perfectly

ventilated in summer, calculated to please its little inhabi-

tants ; and we very seldom, if ever, hear of any serious

disease infesting any of those numerous establishments.

In keeping children comfortably warm, we do not mean

exclusion of the open air. Heated nurseries, and dormi-

tories are the ojjposite errors in the management of chil-

dren.

There is a practice, with sonie too pernicious to be pas-

sed over in silence ; that of giving children wine daily.

The pulse of a child, from three years old to six, is from

80 to 100, in a minute ; but it is much accelerated by a

glass of wine. Yet the fashion of giving children a glass

or two of wine,every day at dinner, has increased amongst

us, to their detriment.

Dr. Beddoes quotes an experiment related by a practi-

tioner to this effect—" A physician of great eminence in

London, gave to one of his children a full glass of sherry,

every day after dinner for a week. The child was about

five years old, and had never been accustomed to wine.

To another child, nearly of the same age, and under sim-

ilar circumstances, he gave a large China orange, for the

same space of time. At the end of a week, he found a

very material difference in the pulse, the heat of the body,

the urine, and the stools of the two children. In the first

the pulse was quickened, the heat increased, the urine high

coloured, and the stools destitute of their usual quantity of

bile ; while the second had every appearance that indicated

high health. He then reversed the experiment. To the
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first mentioned child he gave the orange, and to the other

the wine. The effects followed as before ; a striking and

demonstrative proof of the pernicious effects of wine on the

constitution of children i/i full health.^'*

It is this deficiency of bile, and not the redundanctj of

it, that disorders children ;
and either destroys them, or

lays the foundation of "sick head-ache," in adult years.

Another cause of the destruction of children is, giving

them too much medicine, especially purgatives. Some are

in the habit of giving infants a tincture of aloes, myrrh,

and saffron, under the title of elixir proprictatis, which

has a peculiar tendency to irritate the lowest part of the

intestinal canal,laying there the foundation of piles. Heat-

ing doses are given to remove flatulency ;
and opiates to

quiet the crying child from causes guessed at. Calomel

is often given to advantage as an effectual purgative,

but mercury given to operate on the glands, as mercury,

is, if I am not greatly mistaken, a pernicious practice.

In this I am not more swayed by the high authority

of Hoffman and Fothergill, than by my own observation.

That certain preparations of mercury are not only

safe, but beneficial in cleansing the duodenum fi-om mor-

bid impurities, I have no doubt ; while I dread the opera-

tion of it on the infantile system generally.

We know what the " mercurial fever^^ is, in adults ;

and if the reception of mercury into the system of an in-

fant,has the like effects on its glands, arterial system, and

mucous membrane, must not tJie effects be pernicious on

its tender frame ? Sixty years ago, it was the practice in

New-England to give mercury to children under 10 years

of age, from a false theory of sweetening the blood, and

purifying all their juices; and those who lived through

the process of ^thiop's mineral, and Mercurius alcalisa-

tus, have carried the marks of the absurd practice in their

jaws, and elsewhere, throughout life.

19
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It is of .e:rcat importance not to make an early breach in

the constitutions of children by unnatural practices ; such

as sousing them in cold water
; giv ing them strong wine ;

filling their bowels Avith drugs, and systems witli mer-

cury, when nature intended them only milk
;
which is at

once both meat and drink.

Cannot wisdom devise a plan of management between

the two extremes of practice mentioned in this chapter ?

Either we treat our children nnnaturally, or must admit

the doctrine of the necessarihj terrible correctives of the

redundance of mankindf mentioned by certain writers.*

This is but a prima litiea, or sketch of the management

of children, to be hereafter filled up, should life and health

permit. In the meantime, we would observe, that noth-

ing contrary to nature will prosper in the hands of the

physician : for our art owes its origin to sedulous obser-

vaM'in, a»»d imitation of Nature j to whom belongs
" vir-

tus et oiiDo."f

CHAPTER X.

OF THE POWER OF VACCINATION in removing or mitigatlnc

WHOOPING-COUGH.

An opinion is prevalent, that small-pox, as well as,

kine-pock will chase away whooping-cough. With this

view, the inoculation of the one and the other has been

resorted to. It has been the subject of many letters, from

different parts of the United States, and some from be-

yond ; from a notion, that I had greater opportunities of

trying the experiment, and deciding the question.

* Short and Malthus. f
"

Efficacy and Order." Gaub.
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I was once sanguine on this head ; and helieved almost

all I wished
;

so that, when my children were suffering

nnder whooping cough, I regretted they could not be re-

vaccinated. Subsequent experiments made me less san-

guine ; but have not influenced me to relinquish entirely

the opinion, that the variolous, as well as, vaccine fever,

diminishes greatly, and sometimes, entirely obliterates the

symptoms of the epidemic convulsive cough.

I have never had repeated positive proof that vaccina-

tion arrested, and subdued the distemper in its first stage ;

that is, before the 18th or 20th day. In some few cases, I

thought it prevented the absolute formation of the disease,

when there was reason for believing, that the subject had

been infected by the contagious cough. But the sagacious

physician will here perceive the chances for deception.

1 feel more confident that after the distemper had reach-

ed its acme, and was on the decline, that then vaccination,

when pretty strongly marked with febrile symptoms, has

operated an alteration for the better. That small-pox

modified measles is not a new idea ;
and that it has mod-

ified whooping cough, I have no doubt. Since vaccina-

tion has chased away small-pox, some think that measles,

and whooping cough have increased in frequency, and ma-

lignity.

I am of opinion, from observation, that children vacci-

nated in the spring, or early in summer, are not so liable

to cholera in the autumn of the same year. In this, I

believe I am not deceived ; yet jts confirmation, or rejec-

tion is left to the experience of others.

It is the opinion of some, that we can, and ought always

to endeavour to break the formation of the disorder, be-

fore the whoop is confirmed by calomel and tartar em-

etic, given several days in succession ; or, as frequently

as prudence will possibly admit. Some recommend this

practice, from seeing its goo<l efierts in croup ; but tussis
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convulsiva^ and cynanche trachealis are two different disor-

ders ; and bronchitis differs from both.

When we are distempered, and the body acting wrong,

we may arrest the particular disorder, by depriving it of

the power of doing mischief in that particular way, by

means of copious and repeated bleedings. Sydenham was

in the practice of thus stopping the violence of his «
per-

tussis." It may be arrested a few days by repeated eme-

tics and purgatives ; by mercury alone, or combined

with antimony. It is pretty certain that whooping cough

can be stopped,and sometimes cured by taking cantharides

internally; which on the presumption of the distemper

owing its origin to an inflammation sni generis , may op-

crate on the principle of a new, and strong impression,

or counter irritation, diminishing the specific one.

In such cases, the physician must have recourse to

those great principles of his art, which take nearly the

life of man to acquire ; and of which our motto was in-

tended to remind him. He should foreknow whether the

disease can be cured or not ;
—whether in whole, or only

in part ;
—whether it can be cured by the force of Nature,

so that he may remove impediments ;
—or whether she

must be re-inforced by the auxiliaries of art. For our

success will depend on our more or less attention to the

meilicatire, or self-correcting power within us.

These considerations, derived from the inmost recesses

of medicine, require the undivided attention of a capa-

cious and tranquil mind. Happy the man who possesses

it ; and fortunate the people employing such a physician.
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A LETTER FROM Dr. FOTHERGILL, RELATIVE TO THE CURE OF THE

WHOOPING-COUGH.

To the Medical Society in London.*

Gentlemen,
The tussis eonvulsiva, or Chin-cough, is for the most part so troublesome

a disease, and sometimes so fatal, that every hint conducive to abate its

violence, and prevent the dangers arising from it, will, I doubt not, be ac-

ceptable to you and the public.

I have for some years made use of the following antimonial medicine,

in the cure of this disease, and often with so much benefit to the patient

and satisfaction to myself, as to induce me to mention it casually to

many of my physical acquaintance.

From several of these, I have received such favourable accounts of its

success, as to strengthen my own opinion of its efficacy ;
and to esteem

it, though not a certain cure in all cases, yet perhaps as useful a medicine

in this distemper, as any we are yet acquainted with. The composition

is the following ;
—R. Pulv. e chel. cancr. 3 {5- Tartar. Emetic, gr. ij.

Accurate misceantur.

The testaceous powder, in this case, is not particularly designed for any

other use, than that of making the emetic tartar divisible into very small

doses with precision, and without difficulty. This proporition was fixed

upon, as the whole is divisible without a fraction
;
each grain of the pow-

der containing one-sixteenth part of emetic tartar. Where a very small

portion of this is wanted, the bulk may easily be increased by the addition

of some other, or the same testaceous powder : where more of the emetic

tartar is wanted, the quantity of the dose is then sufficient.

One giain, one grain and an half, or two grains of this composition,

may be added to five or six of any testaceous powder, and given in a

small spoonful of milk and water, in the forenoon between breakfast ami

dinner, to a child of a year old . if this quantity does not prove sufficient

to excite vomiting, it should be increased the next day to such a dose a<;

will produce that effect
; and, in this manner, let it be daily repeated

about the same hour.

• From the Medical Obserrationt anil Inquiries, vol. 3.
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This time ot' day, viz. between breakfast and dinner, has been fixed up-

on prcfi'iably to any other, on these considerations, viz.

If tlie puke is given early, the stomach being empty, a straining, too

great to be boine without detriment, might be occasioned.

Was it given in the evening, the cliild would, perhaps, be robbed of too

great a quantity of nutriment. Cliildren's breakfasts aie, for the most

part, soon digested ;
at least, so much nutriment is taken up in a short

time, as that much inconveniency cannot ensue from the loss of aliment.

At night, when the fever is vehement, half the former dose of antimo-

nial powder is given, with a few grains of nitre, and the pulv. contrayerv.

». This generally procures an agreeable diaphoresis, and takes off some

part of that moisture which might probably have otherwise increased

the irritation and oppression of the lungs.

It is but seldom that physicians are consulted at the beginning of this

disease, as, for the most part, its access is slow, and gives but little alarm,

ill it becomes so evident, as to render it difficult to do any thing more than

mitigate the symptoms.

But, in most cases, and in every stage of the disease, I have chiefly

trusted to this process; seldom having occasion either to bleed, or to use

any other kind of evacuation, unless to procure a stool or two daily, if

the medicine above mentioned fails in this respect.

In this case a proper dose oi magnesia, given at bed-time, with the an-

timonial, seldom fails of answering our expectations. Sometimes no very

manifest advantage appears to be gained by this process in several days ;

but, if no material inconvenciency arises, it will be right to proceed.

The first symptom of amendment usually is, that the fits of coughing

become less frequent, the fever abates, and the breathing is not so difli-

cult
;
the fits however do not seem to lessen much in point of violence, for

some days ;
at length, however, the cough decreases, and every other

symptom abates.

The child is then directed to take the puke only two days together,

and omit it the third. Every other day will soon suffice, and, then, once

or twice a-week till the cough is wholly gone.

During this process, they are directed to drink asses milk, to eat spar-

inglv of the lightest meats ;
broth likewise ;

and milk in any shape. Quan-

tity is stiictlv to be regarded; for the more and oftener the stomach is

filled, to the least degree of oppression, the longer the disease continues,

and with greater violence.

The ablest of the faculty, and those of the most extensive experience,

have found, tiiat to empty the stomach of its contents frequently has been

the means of affording most relief. Oxymel of squills and ipecacuhana

have stood foremost in the list of remedies for the Whooping-cough, a

considerable time
;
and this apparently from the good effects observable

from their operation.
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This induced me to make trial of the remedy in question, as having
these particular advantages.

The medicine is almost tasteless, is in quantity very small, and may be

given in the most unsuspected vehicle
;

no inconsiderable benefits, where

we have to do with such patients as are most exposed to this lerriblc dis-

temper.

It is, undoubtedly, more antiphlogistic than either of the medicines

above mentioned, is less irritating in general, yet operates with equal

certainty, and, perhaps, more energy.

It is a powerful diaphoretic ;
the good effects of which, in this case,

have been already mentioned.

One thing, however, may be necessary to observe, in respect to the

preparation I have described. It has been hinted to me, that it will not

long preserve its efficacy ;
and this decay is supposed to arise from the

tartar being robbed of its acid by the absorbent powder. This, if true,

should induce persons to mix but a small quantity at once, to keep it

perfectly dry, taking care especially, that the emetic tartar be prepared by
a skilful hand.

I have purposely omitted any reflections on the nature of this disease,

or particular descriptions of its progress, any farther than as they were

connected with the history of this medicine, as I know your design is

rather to collect matters of fact than to build systems.

I would not, however, be understood to suppose, that this medicine will

alone complete the cure of the Whooping-cough,at all times, and under all

circumstances : I know it will not
; and that this, as well as every other

medicine, is useful or otherwise, just as it is indicated. Caniharidcs, the

bark, musk, castor, and many other medicines, have doubtless been of

great use in particular cases,and may be in peculiar epidemic constitutions

Extract of a letter from ajudicious phyaician* dated West-

Cambridge, June '20th, 1822.

" In answer to your queries respecting my sufferings under the whooping

eough, I would inform you, that I was attacked about a year ago with the

disorder
;
but believing I had previously passed through the disease, I did

not mark particularly the early symptoms of it
;

and all that I can rec-

ollect of the early part of the first stage is, that I was indisposed from in-

digestion, and from a peculiar sensation in my throat.

After the disease had advanced,so that its nature and name became man-

ifest, I was surprised to find that the symptoms produced by it were so

* Dr. Wellington.
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widely different from those which I had previously believed attended this

disorder. The disease in my case, was not absolutely a cough: and I

verily believe that I coughed less during the continuance of this complaint

than was usual with me in ordinary. My sufferings, which were at times,

very severe, were of that kind called in Scotland, the " dumb kink,''' and

consisted rather of a spasm of the larynx than a cough. I am well convin-

ced that my lungs were not affected with inflammation, or spasm. 1 usual-

ly had one paroxysm during the night ;
and one, or more during the day.

Those in the day time, were usually excited by taking some stimulating

food or drinks. A paroxysm would last nearly a minute, which so com-

pletely closed the passage into the lungs, that I was incapable of forcing

the least portion of air into them. The spasm would then relax, and res-

piration would re-commence ;
but it was some minutes before I could ar-

ticulate distinctly. My head seemed as if it would split ;
and those about

me, were, at times, apprehensive of a fit, or strangulation. During the

continuance of this malady, my digcstiuu was bad, and it was some

months before I recovered my usual good state of health.

My personal experience perfectly agrees with your opinion, that the pri'

mary seat of whooping cough is not in the lungs; and I believe, if they

suffer at all, it is from sympathy. The remedies found most effectual in

alleviating this distressful disorder, corroborate, I think, your opinion."

FINIS.

ERRATUM.—In page 4, fifth line from the bottom, dele which is.
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